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Su m m a r y
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have emerged as a new paradigm in 
communication networks, enabling pervasive computing and ubiquitous 
communication environments. Their main characteristic is the mobility that nodes 
exhibit, with the network topology changing potentially rapidly and unpredictably. 
Traditional wireless networks require some form of fixed network infrastructure and 
centralised administration for their operation. On the contrary, MANETs are 
spontaneously formed, with individual nodes responsible for dynamically discovering 
other nodes they can communicate with. The key benefits of MANETs such as the 
lack o f centralised administration, tetherless computing capabilities and community- 
based short-term network establishment are hindered by the management difficulties 
caused by the flexible infrastructure that underlies these benefits. There is a need for 
frameworks that can support the self-management of MANETs according to 
predefined goals or policies.
We assert that such a highly dynamic environment can potentially benefit from 
context information that will drive its self-management, resulting in a degree o f 
autonomy. High-level management rules expressed as policies -  to achieve 
extensibility and flexibility -  can guide the MANET configuration, triggered by 
context information gathered by every node and disseminated across the MANET for 
network-wide understanding to be established. This closed-loop adaptive management 
can thus lead to self-configuration, self-optimisation, and hence autonomy. This thesis 
addresses all critical aspects of the design, implementation and deployment o f a 
context-aware framework to achieve self-management o f MANETs.
Context awareness achieved through context modelling and efficient monitoring 
is the foundation o f this thesis. It feeds the management scheme that is built on the 
requirements o f a MANET-oriented organisational model. Based on dynamic context 
information, the management scheme enforces through a programmable configuration 
platform changes in the MANET nodes so as to conform to the high-level 
management decisions. These decisions may in turn result in new context information 
being generated and thus new management decisions to be taken. Consequently a 
closed loop self-management cycle is generated, which can lead to self-optimisation,
self-protection and self-healing o f MANETs, subject to the appropriate network 
policies having been introduced into the system.
The proposed context-aware framework for the self-management o f MANETs is 
generic enough to support management changes based on any type o f monitored 
context information. In order to validate the proposed framework, we have selected a 
particular application case study that relates to an adaptive routing protocol strategy. 
The relative mobility o f the nodes in a MANET is monitored and relevant information 
triggers routing protocol selection and deployment. The deployed routing protocol is 
the appropriate one for the monitored conditions. Evaluation of this work was done 
using analytical modelling, simulation and also testbed experimentation. Obviously 
our framework is not restricted to dynamic routing strategies but allows for dynamic 
strategies o f diverse nature to be deployed on MANETs in a generic fashion based on 
any type o f context information.
Keywords: context-awareness, context modelling, mobile ad hoc networks, network 
management
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C h a p t e r  I
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have emerged as a new paradigm in 
communication networks, enabling pervasive computing and ubiquitous 
communication environments.' Their main characteristic is the freedom that nodes 
exhibit in terms o f movement, with the network topology changing potentially rapidly 
and unpredictably. Traditional wireless networks require some form of fixed network 
infrastructure and centralised administration for their operation. On the contrary, 
MANETs are spontaneously formed, with individual mobile nodes responsible for 
dynamically discovering other nodes with which they can communicate. The key 
benefits o f MANETs such as the lack o f centralised administration, tetherless 
computing capabilities and community-based short-term network establishment are 
hindered by the management difficulties caused by the flexible infrastructure that 
underlies these benefits. There is a need for frameworks that can support the self­
management o f MANETs according to predefined goals or policies.
We assert that such a highly dynamic environment can potentially benefit from 
context information that will drive its self-management, resulting in a degree o f 
autonomy. High-level management rules expressed as policies -  to achieve 
extensibility and flexibility -  can guide the MANET configuration, triggered by 
context information gathered by every node and disseminated across the MANET for 
network-wide understanding to be established. This closed-loop adaptive management 
can thus lead to self-configuration, self-optimisation, and hence autonomy. This 
dissertation addresses all critical aspects o f the design, implementation and 
deployment of a context-aware policy-based framework to achieve self-management 
o f MANETs.
Context awareness achieved through context modelling and efficient monitoring 
is the foundation o f our framework. It feeds the management scheme that is built on 
the requirements o f a MANET-oriented organisational model. Based on this dynamic 
context information, the management scheme enforces configuration changes in the
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MANET nodes so as to conform to the high-level management decisions. These 
decisions may in turn result in new context information being generated and thus new 
management decisions to be taken. Consequently a closed loop self-management 
cycle is generated, which can lead to self-optimisation, self-protection and self- 
healing o f MANETs, subject to the appropriate network policies having been 
introduced into the system by an administrator.
1 .  M o t i v a t i o n
The proliferation o f mobile ad hoc networking solutions observed in the past few 
years combined with the continuously increasing number o f mobile devices [1], [2], 
lead us to consider that there is paradigm shift from traditional, infrastructure 
networking towards a mobile, operator -  free and with no fixed infrastructure type of 
networking, the one based in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [3]. MANETs 
together with other emerging networking technologies, such as sensor networks, will 
constitute the foundations for pervasive applications such as those already envisaged 
by visionary researchers [7]. The major strengths o f this technology lie in the fact that 
it is easy to be deployed at a very low cost, while allowing for user creativity through 
the lack o f central, authoritative management and control [4], [5]. The notion of 
pervasive computing and ubiquity are strongly correlated to that o f mobile ad hoc 
networking technologies [6] that thus assist in reaching Weiser’s innovative 
conceptualization o f future computing that is “indistinguishable from everyday life”
m .
A mobile ad hoc network is a distributed, wireless, mobile, multi-hop network 
architecture that does not rely upon a pre-existing network infrastructure for its 
deployment. The only requirement for a MANET to be deployed is the existence of at 
least two mobile nodes in communication range with each other that will form the 
MANET. The nodes comprising the MANET are characterised by their dynamic 
nature, which means that they can move in and out of the network at any time and 
with no pre- or post-condition being met [3], [8]. Consequently, the network topology 
itself is not static but it can change dynamically with time, being dependent on the 
degree o f mobility the nodes exhibit [9], [10]. A major characteristic o f mobile nodes 
is their ability to route information for other nodes. Ad boc networks are important in 
a mobile computing environment, but could also be utilised to describe fixed
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infrastructure networks with partial reliability since a fixed location node is 
semantically equivalent to a mobile node [11].
MANETs undoubtedly are not a panacea for every networking problem of the 
emerging pervasive realm. Noteworthy drawbacks include their highly dynamic 
topology, since every node comprising a MANET is mobile and possibly very 
volatile. These constant topological variations will eventually lead to a continuous 
state o f network instability, which in turn can cause deterioration o f the performance 
o f services and applications on these networks. Another important issue is that 
typically devices participating in MANETs, have limited resources as far as storage 
and processing capabilities are concerned. By including the energy constraints in the 
set o f limitations on MANETs, one can easily understand that to fully benefit from the 
many potentials o f ad hoc networking one needs to cater for a variety o f requirements 
and provision for reliable, secure and efficient management [3], [12].
There is a need for techniques that mitigate these problems in order to be able to 
harness the vast range and diversity o f enhancements and advantages that mobile ad 
hoc networking has to offer. In this respect, we assert that contextual awareness can 
greatly assist in building and maintaining reliable, long-term MANETs. It is our belief 
that context awareness can assist in building more predictable and thus more reliable 
MANETs by providing higher and lower level information regarding the mobile 
node’s context, which can aid in predicting its mobility patterns. When the mobility of 
each and every node is predicted the future topology o f the network can be foreseen 
(mobility prediction can be subject to errors), allowing thus the deployment o f 
services and facilitating scalable routing protocols. The term context is used to 
indicate all the information accessible by the mobile node and descriptive o f its 
surroundings whether they refer to computational or physical properties. The driving 
force behind this concept is based on the observation that if one has an idea o f what is 
happening or what is going to happen in the MANET in the near future, then one can 
act proactively and adjust the MANET in order to preserve a certain degree o f 
network stability.
Context-awareness is a widely studied topic that has attracted significant research 
attention and continues to do so. By examining related research literature over the 
years one can easily comprehend the extent to which context awareness has been 
exploited [13], [14], [15], [16], The motivation for context-aware computing springs
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from the natural desire o f human computing users to ease the burden caused by 
continuous interaction with computers; this is satisfied by allowing computing 
systems to reach a certain degree o f intelligence [17]. The first step towards 
intelligence is gaining awareness o f one’s surroundings and understanding it. It is not 
coincidental that the notion o f context-awareness has become increasingly popular as 
technology has become ever more pervasive and entwined with our lives [6]. Users 
are flooded with information and are faced with a number o f choices, that it seems 
almost as a necessity for computing systems to become intelligent enough so as to 
assist them. Extending the particular problem to the system administration domain, 
one can recognise similar conditions. Autonomic computing [18], [19], building on 
the notion o f context-awareness, has emerged as a rapidly growing research topic to 
address these issues and in part our own research follows this topic.
Context awareness facilitates user interaction with computing systems as well as 
system administration. The changing information about the surrounding conditions of 
a user or a system, defined as context, assists in promoting and mediating people’ s 
interactions with each other and their environment. In one sense, context awareness 
enables user empowerment by delegating activities to an “intelligent system” and thus 
not adversely affecting his/her activities. On the other hand, one cannot rely on 
context aware systems for all tasks. It would be highly enviable to have a context 
aware technology, able to sense the situation in which it was immersed and adjust its 
actions accordingly. This is though neither an easy nor a feasible task to date. 
Embedding intelligence into computing systems so that they become sensors and 
actuators o f their environment remains a difficult problem. There is a gap with what is 
being sensed and what is imderstood by the context-aware system. One needs to 
provision inference rules, which increases system complexity. The moral is that we 
can have context-aware systems, but people must be considered as part o f the system. 
In any case they are responsible for injecting the intelligence into the system.
In this thesis we engage ourselves in providing a framework that through context- 
awareness can assist in the self-management o f mobile ad hoc networks. The role o f 
the human user is not neglected; it is our belief that pure autonomy cannot be reached, 
since there is lack o f pure artificial intelligence. Through this supervised, human- 
controlled self-management, network optimisation and further benefits can be gained.
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2. R e se a r c h  Pr o b l e m
The research question that is analysed and addressed by this dissertation is the 
following:
“ C a n  w e  e x p l o i t  c o n t e x t  a w a r e n e s s  t o  p r o v i d e  a  v i a b l e ,  g e n e r i c ,  e f f i c i e n t , 
p r a c t i c a l s c a l a b l e  a n d  a p p l i c a b l e  f r a m e w o r k  t o  a c h i e v e  s e l f - m a n a g e m e n t  o f  
M A N E T s  t a k in g  in t o  a c c o u n t  t h e i r  i n h e r e n t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ? ”
3 .  M e t h o d o l o g y
Our research follows mainly the computer science discipline and intersects with 
that o f network management where our contributions are applicable. Our research is 
information systems-oriented. Gregg et al [20] indicated that there exist seven major 
research methodologies in information systems, namely:
- Software Engineering
- Qualitative
- Experimental
- Survey
- Simulation / modelling
- Concept / discussion
- Secondary data
The research we undertook in this thesis is clearly adhering to the software 
engineering methodology. The experimental paradigm is also very common practice 
in software engineering; it affects our research though as a methodology for the 
validation of our theoretical framework. We place ourselves in accordance to the 
views expressed in [21] that identify measurement, analytic and simulation techniques 
as the three general approaches towards network modelling and analysis and thus 
exploit all three of them in our research.
As described by Hirschheim et al [22], in a wider view of information systems 
development, we adopt functionalism as the paradigm [23] upon which we are 
founding our research. The appropriate methodology for the adopted scientific 
paradigm complies with the following generic conclusions:
- Knowledge can be represented in a form of general laws and facts
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- The laws can be verified through experiments and measurements
- Repetitive, empirical observations result to generic conclusions
F ig u re  1 - 1  P h D  M eth o d o lo g y
The methodological approach o f the research is rather typical for a systems PhD. 
The traditional process of a systems-oriented PhD is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The 
PhD commences with the selection o f a specific research area. Following that, a 
research field must be studied in depth and a research gap should be identified in 
order to define a scientific problem that will constitute the core o f the PhD. The 
literature review can also provide motivation to select a different scientific research 
area. Furthermore, in the process o f defining a problem, it is possible to roll back into 
the literature review phase or even to the initial research area selection.
After having successfully defined a problem, the next step is to design the 
proposed system. This step requires defining the theoretical framework along with 
practical aspects that will provide the foundation for the implementation. It is evident 
that the design process might require further reading and possible re-definition of the 
scientific problem. Successful design is followed by the implementation and the
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testing/evaluation phase, which will assess the prototype implementation’s 
performance and adherence to the specified requirements and the intended design.
4 .  C o n t r i b u t i o n s
The thesis presents a fully functional and operating framework, deployed on 
mobile nodes, to satisfy the particular requirements posed by the aforementioned 
research problem and thus provide self-management o f MANETs. The framework in 
its own right is the major contribution o f this thesis, since to date and to our 
knowledge it constitutes the sole generic solution for autonomic management of 
MANETs. It has been deployed and experimentally tested in a real ad hoc network.
Furthermore, the classification o f context modelling efforts according to their 
attributes is a contribution o f this thesis, together with the proposed context modelling 
scheme that is targeted to the requirements o f MANET nodes. Previous attempts have 
not considered the limited resources o f mobile nodes and in general transposed 
approaches for wired networks and specific application scenarios to the MANET 
realm.
This thesis also proposes a novel organisational model for MANETs that 
considers the dynamics of these networks in terms of node mobility and their 
heterogeneity. Support for limited capability devices is provided as well as re­
organisation according to evolving conditions.
Programmability of ad hoc networks in a reliable and lightweight manner has 
also been studied and to this respect we have contributed a performance optimising 
approach. Our approach employs software plugin distribution and dissemination 
across the MANET.
A full-fledged context management framework to tackle context awareness in 
MANETs in a scalable and efficient manner has been established. This framework is 
intertwined with the aforementioned organisational model and interacts continuously 
with the policy-based management scheme to enable a closed loop o f self­
management for MANETs. It should be noted though that details o f the policy-based 
architecture are outside the scope o f this thesis. We concentrate on the context 
modelling, gathering and dissemination aspects and on the programmable framework 
to implement re-configuration based on policy-driven decisions.
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Although this dissertation contributes mainly to the field o f management of 
MANETs from various perspectives, another contribution worth mentioning is a 
MANET mobility emulator. This can be incorporated in Java-based applications for 
ad hoc networks and when appropriately configured can lead to emulation o f node 
mobility according to particular mobility models.
5 .  S t r u c t u r e
This PhD thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 1 provides an overview o f our research scope. We present the motivation 
behind this research topic as well as the open issues and challenges to be addressed. 
We define the research problem that guides the remaining o f the thesis. The 
methodology we imdertook in tackling the specified research problem is also detailed, 
and the contributions o f the thesis are elaborated.
Chapter 2 presents our proposed approach to effectively organise a MANET and 
subsequently manage it. We propose a novel organisational model that is especially 
targeted for MANETs, taking into consideration the particular requirements o f this 
networking paradigm. Related work is studied and relevant comparisons are drawn. 
The model is evaluated and performance metrics indicate satisfactory results. 
Building on the organisational model, we briefly discuss a policy-based management 
scheme for MANETs in order to allow for distributed yet synchronised management 
of the participating mobile nodes. As already stated, detailed aspects o f the policy- 
based management scheme are outside the scope o f this thesis.
In Chapter 3 we present a fimdamental block o f our generic self-management 
framework for MANETs, that o f context modelling. After performing an extensive 
literature review and illustrating a novel taxonomy o f context modelling approaches 
for mobile environments, we detail our proposed generic context model that is 
targeted to MANETs and caters for their requirements. Representation o f context 
information using XML and proper validation through XML Schemata is also 
discussed. We evaluate the proposed context model by addressing its suitability as far 
as the taxonomy’s properties are concerned. The context model we propose satisfies 
the taxonomy’s requirements.
Enforcement o f management decisions through a dynamic and programmable 
platform is the main topic o f Chapter 4. A plugin-based code distribution scheme is 
presented, with emphasis being placed on reliability and security since these issues 
are o f paramount importance in MANETs. A probabilistic analysis o f the platfomTs 
efficiency is illustrated, while the platfomTs evaluation is also complemented through 
simulation analysis and testbed experimentation.
Chapter 5 examines our proposed context management framework, which builds 
upon the aforementioned organisational model and management scheme. Context 
distribution and dissemination in the MANET are studied and their performance 
analysis is presented through relevant simulations. We propose a generic architecture 
to cater for the requirements set by om* design. Related work on context-aware 
systems for MANETs is reviewed and compared to our approach.
Chapter 6 integrates the components o f our proposed self-management scheme as 
these were presented in the previous chapters. The overall closed, self-adaptive 
management loop we propose consists o f monitoring context information, distributing 
it across the MANET, performing management tasks and taking decisions that are 
enforced in the network. The dynamic monitoring o f context and flexibility o f the 
policy-based management scheme, lead to the self-management o f MANETs. Our 
system implementation is explained and assessed in software engineering terms. 
Evaluation imder various mobility scenarios has been performed on our experimental 
MANET testbed.
Chapter 7 draws the thesis conclusions, summarising and discussing the work 
presented in the previous chapters, the results and achievements. Pointers for future 
research based on the current work are provided.
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C h a p t e r  2
O r g a n i s a t i o n a l  M o d e l  &  
M a n a g e m e n t  F r a m e w o r k
l .  I n t r o d u c t io n
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are an emerging paradigm in wireless 
communications that has recently attracted a lot o f attention. Their inherent benefits 
such as unrestrained computing, lack o f centralisation and ease o f deployment at low 
costs, are tightly bound with drawbacks such as limited resources and management 
complexity. There is a need for new management approaches and efficient 
organisational models to handle the requirements and specific characteristics o f these 
networks. We propose in this chapter a hybrid approach, employing a hierarchical and 
distributed organisational model for MANET management. The proposed 
organisational model is supplemented with a policy-based network management 
(PBNM) approach, which together with context awareness allows for the effective 
self-management of MANETs.
There exists lately an established and increasing interest towards wireless and 
particularly ad hoc networking. In ad hoc networks, mobile nodes move randomly 
and organise themselves arbitrarily; thus, the network’s wireless topology may change 
rapidly and impredictably. Conventional wireless networks (i.e. cellular networks) 
require some form of fixed network infrastructure and centralised administration for 
their operation. In contrast, since MANETs are self-configuring, individual nodes are 
responsible for dynamically discovering other nodes with which they can 
communicate. This way of dynamically creating a network often requires an equally 
dynamic ability to manage the network and supported services according to higher- 
level management goals (i.e. policies), taking also into account the surrounding 
conditions (i.e. context).
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We believe that this highly dynamic environment can benefit from a Policy 
Based Network Management (PBNM) approach and the emerging context-driven 
autonomic communications trend. One o f the major advantages o f adopting a policy- 
based approach is the relevant “ controlled programmability” that can offer an efficient 
and balanced solution between strict hard-wired management logic and unrestricted 
mobile code migration and deployment. While there has been previous research on 
deploying PBNM solutions for MANETs, our work introduces a novel organisational 
model specifically targeted to the needs o f this networking paradigm by incorporating 
context awareness to dynamically adapt to the continuously changing conditions. 
Context information can be used to trigger cross-layer changes (network and 
application configurations) according to policies, leading to a degree o f autonomic 
decision-making. To the best o f our knowledge the proposed context-aware PBNM 
framework is the first to consider exploiting context infoimation in conjunction with a 
PBNM system for MANET management. Previous approaches have used PBNM 
principles without considering the additional benefits of context-awareness. A 
detailed analysis o f PBNM principles applied to MANETs remains outside the scope 
o f this thesis. Our organizational model is evaluated using simulation experiments 
based on realistic assumptions, taking into account network topology and device 
capabilities.
The effective organisation and management of mobile ad hoc networks is the 
main topic o f this chapter. After this brief introduction, Section 2.2 reviews related 
work in the area of ad hoc network management and presents a classification scheme 
of existing work.
Section 2.3 discusses the organisational model we propose and constitutes one of 
the contributions o f this thesis. Design and requirements of such a model are 
presented with proper justification and evaluation for om* choices.
Section 2.4 builds on the presented organisational model and introduces our 
proposed management framework for MANETs based on the policy-based 
management paradigm. The entities that are identified are explicitly mapped to the 
system design presented in a following chapter and are directly linked to the 
aforementioned organisational model.
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Section 2.5 evaluates our proposed organisational framework with respect to 
various system parameters. For this purpose, we use simulations performed through 
the Glomosim [39] network simulator that is targeted to MANETs.
The chapter concludes with a discussion on the presented work in section 2.6.
2 .  L i t e r a t u r e  S u r v e y
The research work on the area o f management o f mobile ad hoc networks is 
recently emerging and thus it can be viewed as limited when compared to that of 
network management. The main drawback o f  currently proposed solutions is the same 
one that is observed in almost every aspect o f MANET research so far; existing 
solutions attempt to only partly solve relevant issues. The main reason for this is the 
inherent temporary nature of these environments that causes any proposed 
management solution to be o f limited scope and applicability. In the following section 
we review current approaches to the organisation and management o f ad hoc networks 
that have appeared in the related literature. The emphasis is placed on higher level 
schemes that address organisational features and handle management o f ad hoc 
networks. There has been significant work as far as MANET organisation is 
concerned in the field o f clustering, providing hierarchical organisation o f the nodes 
o f the MANET that can be exploited by a series o f services such as routing, location- 
based services, network management, service discovery etc.; we choose to briefly 
present this research stream. The rationale for this is the fact that clustering schemes 
share the same organisational model and differentiate amongst themselves only in the 
technique used to classify nodes into groups. The algorithmic details o f these 
techniques lie outside the scope o f this work.
A key consideration in a MANET is the organisational model to be deployed and 
this is a distinguishing parameter amongst existing approaches. In order to cope with 
potentially large scale, the most common practice is to organise the MANET into 
clusters, each managed by an elected local leader or cluster head (CH) [24], [25], [26], 
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. Assuming such a hierarchical 
approach for the piupose o f management, CHs then cooperate and either elect a global 
leader or network head (NH) [37] or a set o f CHs that collectively undertake the role 
o f NH [38]. The NH or the set o f CHs that undertake the NH role take key 
management decisions, such as triggering and coordinating the clustering process and
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its maintenance [39], [40]. The election process for the CHs and the NH guarantees 
reliability by also electing backup nodes that can assume the roles o f these entities in 
case a node departs the network or for unforeseen reasons fails [40]. The CH election 
process is re-initiated upon occurrence o f significant topological changes in the 
MANET.
Mobile node clustering brings significant benefits in terms of organisational 
efficiency. Even in fixed infrastructure networks, the aggregation o f nodes in a 
hierarchy achieves the effect o f making a large network appear much smaller and 
yields a higher-level, more easily manageable picture o f the network. Cluster-based 
mechanisms in ad hoc networks can also make a large network appear smaller, but 
more importantly, they can make a highly dynamic topology appear less dynamic. 
This is the case when we consider dynamics o f groups (i.e. clusters) in contrast to 
dealing with individual nodes. Mobility management is thus approached in a more 
convenient manner.
In general clustering in MANETs has been used under a variety o f application 
scenarios to serve various diverse requirements. In our work, clustering is used to 
realise a scalable and efficient management scheme for MANETs subject to a number 
o f dynamically changing network conditions, as it will be detailed in a following 
section. As it has been identified in [28], hierarchical clustering facilitates the spatial 
reuse o f resources in order to increase the system capacity in the case o f the MANET 
multi-hop environment. Furthermore, control traffic can be considerably minimised 
since clustering principles restrain the abundant generation and propagation o f routing 
and other control information. There have been some routing protocols in the 
literature that can work closely in conjunction with clustering schemes. The main 
ones are Clustering Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [33] and Zone Routing Protocol 
(ZRP) [44]. In MANETs another benefit obtained through clustering is the 
simplification of addressing and management, as resource monitoring is more scalable 
since aggregation can be considered.
There has been much research on clustering in the related literature. However, it 
is relevant to note here is that there exist two schools o f thought when it comes to 
clustering in MANETs. The first one argues that the election o f either a set of cluster 
heads (CHs) or a dominating set is not needed as it may incur increased overhead 
[24], [25], [26]. The second one favours CHs on the basis that it can facilitate the
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creation o f a hierarchical structure and lead to scalable solutions [27], [28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. We choose not to delve into the algorithmic details of 
the related approaches, since we consider this outside the scope o f the current work. 
Our work assumes a hybrid approach, both hierarchical and distributed, and thus 
exploits the benefits o f both schools o f thought.- In short, we follow a hierarchical 
structure to classify nodes into different clusters, but also allow for a distributed 
scheme to be employed on each level o f the hierarchy.
The management o f MANETs cannot be addressed by means o f traditional 
network management principles and solutions. The main reason for this is the plethora 
o f individual characteristics and requirements that this networking type exhibits. 
There is a need for MANET-oriented approaches to be developed that address this 
inherent dynamic nature. The first efforts to tackle MANET management were 
presented in [37]. The suggested Ad hoc network management protocol (ANMP) was 
based on hierarchical clustering o f nodes in a three level architecture. The two 
proposed clustering algorithms limit severely ANMP’s applicability due to their 
centralisation. These clustering algorithms cannot be considered as a viable solution 
for a MANET, since centralised design can lead to a single point o f failure. This 
threat is exacerbated in a mobile ad hoc network due to the mobility o f  nodes.
Table 2-1 Taxonomy of related work on MANET management
Tiers/
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Hierarchical
/Distributed
Policy-
based
Agent-
based
Modules Storage
ANMP | 
[37] J
3/1 | H
' '
1 anmpMIB
Guerilla | 
’ [38] J
2/1 | H/D + | 4 MIB
Chadha | 
[39] j
3/1 H + + |
....„ ......i
1 mySQL j
Phanse ! 
[40] j
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J
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The Guerilla architecture [38] adopts an agent-based two-tier distributed 
approach where at the higher level “nomadic managers” make decisions and launch 
active probes to fulfil management objectives. Mobile agents exploit a utility function 
to decide their migration and probe deployment. The objection raised against this 
approach is its feasibility. The devices that usually form ad hoc networks are of 
limited capabilities and the communication links are bandwidth constrained, making 
thus the deployment of mobile agents on MANETs questionable. [38] did not conduct 
a performance analysis that showed the efficiency o f this approach in spite o f these 
limitations. On another point, the proposed deployment of mobile agents amplifies the 
inherent security issues in MANETs i.e. trust, authentication etc.
Recently there has been a shift towards Policy Based Network Management 
(PBNM) systems through a hierarchical approach, which is though not well suited for 
a MANET environment [39], [40], [43]. The policy-based management paradigm 
[45], [46] offers a promising solution since it allows for dynamic alteration and 
controlled programmability o f management logic based on the supported policy types. 
The use o f network policies to achieve a more dynamic nature o f adaptation at a 
higher conceptual level provides for generic and flexible management o f MANETs. 
Bundled with a context management system, such an approach caters for self­
management solutions to be employed and has not been in this perspective holistically 
considered in the past. This is one o f the imiovative aspects of our research work.
In [39] a PBNM system using intelligent agents is proposed. Policy agents are 
deployed and manage the network through a two tier hierarchical architecture. Policy 
definitions follow the principles o f IETF but the use o f several proprietary protocols 
(i.e. YAP [47], AMPS [48], and DRCP/DCDP [49]) restricts its wider adoption. 
Another PBNM-based approach is presented in [40] in order to provide QoS in 
MANETs. The proposed k-hop clustering scheme and extensions to COPS [50] for 
policy provisioning (COPS-PR) [51] protocol add policy server delegation and 
redirection capabilities. Although in RFC status, COPS and COPS-PR have attracted 
limited acceptance and their relatively heavyweight nature may limit their 
applicability to MANETs. Table 2-1 classifies existing work into a taxonomy and 
summarises key findings, also including our work details o f which will be presented 
in the following section.
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We assert that a purely hierarchical or a purely distributed approach with respect 
to the organisational model of a MANET is not suitable for such a network. The 
former is too cumbersome and rigid and does not allow for the flexibility that is 
required from organisational models that will apply to MANETs and also suffers from 
a single point o f failure. The latter considers all the nodes as having “equal rights” and 
determining collectively any management decisions to be taken. This approach 
requires more complex cooperation protocols and does not scale for large networks.
Other efforts towards the management o f MANETs include a probabilistic 
approach [42] as well as an information theoretic one [41]. An interesting approach to 
ad hoc network management is presented in [42], where the authors introduce a 
relaxation on the population o f nodes to be managed. More specifically, nodes are 
being clustered in groups that share network and spatio-temporal behaviour. Only the 
groups o f nodes that are members o f these clusters are managed, while nodes with 
non-conforming behaviour are discarded regarding the management perspective o f the 
network. In [41] information theory principles are used to map the configuration 
management issues o f nodes in ad hoc networks, with emphasis on models for various 
network topologies. Both [41] and [42] can be applied when relaxing the management 
plane, and cannot thus be considered for network-wide consistent MANET 
management.
3 .  P r o p o s e d  O r g a n i s a t i o n a l  M o d e l
Having reviewed the related literature and based on the requirements posed by 
the nature o f mobile ad hoc networks, we introduce a novel policy-based 
organisational model which combined with context information processing can 
effectively manage a MANET. The proposed organisational model has a number of 
novel features such as its hybrid organisational approach and dynamic hyper-cluster 
formation based on graph theory principles. Context information is used in the 
process o f classifying the MANET nodes in clusters through a context-based heuristic 
that we have established. It is worth mentioning that while details on the policy-based 
management framework will be presented in the next section (2.4), certain aspects are 
covered in this section as well. This is because there is a correlation between these 
two perspectives, i.e. organisation and management, and one cannot clearly 
distinguish between them.
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3 . 1 .  D i s t r i b u t e d  a n d  H i e r a r c h i c a l  M o d e l
We assert that a purely hierarchical or a purely distributed approach with respect 
to the organisational model o f a MANET is not suitable for such a network. This 
observation guides our design choice o f introducing a hybrid approach, namely a 
distributed and hierarchical organisational model for MANETs. We aim at averting 
the hindering factors that limit adoption of the previous two approaches, while at the 
same time we wish to exploit the benefits that each approach bears. The hierarchical 
approach scales well for large networks by limiting interactions within a cluster or 
among cluster heads. It also allows operation in a controlled fashion. The distributed 
organisational model allows for the flexibility that is required from MANET systems 
and is easily adaptable to the distributed nature o f ad hoc networks. Our approach 
seeks to combine these advantages. Using the policy-based paradigm and context 
awareness we aim to provide a suitable framework for MANET management based 
on this organizational model.
Before analysing the proposed model we first explain the differentiation between 
node “modules” and “roles” as these will be used in our work. Every mobile node in 
the MANET will be classified under one module category and one role. The three 
“roles” that we have introduced refer to the MN (Manager Node), CH (Cluster Head) 
and CN (Cluster Node) roles, as used conventionally in three-tier clustering schemes. 
Beyond the traditional duties for these roles, their behaviour and mission is guided by 
their corresponding components in the PBNM paradigm [45], [46], respectively 
Policy Management Tool (PMT), Policy Decision Point (PDP) and Policy 
Enforcement Point (PEP). A “module” is the preinstalled software o f a node. Our 
design has two modules: CM (Cluster Manager) and TN (Terminal Node). It is these 
modules that provide the functionality required for organisational and management 
tasks to be executed by the nodes.
This module separation was deemed necessary to accommodate a wider range o f 
node capabilities in the MANET. The TN is the simplest module and is lightweight to 
make it suitable for limited capabilities devices, e.g. smart mobile phones. Thus TNs 
can only be assigned the CN role. On the other hand CM modules have full PBNM 
system functionality (represented by Policy Enforcement Point, Policy Decision 
Point, Distributed Policy Repository, Policy Management Tool components) and 
context processing capability (represented by Context Collection Point, Context
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Decision Point, Context Management Tool, and Context Repository components). 
CMs carry the Admin node unit which is responsible for their programmable 
configuration, while the corresponding entity for the TNs is named Terminode (the 
term should not be confused with the EPFL work, http://ww.mics.org/) unit (Chapter 
4 has more details on these units). Therefore CMs are collaboratively responsible for 
MANET management and can be assigned all three roles. The selection o f the 
appropriate module for each network device depends mainly on its capabilities. A set 
o f minimum requirements offers a prescribed guideline and indicates whether a 
device can efficiently host the CM module. This can be pre-installed by the 
manufacturer o f the device or manually installed by the owner o f the device before 
enactment in the MANET realm.
M N
C H
/  PMT / CMT
PDP CDP OCL
PEP CCP Terminode
T e r m i n a l  N o d e  C l u s t e r  M a n a g e r
C a p a b i l i t i e s  R e q u i r e m e n t s
Figure 2 - 1  Node roles and modules
Effectively the difference between “roles” and “modules” refers to the 
differentiation o f the organisational role o f an entity in the network as opposed to the 
actual software capabilities it carries. The node roles and modules are depicted in 
Figure 2-1, where their respective policy and context related components are also 
shown (details on these components are presented in a later section). Depending on 
the assigned role o f a cluster manager (CM), the respective components are either 
active or dormant. For example, the Cluster Head role has the PMT, CMT and CR 
components in a dormant state. During initial network setup, default policies stored in 
CMs are loaded in order to guide the model’s deployment. These policies refer to the 
type o f components that should be activated in accordance to the role o f the node in
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the organisational model. TNs do not require such functionality, since they can 
support only two components, namely the PEP and the CCP.
Based on the above classification, we present our policy-based organisational 
model. The multi-manager paradigm and the hyper-cluster formation are introduced, 
aiming to offer a balance between the strictness o f hierarchical models and the fully 
fledged freedom of distributed ones. At the same time our model embraces both as it 
can be deployed as either o f these. More specifically, our model adopts a three-tier 
hierarchical approach, with CNs being grouped into clusters, each managed by a 
cluster head (CH). Amongst these CHs, some o f them collaborate to form the hyper­
cluster (these are called Manager Nodes - MNs) that effectively manages the whole 
MANET. In addition, policy-based management offers controlled programmability to 
the system to suit the MANET dynamic environment. The components for each of the 
three roles are depicted in Figure 2-2 as well as the information flows between them.
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Figure 2 -2  Organisational model and node roles
The idea behind the multi-manager paradigm lies in the nature of ad hoc 
networks and the purpose o f their formation. Having more than one manager gives the 
flexibility to form networks between distinct trusted administrative authorities. This is 
performed without any of these being forced to forfeit its management privileges.
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Instead managers cooperatively introduce policies which guide the overall network’s 
behaviour. For example, a MANET can be setup for a corporate meeting between two 
companies’ representatives. The multi-manager paradigm treats the companies’ 
managers as equals and allows both to affect network behaviour by introducing 
policies. In addition, from a functional point o f view, in large scale ad hoc networks 
scalability issues demand more than one manager in order to control and administer 
effectively the numerous cluster heads. A deployment example with two managers is 
depicted in Figure 2-3, mirroring the organisational model in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2 -3  Example deployment and node modules
We also introduce the hyper-cluster notion referring to a set o f Cluster Manager 
(CM) nodes that are assigned the MN or CH roles, utilizing available context 
information. The construction o f the set is discussed in detail later. Nodes that hold 
the MN role encapsulate the CH role as well. The assignment o f a node to the MN 
role depends on the MANET formation purpose and its application use. In the 
corporate meeting example, the two devices which the companies’ managers use are 
assigned the MN roles. In a military oriented scenario, e.g. platoon leaders would 
assume the Manager Node role. If there is no apparent specification for the MN 
assignment or in dynamic conditions where MN re-assignment is necessary, then this 
occurs in an algorithmic fashion as described later. Future work will consider the
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utilisation o f context information or a reputation-based election procedure for the 
selection of MNs.
3 .2 . H yper- cluster formation
The primary step in clustering is the election o f cluster heads (CH) and the 
fonnation o f clusters around them. However, it is worthy to note that unlike in fixed 
networks, in multi-hop mobile ad hoc networks, the assignment o f nodes to clusters is 
a highly dynamic process, as node mobility continuously alters connectivity and 
spatial relationships among nodes. Hence, any complete clustering framework in 
MANETs should specify an algorithm for dynamically assigning nodes to clusters, 
and for responding to node mobility. Therefore, in order to create a hierarchical 
control structure, it is desirable for any effective clustering algorithm to make sure 
that [28], [35] each cluster is connected, and also that every mobile node in any level 
o f the hierarchy should belong to a constant number o f clusters in that layer, and 
finally clusters should be stable subject to node mobility.
In our view, the CHs/MNs election process should be based on a heuristic formed 
from contextual information such as location, capabilities (processing power, 
memory, battery life, node mobility etc.), expected residence time in the current 
location/cluster and user privileges. The main reason behind this is that by using 
accurate context information, one can combine a variety o f features into the heuristic 
in contrast to existing solutions that usually have one feature o f the nodes as the 
clustering heuristic [29], [31], [33], [36]. This information is collected from sensors 
embedded on mobile nodes and are constantly monitored so as to make this heuristic 
and the clustering process adaptive. For example, the CH/MNs needs to be a 
relatively central node in the cluster or network respectively while there is no point in 
electing a CH with high probability to move away from its current location soon. In 
addition, the candidate CH nodes should be “thick” in terms of their capabilities. 
There exists a lot o f work in the literature on cluster formation and CH/MNs election 
and our research group has also proposed relevant algorithms [52]. We propose 
exploiting a function o f the capabilities o f the mobile nodes as the clustering heuristic, 
so as for nodes with abundant resources to be selected as CHs.
Of fundamental importance to our architecture is thus the Capability Function 
(CF) o f a node. It denotes its current ability to host resource-consuming software 
modules. The CF reflects two aspects of the nodes’ capabilities, one referring to their
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computing attributes and another to their mobility (Mobility Ratio - MR). The driving 
concept is that if a node moves constantly and is responsible for link breaks, then it 
should not be deemed as capable. In our approach the CF considers specific 
computing attributes, namely memory (MEM), processing power (PP), battery power 
(BP) and computing load (CL). MEM, PP and BP have a proportional relationship 
with the CF and MR and CL an inversely proportional one. By assigning weights to 
these variables based on their significance and incorporating time we come up with 
Equation 2-1.
^  / x wi x MEM  ( t) + w 2 x PP(t)  + w3 x BP(t)
CF (t) = — ---------- —    —    —  (2 -1 )
w 4 x MR (t) + w5 x CL(t) K }
For the CF to be comparable, the variables are normalised to a value range of [0, 
1 ] by dividing each one with its maximum counterpart as defined by us (i.e. we 
consider a maximum PP o f 3 GHz). The sum of the weights wi, W2 and w3 should be 
1 while the same holds for w4 and W5. This ensures that the values o f the Capability 
Function o f various mobile nodes will be comparable to each other. It is possible for a 
variable to exceed the maximum defined value; the normalisation process will still 
yield a value of 1. The default policies loaded at start-up initialise the weight values.
MEM, PP and BP are obtained from the system profile. For CL the product of the 
percentage of CPU utilisation and the PP value is used. Regarding the MR 
calculation, we cannot simply consider the frequency o f node movements, since this is 
not indicative o f topology changes. All nodes i.e. might constantly move towards the 
same destination. In addition a non-mobile node might not be deemed as capable 
since all other nodes might be moving away from it. Considering these, we associate 
the MR of a node with the frequency o f link breaks with its neighbours as these have 
occurred up until the time o f measurement. This information is obtained from the 
network layer (i.e. routing table). In the future we plan to use context-driven mobility 
predictions to enhance the MR proactively. Equation 2-2 yields the MR from the time 
the MANET was setup up until time t with the value being normalised in the range o f 
[0, 1 ] (the number o f link breaks cannot exceed that of neighbours).
^ 7,  ^x link breaks ([0 ,/]) _MR (0  =   =   Jy (2-2)
neighbors ([0, /])
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The proposed algorithm (Figure 2-4) receives input regarding the module 
installed on every node, its Capability Function and the network topology, yielding 
the role assignment to each node. When the network is initially setup every node 
calculates its CF and periodically tracks it (this is dependent on the frequency of 
context information monitoring where we choose the least common multiple). Some, 
or even only one, o f the nodes carrying CM module will eventually be marked as 
MNs. This can be statically configured at the MANET setup as discussed.
/ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------A
Hyper Cluster Formation Algorithm
A s s u m p t i o n s
- N  is the set of no de s in the M A N E T
- Nb (x ) is the neighboring set of a  n o d e  x
- M N ,  C H ,  C N  boolean flags de note n o d e  role
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min{ CF  (x ), C F (y ) ,C F (w ) }  = CF  (w ),
CH  (x ) = CH  ( y ) = C H (w )  = 1 —» CH  (w ) = 0 a  CN  (w ) = 1
s j
Figure 2 -4  Hyper-cluster formation algorithm
After the initial phase, a selection process commences to establish the role of the 
nodes. All nodes carrying the TN module acquire the CN role. Our framework is 
generic and allows for nodes having the CM functionality to be assigned any of the 
three roles. This has the benefit o f forming the hyper-cluster from a restricted set of 
CHs and MNs amongst all possible candidates. For reliability reasons backup CHs 
can be enabled in case a CH fails due to insufficient resources or mobility. The hyper­
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cluster will consist o f nodes that form the dominating set (DS) o f the graph of nodes 
with CM modules, thus ensuring one-hop accessibility for the remaining nodes with 
CM module, which are assigned the CN role. In graph theory, a dom inating set for a 
graph G = (V, E) is a subset V  o f V such that every vertex not in V  is joined to at 
least one member o f V  by some edge.
The motivation behind this idea is borrowed from backbone overlay networks 
used for routing in MANETs where the use o f DS is prominent. Based on the 
extensive work on the area [53], [54], [55] we propose exploiting a distributed 
algorithm for the DS formation using as an optimisation heuristic the previously 
defined CF. The clustering process works as follows. If a node with the CM module 
has no other neighbours with that module, then it marks itself as CH. The remaining 
nodes with CM module exchange neighbouring tables (only entries including nodes 
with CM functionality) with their neighbouring nodes with that module. If such a 
node has two unconnected neighbours with the CM module, it acquires the CH role. 
To ensure optimised construction o f the dominating set, a trimming process takes 
place that prunes the CH set from redundant CHs with small CF value.
Effectively, the CHs together with the MNs form the hyper-cluster and 
collectively manage the MANET. Every node with the CM module is registered to it 
and can access it in one hop. Every CN registers itself to its CH neighbour with the 
highest CF value, while those that do not have such neighbours acquire a route to one 
o f them through their CN neighbours. Depending on the application use of the 
MANET, the manager nodes (MNs) are statically configured upon the initial 
construction o f the MANET. In this case our algorithm takes this into account by 
assigning explicitly these nodes to the MN role and thus to the hyper-cluster. The 
result is a clustered MANET with nodes in all three o f the defined roles.
The maintenance of the dominating set o f the MANET, namely the hyper-cluster, 
subject to changes in the network topology is a very important task. State information 
regarding the topology is exchanged through periodic hello messages. By this we 
imply that after the dominating set has been created, hello messages are guiding the 
nodes in understanding whether certain topological or neighbouring changes have 
occurred. If a node that is carrying the CM module and is not in the CH role does not 
receive hello messages from its corresponding CH for a certain time period, then it 
checks in its neighbouring table for other available CHs. In the case one such node is
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found, the original node associates itself with the new CH. In the opposite case, the 
aforementioned algorithm is locally executed and the dominating set is re-established. 
If a node with the CH role moves to a new location in the MANET, where after the 
previous process no other node has selected it as its CH, then the node marks itself as 
a simple CN carrying the CM module as it was initially the case. Following this, the 
new CN node will have to find a CH to associate with using the algorithm we 
presented earlier. Another case that requires exceptional handling from the clustering 
process is the one when two or more CHs move into the same area, managing the 
same set of CNs. In this case the CHs that moved into the management area o f 
another CH change their role to CN and inform their associated CNs to locate a new 
CH and they act in the same manner.
4. P olicy-B ased  M an agem en t F ram ew ork  F o r  
M A N E T S
Based on the requirements expressed by the dynamic nature o f the mobile ad hoc 
network realm and the proposed organisational model, we present the design 
principles for our management framework architecture. It is an extension to the 
traditional PBNM [45], [46] framework that' takes into account the inherent 
characteristics o f ad hoc networks. By incorporating context information, this leads to 
a certain degree o f dynamic adaptation and supports self-management. Uniform 
management o f nodes is achieved though common understanding o f the context 
information that trigger the network policies. We provide more details on these 
aspects in the following sections. The scope o f this thesis does not encompass an 
elaborate analysis o f the policy-based management framework for MANETs. We 
deem this topic as one worth further studying and we will be focusing on this in our 
future research work.
4 .1 .  Policy-Based Network  M anagement Principles
Before presenting our approach for policy-based network management (PBNM) 
of ad hoc networks, we provide a brief account o f the traditional PBNM framework as 
this has been specified by the (currently inactive) IETF Policy Working Group [56]. 
The work earned out by this group is fundamental as far as policy specification is 
concerned. Instead o f using a language to specify policies, they represent it with an 
object-oriented information model [57]. This model is an extension o f the Common
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Information Model (CIM) that is developed by the Distributed Management Task 
Force (DMTF). A policy rule is modelled as an aggregation o f policy conditions and 
policy actions. According to that representation, in its simplest form a policy rule 
expresses the following statement.
i f  (se t  o f  con dition s) then execu te (se t  o f  actions)
Policy rules, conditions and actions are represented as object classes and their 
associations are modelled with association object classes.
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Figure 2 - 5  IETF Policy-Based Management Architecture [56]
Figure 2-5 presents the IETF architecture for the enforcement o f policies. Each 
Policy Decision Point (PDP) is responsible for managing one or more Policy 
Enforcement Points (PEPs). The PDP is responsible for translating a policy into a 
form that the device can understand. The PEP tells the PDP what actions it is capable 
o f performing and how it wants its policies to be represented (i.e. the particular form 
of conditions and actions that are transmitted to it). The policies may be 
communicated from the PDP to the PEP by several means, i.e. dedicated policy 
protocols such as COPS-PR [50]. The Policy Repository (PR) is used to store and 
provide access to all the policies o f a PBNM system. The Policy Management Tool 
(PMT) is used by the administrator to introduce, edit or delete policies in the PBNM 
system.
A major deficiency o f the IETF policy architecture is the fact that they do not 
support policy rules that can be dynamically triggered by events to reconfigure the
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managed system according to changing conditions, namely context. Our proposed 
framework attempts to alleviate this problem by combining policy-based network 
management with a context management framework.
4.2. D istributed & Replicated P olicy Repository
The policy repository (PR) is a critical component in every PBNM system and we 
cannot rely on a single node to store it. The idea o f storage replication is not new and 
is widely used in fixed networks as a backup in case o f failures. In ad hoc networks 
however due to the intermittent nature o f wireless links, it is expected that nodes will 
become disconnected frequently. Thus access to a central repository cannot be 
guaranteed depending on the networks volatility and mobility. In order to tackle this 
deficiency we propose the DPR (Distributed Policy Repository) component.
DPR is an enhanced version o f the Policy Repository [60] and consists of 
repository replicas distributed amongst the nodes that form the hyper-cluster. Instead 
o f simply replicating the PR among the nodes, we incorporate a sophisticated policy- 
based replication scheme (more details in the next section). By utilising context 
information (i.e. the Mobility Ratio) and based on the introduced policies, the system 
automatically enforces the appropriate replication state among hyper-cluster nodes, 
depending on how volatile the MANET is (see related work in [65])..In this way, we 
provide alternative access options in case a repository is corrupted or disconnected 
and distribute traffic load and processing overhead among nodes. The DPR 
component lies within the CM module and it can effectively store network policies in 
a directory server.
In effect, policies and context guide the DPR behaviour and replicas’ distribution, 
ensuring on one hand maximum repository availability (distributed copies) and on the 
other hand a single logical view of the stored policies (replicated content). One. should 
also bear in mind that policies change very infrequently in PBNM systems, so the 
DPR consistency is not a significant problem. Thus, efficient management of clusters 
can be achieved even when temporarily disconnected from the network manager.
4.3. Context Dri yen Policy Enforcement
Apart from the policy related components as these are identified by the IETF 
policy framework, we also introduce a group o f new entities related to context 
collection and processing. These are necessary for our system being capable of
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sensing, communicating with its surrounding environment and adapting to changing 
conditions. Incorporating context awareness into our policy-based management 
framework makes it flexible and dynamic in response to the inherently unstable 
MANET domain, allowing a degree o f autonomy to be reached. In fact, incorporating 
context-awareness is the central part o f our work. Our system involves four 
components that deal with the context awareness requirements, the Context Collection 
Point (CCP), the Context Decision Point (CDP), the Context Management Tool 
(CMT) and the Context Repository (CR). There is an obvious matching o f these 
components to the four elemental components o f a PBNM system. The major design 
difference is that the flow o f information is reverse to the one in PBNM systems, 
where a top-down approach is adopted. Here, context is collected and processed at the 
lower layers o f the architecture and is passed to the higher layers for management 
decisions to be taken.
The CCP is installed on every node and its responsibilities include monitoring the 
environment through the available sensors and collecting the relevant information i.e. 
location, personal profiles etc. After some basic pre-processing, context information is 
stored using the proposed model. This information is passed on from every CCP to 
their respective Cluster Head’s CDP. The CDP aggregates the context information in 
order to gain cluster-wide knowledge o f context of particular interest. It 
communicates with the local PDP entity to examine if context conditions are met so 
that the actions o f a certain policy are triggered for the cluster. The aggregated context 
information is also sent by the CHs to the MNs. The Context Management Tool 
(CMT) collects and aggregates the CH-aggregated context information and exchanges 
it with the other MNs. This ensures a MANET-wide common knowledge regarding 
context information. It is this context information that is passed from the CMT to the 
hyper-cluster PDPs and may trigger the appropriate policies. The previous two 
conditions ensure MANET-wide concurrent triggering of policies and thus network­
wide adaptation.
The key point is to ensure uniform network management. This is achieved by the 
presence o f an identical and synchronised Policy Repository at the MNs, which in 
turn guarantees that all PDPs behave in the same way and enforce the same actions in 
a MANET-wide fashion. Because o f the unified manner in which aggregated context 
is presented to the MNs, the conditions’ evaluation is the same. Detailed design and
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further explanation o f the context-awareness aspects o f our proposed platform are 
presented in Chapter 5.
4.4. P olicy-based  M anagement
hi order to apply the PBNM paradigm to our system we adopt the IETF/DMTF 
information model for policy representation. Defined policies are represented 
according to PCIM/PCIMe [57], [61]. Based on this representation we map policies to 
the standardised LDAP data model [58], [62], [63].
Our initial efforts focus on the definition o f the necessary policies for MANET 
management, rather than the formal definition o f a policy language. We believe this 
representation is both effective and lightweight so as to cater for the policy needs in 
the resource-poor MANET environment:
{R oles} [TimePeriod] i f  {con d ition s} then {a ction s}
In our custom, MANET-oriented PBNM system, PDPs monitor and evaluate 
their conditions against the context information they have access to in order to trigger 
the corresponding policy actions. These actions are enforced to the Managed Objects 
at the PEPs under the PDP’s control. Our proposed architecture is built upon a 
programmable platform which is extended to cater for efficient provisioning o f policy 
decisions to the PEPs. More details o f our programmable platform are presented in 
Chapter 4.
We define the policy’s enforcement scope as the set of nodes where actions need 
to be enforced, when the policy is triggered by this set’s collected context. Regarding 
the actual policy design, we model realistic examples o f policy types in order to 
illustrate our concepts. These policies are a first step towards a flexible and adaptable 
management framework for MANETs. Based on the above definition, three 
enforcement scopes are realised for the needs o f our design:
a. MANET-wide - Routing adaptation
Policies can be triggered at the Manager Nodes by the context collected and 
aggregated from all network nodes. The MN’s PDP decide and enforce the actions in 
a network-wide fashion to all MANET node PEPs. These policies are identified by 
their assignment to the MN node role. As an example case study, we consider a 
routing adaptation example policy. In MANETs a plethora of protocols has been 
proposed to solve the multi-hop routing problem, each based on different
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assumptions. A generic classification can distinguish them into proactive and reactive, 
regarding the strategy used to establish routes between nodes; each category has its 
own advantages and disadvantages. Based on the above, we decided to model a policy 
which would enable dynamic adaptation o f the routing protocol. Network conditions 
and context on one hand and administrator defined management goals on the other, 
can both be expressed by this type o f policy which effectively alters the routing 
strategy and potentially increases network performance.
{MN} [T] i f  {RM~ (n. .m)} then {RoutProt: =k} ■
This policy type is used to adapt network behaviour by switching the routing 
protocol (RoutProt) according to the network’s relative mobility (RM). RM is 
aggregated context information extracted from the network-wide knowledge of node 
movements, GPS positioning data, mobility ratio, planned moves and other context. 
The simple condition monitors if  the RM value lies within the range (n..m) in order to 
enforce the associated simple action that activates the appropriate routing protocol. In 
our implementation, the idea is to use a proactive routing protocol when relative 
mobility is low and a reactive when high (details on the specific case-study are given 
in Chapter 6). Depending on management goals and on network-wide aggregated 
context, compound conditions and actions can be introduced in all the proposed 
policy types, in order to take more parameters into account.
The network-wide enforcement scope o f this policy implies that the condition 
variables used should have an aggregated network-wide value. The RM value for 
example is extracted from the aggregation and processing o f node context such as the 
Mobility Ratio (MR) and it is collected at the Context Management Tool (CMT) 
components of the Manager Nodes. This higher level context information will drive 
the triggering o f actions that should be enforced globally. Each CMT forwards this 
value to the local PDP and to the PDPs of all CH’s under their MN. Each PDP 
enforces the triggered action to all cluster nodes, including itself. Finally all CHs 
report successful execution to their MNs.
b. Hyper-cluster wide - Repository replication
Policies can be triggered at all hyper-cluster nodes by the context aggregated 
within the hyper-cluster. Decisions are enforced only at the hyper-cluster nodes. 
These policies are identified by their assignment to MN and CH node roles only. For
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an indicative example o f this category o f policies we present a repository replication 
policy. The need for repository replication has already been explained in detail in a 
previous section. For this purpose we model a policy type to guide the replication 
degree o f the Distributed Policy Repository (DPR). A manager node has the ability to 
dynamically define the behaviour and the replication degree o f the DPR by 
introducing related policies on the fly and without shutting down the system or the 
DPR component.
{MN, CH) [T] i f  {FM=(n. .m)} then {ReplDegState: =k}
This policy type is used to guide the replication degree (ReplDegState) o f the 
Distributed PR (DPR) component. The fluidity metric (FM) is a cluster-wide 
aggregated value similar to the RM metric. We implement three states o f replication, 
namely k=l:Single, k=2:Selective and k=3 Full. These states reflect the need for PR 
replicas within the hyper-cluster nodes and adapt according to the volatility o f the 
MANET. The idea is to increase the DPR replication degree when network fluidity 
increases (Figure 2-6).
Based on cluster-wide information, such as the FM, the cluster’s Context 
Decision Point (CDP) informs the collocated PDP and policies o f this type may be 
triggered for hyper-cluster wide enforcement. Each action {ReplDegState:~k} implies 
a state transition to State k and is enforced differently.
Figure 2 - 6  Replication Degree States
A transition to full replication (State 3) is succeeded by activating the DPR 
components at all nodes participating in the hyper-cluster. In order to transit to 
selective replication (State 2), a selection algorithm similar to the roles’ selection one 
is executed, this time only among the hyper-cluster nodes. A dominating set is
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selected to host the active DPR components. Finally the transition to single replication 
is achieved by keeping active the DPR o f the MN with the highest capability function 
(CF), while maintaining backup files. So, policy instances o f this type implement the 
adaptation o f the DPR replication degree according to the network fluidity.
c. Cluster wide - Energy conservation
Policies can be triggered at all hyper-cluster nodes by the context aggregated 
within their cluster. Decisions are enforced only at the cluster nodes that triggered the 
policy. These policies are identified by their assignment to all three roles (MN, CH, 
CN). As an example an energy conservation policy is presented. A major issue in 
MANETs is the conservation o f device resources. We tackle this by introducing a 
policy type that adaptively configures energy consumption according to their current 
state and environment as well as the overall management objectives.
{MN, CH, CN} [T] i f  {BP=(n. .m)} then {Trans Pow: =k}
This policy type is used to manage effectively the device resources by 
influencing relevant configuration parameters. The Battery Power (BP) context is 
used here to affect the node’s transmission power (TransPow). In our implementation 
k ={1,2}, where l=Normal Power and 2=Low Power. The idea is to use a threshold 
battery level in order to reduce transmission power and conserve remaining battery 
power. Policies o f this type only need cluster-wide context knowledge since their 
enforcement is independent among clusters. The PDP of every Cluster Head receives 
context information for the registered variables and enforces the actions to the PEP of 
the reporting CN. In these cases context information is withheld within the cluster, 
thus reducing overall traffic load and processing resources.
5. Evaluation
Here we evaluate through simulation our proposed organisational model in terms 
of performance and scalability. We used the Glomosim simulator [64] to evaluate the 
proposed hyper-cluster formation algorithm. We experimented with large node 
populations and topologies so as to assess in more detail the scalability o f our 
approach. The transmission range o f each node is set to 100 m, and the link capacity 
takes a value o f 2 Mbps (worst-case scenario). The simulations were performed for a 
stationary MANET. In order to assess the effect o f increasing network size on our 
dominating set clustering scheme, the terrain-area is accordingly increased, so that the
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average node-density is kept constant during simulations. The number o f nodes in this 
case is varied from 25, 100, 225, 400 to 625 and the terrain-area size from 200x200 
m2, 400x400 m2, 600x600 m2, 800x800 m2 to 1000x1000 m2 respectively. Figure 2-7 
shows the average hyper-cluster size during the clustering as a function of node 
population. As it can be deduced the increase in hyper-cluster size is almost linear to 
the increase in MANET size, which confirms the scalability o f our approach.
Figure 2 - 7  Hyper-cluster size as a function of M A N E T  size
Figure 2 - 8  A v e r a g e  liyper-cluster formation time as a function of M A  N E T  size a n d
z o o m e d  in section
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We then examine the time required for our distributed algorithm to lead to a 
stable hyper-cluster. Figure 2-8 presents the average time required for nodes to 
deduce their roles in the clustering process.
Although the increase appears to be almost exponential, the time required for 
each node is in the range o f 1465 msec when 625 nodes are considered which is 
acceptable. This is the time required for the whole clustering process to be completed 
since this is completely distributed. The shaip increase in time is attributed to the 
increased node connectivity when the node population increases. This leads to delays 
when neighbourhood information is exchanged.
Another parameter we examined was the effect on the hyper-cluster size incurred 
by the TN to CM ratio. As it is evident from Figure 2-9, the larger this ratio the less 
the number of nodes that form the hyper-cluster. This was to he expected since under 
these conditions only a small fraction o f all nodes have the capabilities to participate 
in the hyper-cluster.
Figure 2 - 9  Hyper-cluster size as a function of T N  / C M  ratio
6. D iscussion
We have presented a novel organisational model, accompanied by a policy-based 
management framework, specifically targeted at mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). 
Based on the introduced distributed and hierarchical organisational model we deploy 
a replicated Distributed Policy Repository (DPR) among the hyper-cluster’s nodes. 
By exploiting context information we can achieve effective evaluation of policy
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conditions that trigger actions with specified enforcement scope. In order to assess the 
applicability o f our concepts we have performed simulations and measurements. From 
the initial simulation results we conclude that the proposed organisational model can 
scale well for increased node populations while initialisation time is kept low in the 
range o f tens o f milliseconds for topologies up to 10 nodes as those observed in most 
actual deployments o f MANETs (Figure 2-8).
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C h a p t e r  3
C o n t e x t  M o d e l l i n g
1. In tr o d u ctio n
Context awareness has attracted the interest o f many researchers from a variety o f 
fields due to the apparent benefits obtained by allowing information from various 
sources to dynamically and adaptively influence the behaviour o f an appropriately 
designed information system. There has been a plethora o f definitions o f the notions 
of context and context-awareness with none in partigular emerging as the prevailing 
one. We do not distinguish significant differences between the various definitions 
given in the related literature and hence do not adopt one in particular. In our view, 
and based on our extensive work on the subject, we give the following description o f 
the field o f context awareness and the notion o f context information.
D efin itio n  1
The context o f a system is the set o f information o f every nature that describes the 
system, influences system aspects and that is being affected by the system’s operation, 
the ownership o f which is not necessarily solely held by the system.
D efin itio n  2
Context awareness refers to the ability o f a system to adapt dynamically and 
continuously its status and operation according to context information.
In order to achieve context awareness the information regarded as context has to 
be modelled in a generic fashion so as to be able to be processed by and exchanged 
amongst distinct entities. The need for context models is denoted by the fact that 
various sources (i.e. sensors) o f information produce a corresponding variety o f data 
that have to be structured and organised under a unifying representation scheme. It is 
the same underlying driving need that every communication protocol shares, that o f 
establishing a common basis o f understanding between different and diverse entities 
(p. 17, [66]). In the data realm,, this is very much similar to the need that led to the
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proliferation o f Electronic Data Interchange (EDI - the computer-to-computer 
exchange o f stinctured information, by agreed message standards, from one computer 
application to another by electronic means and with a minimum of human 
intervention) solutions for electronic commerce applications [67], [68]. Thus the 
necessity o f context models is essential and their design should adhere to specific 
requirements imposed by their applicability domain.
The subject o f context modelling is the focus o f this chapter and we address 
various aspects of it. Section 3.2 reviews related work in the area o f context modelling 
for wireless environments and MANETs whilst providing a classification taxonomy 
o f existing work.
In section 3.3 we present our context model which is one o f the contributions of 
this thesis. A requirements analysis for MANETs is undertaken and based on this our 
proposed model for context information is discussed. We present various examples of 
its use and compare it with existing models.
Section 3.4 deals with the transition from our conceptual context model to the 
actual representation o f context information and the storage mechanism used for it. 
XML technologies are being exploited for this purpose, whilst validation is 
guaranteed through the use o f XML Schema Definition (XSD) documents.
In section 3.5 we evaluate through both argumentation and examples the 
proposed context model in terms o f its adherence to the taxonomy’s requirements. 
The taxonomy properties are found to be satisfied successfully by our model.
The chapter concludes with a discussion on the presented work in section 3.6.
2. L iterature  Su r vey
The subject o f context modelling for wireless environments has not been 
adequately addressed by the research community in a systematic manner [5]. The 
problem lays on the fact that every effort towards a context-aware system for wireless 
networks assumes a different context model to serve its own purposes, making such 
solutions non-interoperable. In order to achieve a unified approach towards context 
aware mobile ad hoc networks in particular, there is a need for a generic context 
information representation through the means o f a specific model. This will enable the 
seamless integration of information in the systems [6], [7]. In what follows we present
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the work that has been undertaken on context modelling in wireless environments. 
The focus is on specific, formal representations of contexts and not on arbitrary 
solutions.
The context models proposed so far in the literature span a plethora o f approaches 
and concepts, attributing to the aforementioned discussion on custom and not 
standardised context modelling selection [69], [70]. Initially, modelling attempts were 
simplistic in nature using key-value pairs as modelling mechanisms [14], [71], [72], 
[73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80]. Other approaches include markup scheme 
models that try to exploit the usefulness and popularity o f Standard Generic Markup 
Language (SGML [81]) and derivatives such as the extensible Markup Language 
(XML [82]) [83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], 
[96], [97], [98], [99], graphical models based mostly on the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) [100], [101], [102], object-oriented models [103], [104], [105], 
[106], [107], logic-based models [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], entity-relationship 
(database-oriented) models [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118] and ontology- 
based models [119], [120], [121], [122], [123], [124], [125]. These general categories 
are supplemented by arbitrary solutions to model context using various techniques 
such as activity theory [126], [127], situation theory [128], statistical and 
mathematical methods [129], [130], [131], user modelling [132], [133], graph theory 
[134], [135] etc.
Table 3-1 organises the various categories with the respective references that 
have appeared in the research literature. In what follows we examine the main points 
o f each of the presented approaches in order to identify their benefits and 
disadvantages so as to draw conclusions and design choices for our context model.
T a b l e  3-1 Context modelling a p p r o a c h e s  in the research literature
Context Modelling Approach Related Publications
Key-value tuples I [14], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], 
[79], [80]
Markup language scheme j
1
[83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], 
[92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99]
Graphical [100], [101], [102]
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Object-oriented [103], [104], [105], [106], [107]
Logic-based [108], [109], [110], [111], [112]
Database-oriented [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118]
Ontology-based [119], [120], [121], [122], [123], [124], [125]
Activity theory [126], [127]
Situation theory [128]
Statistical/Mathematical-based [129], [130], [131]
User-modelling [132], [133]
Graph theory [134], [135]
2.1. M odelling A pproaches
2.1.1 K e y -V alue  Tuples
The simplest model to represent context information is that o f data tuples, in the 
sense o f sets o f key-values combinations. A  key referring to a certain context can 
have one 01* multiple values associated with it. This modelling technique has been 
exploited in many cases since it allows for simplicity and lightweight implementation. 
As such it has been extremely popular, especially in the first attempts to provide 
context awareness in computing, especially in mobile environments [14], [71], [72], 
[79]. The model can be extended to allow for various related information to be stored 
in the tuple, as for example metadata information or description o f the data types 
expressed by this context [75], [80]. A general mathematical annotation for this kind 
o f context model is the following, where a context, at time t, is considered to be 
comprised o f M different information sources (keys) that have up to N associated 
values with them.
c o n te x t  ( t)  :
(k e y _ l ,  v a l u e _ l _ l r v a lu e _ l_ 2 , ..., va lu e_l_N )
(k ey_2 , v a lu e _ 2 _ l , v a lu e _ 2 _ 2 , ..., value_2_N )
(key_M, va lu e_M _l, va lu e_M _2, ..., value_M_N)
As far as MANETs are concerned, the simplicity o f this model that poses limited 
overhead to the actual data after its modelling is extremely useful when context needs
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to be passed around the network. Protocol design requires minimum message 
overhead and this is partly achieved by exploiting key-value models. This is evident 
from the success o f network monitoring protocols like SNMP [136]. Network 
monitoring and subsequent management is among the first attempts towards context 
awareness, context in this case being network state information. In the MANET realm 
attribute-value tuples have foimd applicability in scenarios when context regarding 
network conditions are being monitored [78] and in cases where abundant context 
information has to be passed around the nodes so as to collaboratively determine 
group context understanding [73],
Another benefit o f this context modelling approach is that it is powerful enough 
to allow for pattern matching queries to be employed on the data [74]. For this reason 
such a model (attribute-values pairs) o f information exchange has been exploited by a 
plethora o f service discovery protocols (e.g. SLP [137], Jini [138] etc.) and has 
inspired its application to the context awareness in mobile environments [76], [77].
The main disadvantage attributed to this context model is its lack o f 
expressiveness, making its applicability to complex scenarios not preferable. This is 
evident from the fact that such context models appeared in the early research work on 
context awareness in mobile environments and have since been abandoned in favour 
o f more advanced models. The lack o f expressiveness is mostly attributed to the fact 
that it is not feasible to map relationships or associations between keys and also the 
monolithic handling o f values even if they sometimes represent not only data but 
useful metadata. Another disadvantage has been the lack o f inherent support for 
semantics, something that has been addressed by subsequent approaches.
2.1 .2  M arkup la n g u a g e  schem es
The advent o f SGML [81] and its derivatives such as XML [82] with their 
increasing popularity, have led to the deployment o f a number o f context modelling 
approaches based on these markup languages. In general, markup language schemes 
inherently adopt a hierarchical data structure consisting o f markup tags with attributes 
and content that can recursively consist of similar markup tags. Context information is 
modelled as collections and hierarchies o f simpler contexts, the former better known 
as complex contexts and the latter as context attributes. Primitive data collected from 
sensors is modelled as attributes upon which complex structures o f context
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information can be modelled, by incorporating semantic relationships (mostly 
aggregations) o f attributes [94].
This is essentially an extension to the key-value model with semantic information 
attached to it so as to assist in its processing and provide meaningful context handling 
by context-aware applications. This constitutes the major benefit o f this modelling 
approach together with its extensibility and the fact that it allows for expressiveness 
o f complicate context information. Several such approaches have been identified that 
span from simple tagging o f data from sensors with a metadata description [83], [84],
[99], to complex hierarchical structures [98] and even SGML-derivatives to handle 
the issue o f context modelling [97]. In some cases the metadata information not only 
describes the nature of the content, but also its data representation in temis of data 
types [85] or the way this content should be handled by a context-aware application 
[90], [95]. Many modelling approaches based on markup languages are proprietary 
and o f minimal scope regarding represented context making them thus impractical 
[87], [88], [89], [96].
One important sub-category o f the markup language schemes are those that are 
based and have built on standardisation efforts i.e. Composite Capabilities / 
Preferences Profiles [92] from W3C and User Agent Profiling [93] from the Open 
Mobile Alliance. These standards aim at describing in a generic fashion preferences 
and capabilities of devices in order to cater for adaptive and uniform display o f 
content on diverse sets of mobile devices. Inherently these standardisation efforts are 
static referring to device profiles. Their expressiveness though, based on their RDF 
[139] and XML serialisation, has been exploited by context modelling approaches that 
extend them to cover the dynamicity, complexity and diversity o f context information 
identified in pervasive environments [86], [91]. The Comprehensive Structured 
Context Profiles (CSCP) model presented in [91] overcomes the shortcomings o f 
CC/PP regarding structuring and also introduces the absent notion o f user preferences. 
Another approach is the work in [86] where context regarding application 
requirements, networking issues, session and location and relations amongst these 
have been incorporated in the basic CC/PP and UAProf vocabularies to extend them.
The tagging of context information with semantics, despite its apparent benefits, 
bears the inevitable drawback o f increasing the actual size o f the data. Although 
solutions to compress XML formatted data exist, the added processing and latency
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requirements do not significantly address this particular deficiency o f this context 
modelling approach. Another detrimental aspect o f this approach is the fact that most 
models imder this category are proprietary and non-interoperable, since they can be 
processed by specific context-aware applications. The problem lies in the fact that the 
semantics are statically configured and there is no apparent way to transfer knowledge 
on the semantics o f one application domain to another. This is handled by the 
ontology-based models introduced at a later stage. Focusing in the MANET realm, 
bearing in mind the limited resources held by the majority of participating devices, the 
processing demands o f XML parsing and serialisation can be considered as a 
deterring factor o f the markup scheme models. Technological advances and the 
deployment o f new devices are expected to ameliorate this aspect.
2.1.3 G raph ical  approaches
Applied mostly to the software engineering domain, the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) [140] is a graph-based (UML diagrams) generic, systemic 
modelling framework. With its inherent generic specification and design, UML allows 
for any potential system to be described and even context information modelling has 
been studied under this prism [100], [101], [102].
UML, being generic, has some shortcomings regarding the modelling o f context 
information. It does not facilitate the mapping o f temporal characteristics that are 
essential to any context model -  this will be further elaborated in the requirements 
analysis presented at a later section. Furthermore, UML is cumbersome in 
representing multiple aspects o f context in the same model, something that is much 
needed in pervasive environments with multiple sensors. Semantic relationships are 
captured in UML, which only supports standardised relationship structures such as 
aggregations, inheritance and simple associations. The graphical approaches to 
context modelling extend the UML baseline specification to address particular context 
requirements. While initially this was studied in a monolithic, single-application 
domain [102], further work established a well-formed modelling framework bundled 
with an expressive, albeit burdensome and slightly complicated, graphical annotation 
[100], [101]. In the latter work, UML relationships are re-designed to refer to context- 
related concepts, with relevant information being classified in sensed, derived and 
profiled. Temporality and dependency o f context information is also introduced
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leading to rather complex graphs that model context incorporating additionally quality 
and accuracy metrics.
Amongst the benefits o f the graphical approaches to context modelling is the ease 
o f deployment, since no deep technical knowledge is required, hi addition, the 
produced models are annotated in a pictorial manner and are thus easier to 
comprehend. The main requirement for this lies in the complexity o f the graphical 
annotation, since in some cases attempting to achieve a holistic and completely 
generic context model, leads to large and complicated designs. Another drawback of 
these approaches is the fact that due to the relatively loose design, the actual 
representation o f context becomes more difficult, since many different relationships 
have to be mapped and retained.
2 .1 .4  O b je c t -o r ie n te d  a p p roa ch es
The notion o f object-oriented design is encompassed mainly by the terms 
reusability and encapsulation o f objects as these are identified in the initial stages o f 
the design process. Object encapsulation refers to the fact that objects incorporate 
state and operations that can be imposed on them, leading to reusable components in 
the design process and allowing thus for the simplification o f the evolution o f the 
system. These inherent beneficial characteristics have given rise to the deployment of 
object-oriented context modelling [103], [104], [105], [106], [107].
A basic characteristic o f object-oriented models is the notion o f abstraction and 
the layered design. Context is abstracted from the sensors that generate the primitive 
data and is grouped into multiple and possibly intertwining collections o f data that can 
be further combined to deduce higher-level, meaningful context information. The 
latter type o f context information is exploited by context-aware applications that are 
unaware o f the context inference process. Encapsulation and reusability are the 
enablers o f such work [104], [105]. Most o f the work in this area follows the same 
design principles, attempting to provide levels o f abstraction as illustrated with the 
key differentiators being the availability and applicability o f the context information 
[106], [107]. Extensibility is the key characteristic, since even predefined context 
object models can be extended by specialising more elaborate context objects or by 
combining simpler context objects [103].
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The object-oriented models have the advantage o f being able to capture the 
dynamicity o f context in pervasive environments allowing in parallel for ease o f 
integration with new context objects. In this sense, this type o f context model is one 
o f the most easily extended. This requires though extremely cautious design in order 
to map all potential interactions with other context objects and capture all possible 
operations on the context objects. In addition, this type o f model is not appropriate for 
simple context information modelling since it imposes unnecessary complexity and 
requires cautious and time-consuming design. It is more suitable for large-scale, 
structured context information.
2 .1 .5  L og ic -b a sed  a p p ro a ch e s
We refer to formal logic as the study o f the structure and relations among a set o f 
parameters better known as facts and that o f inference (or deduction) o f a set o f facts 
based on other facts. Logic theory builds on. human understanding techniques and has 
thus been exploited in many realms. It is bundled with a formal description of the 
studied system in order to accurately represent the inference process. In context 
modelling, logic-based approaches model context elements as facts and build 
inference processes with the incorporation o f deduction rules and mathematical 
formalism [108], [109], [110], [111], [112].
Context-awareness deals with the mapping o f information regarding a system and 
its surroundings to knowledge meaningful to the system itself and its applications and 
this is the main reason that logic-based context modelling has been considered as an 
option since the first steps towards achieving context-aware computing [108]. Initial 
work utilised artificial intelligence techniques to deal with context that was modelled 
as abstract mathematical entities. Logic relations to match expression validity to the 
currently observed context are the basic building block while inheritance is also 
considered [109]. Some logic-based approaches exploit specific logic formalisms 
from other fields such as artificial intelligence. One o f these approaches is first-order 
predicate logic to formally represent contextual information and statements and 
relations on these [110]. Rule-based logic theory has also been studied in other 
systems, with a narrow field though since location was the only context considered 
and was thus modelled as the single fact [111]. Logic formalism is used in [112] to
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represent privacy control and representation accuracy o f monitored context 
information in pervasive environments.
The main benefit of logic-based modelling approaches is that they are powerfiil 
enough to embody complex relations between context elements and allow for the * 
inference o f high-level context from simpler ones. They are also supported by 
mathematical formalism, leading thus to concrete context modelling. The deficit of 
these approaches lies on the latter fact. The obscurity of the mathematical formalism 
and the high processing demands o f logic-based approaches (usually implemented in 
Prolog or Lisp) hinder their widespread deployment in small-scale devices featuring 
in mobile ad hoc networks and wireless environments generally. This kind o f context 
modelling is mostly useful to infer context reasoning and is not considered as very 
practical for context representation.
2 .1 .6  D a ta b a se -o r ie n te d  a p p ro a ch e s
Due to their widespread and long-lasting deployment in computer systems, 
database-based approaches have been examined as a means of context modelling. The 
apparent benefit is that the modelling o f context information is bundled with its data 
representation allowing for ease o f integration o f these two significant foundations of 
any context-aware system. The database approaches make use o f the principal method 
to design a database i.e. entity-relationship diagrams, whereupon in this domain 
context information is classified into entities and simple association relationships 
amongst these are viewed and consequently modelled [113], [114], [115], [116],
[117], [118].
Context modelling through the database theory perspective can be as simple as 
mapping the context information to an appropriately formatted set o f tables in order to 
actually store the context data [113], [114], [117]. Extensions to the traditional entity- 
relationship diagram in order to incorporate the inheritance relationship have also 
been proposed as a means to model context information in pervasive environments 
[115]. Another extension to the custom entity-relationship model is that of 
incorporating semantics about the types o f the entities and the respective relationships
[118]. Motivated by the field o f data warehousing that allows data integration from 
different data sources and moving respectively to the pervasive networking realm
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database-based context modelling has been also proposed to capture context that 
spans across different mobile nodes in ubiquitous domains [116].
Advantages o f this category o f context modelling approaches include the ease 
of design due to user familiarity as well as tight coupling with the corresponding data 
representation and storage mechanism, that being a database management system in 
most cases. The computational and memory load imposed on mobile nodes though by 
DBMS systems is usually considered as a restricting factor for these technologies, 
while on another view simple association relationships lack the expressiveness 
required by a pervasive computing context model.
2.1.7 On to lo g y -based approaches
A common definition o f ontology is that o f a specification o f a conceptualisation 
[141]. Simply described, ontology is a model that represents a domain and is used to 
reason about the objects in that domain and the relations between them. They are used 
to characterise specific domains o f knowledge and are utilised by systems to gain this 
understanding in a structured manner. Standardisation efforts in the realm include the 
Web Ontology Language (OWL) proposed by the W3C group [142]. The correlation 
of the notion o f ontologies with context information modelling is apparent and thus a 
number o f approaches have undertaken concepts from ontology theory [119], [120], 
[121], [122], [123], [124], [125].
Among the benefits o f ontologies are their extensibility and the fact that high- 
level inference (e.g. bayesian reasoning and uncertainty handling) mechanisms can be 
exploited in order to infer meaningful context from primitive data [119], [121]. Full- 
scale systems making use o f ontologies to map context information in pervasive 
environments have been implemented and evaluated with encouraging results [122]. 
The majority o f the ontological approaches share the same organisation by presenting 
some domain ontology and proposing an inference mechanism to handle it for the 
intended purpose o f achieving context awareness [120]. Extensions to the W3C 
standards such as OWL have also been proposed: the Context Ontology Language 
[123], [124] aims to support distributed service discovery and provisioning for a 
variety o f context-aware applications in the ubiquitous plane. Of extreme significance 
to the success o f any ontology-based context model is the accurate and precise 
mapping of all the objects related to the context domain, their properties and the
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relations amongst them. This makes a general context modelling approach based on 
ontologies virtually infeasible, therefore proposed solutions target specific knowledge 
domains i.e. agent systems in ubiquitous environments [125].
The negative aspect o f deploying ontologies is the fact that the description o f the 
context environment and o f the deduction rules has to be explicitly and in detail 
imported to the system by the designer. This hinders the extensibility o f such context 
models, contradicting the inherent nature o f ontologies that promote system evolution. 
The deployment though o f such context models in cases where a narrow knowledge 
domain is involved bears noteworthy benefits, the major one being the existence of 
powerful and efficient inference mechanisms.
2.1 .8  VARIO U S APPROACHES
The issue o f context modelling in pervasive environments and mobile networks 
has been addressed by a plethora o f approaches most o f which were classified in the 
aforementioned categories. There has been research performed though on subjects 
that cannot be classified into these categories and is thus presented separately [126], 
[127], [128], [129], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], [135]. The diversity of these 
approaches reinforces the need for a generic and uniform way to handle the issue o f 
context handling in mobile ad hoc networks, so as to promote the deployment of 
wide-scale and interoperable context-aware systems and applications in the ubiquitous 
realm.
An important aspect o f context, that o f the user itself and its behaviour is often 
neglected in the design o f context-aware system. This deficiency has been tackled by 
incorporating principles from the field o f user modelling in the context modelling 
process [132], [133]. The beneficial factor o f this approach is the fact that by 
including the user in the context model, questions regarding the obtrusiveness of the 
system and user satisfaction are proactively answered.
Another line o f attack to context modelling is by making use o f mathematical or 
statistical modelling [129], [130], [131]. This is applicable to cases where context can 
be cast to a numerical data type. In this group o f context modelling schemes, time 
series has been used to model context information [129] in order to identify complex 
context information apart o f a set o f primitive data. Furthermore, statistics from 
training data has also been used [131] with samples o f sensor data taken for each
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context to estimate probability densities corresponding to the context. Mapping o f 
context information in n-dimensional spaces and geometric calculations to measure 
accuracy and similarity have also been examined [130]. The strong formalism and 
concrete representation are the benefits o f such schemes, while on the other hand the 
deficiencies are the lack o f support for non-numerical values and semantic context 
inference.
In a similar manner, graph theoretical approaches have also been applied to 
context modelling [134], [135]. In [134] context information is modelled as events 
originating from sensors and leading through graphs o f event processing operators to 
subscribers o f this information i.e. context-aware applications. The operators can be 
o f any kind, allowing thus for complicated context structures to be build. Specifically 
targeted to the mobile ad hoc networks realm is the work in [13,5]. The MANET can 
be viewed as a graph and in this respect context can be seen as a collection o f data in 
an overlay graph to encompass neighbourhood context information. Absence o f 
semantics for context is the major disadvantage o f these modelling schemes. The 
extensibility and expressiveness provided is also questionable, as well as the structure 
of the actual data storage mechanism.
Proprietary context modelling approaches also include activity theory [126], 
[127] and situation theoiy [128], although their applicability in domains other than the 
ones studied is dubious.
2 .2 . Taxonom y  and Characteristics
The analysis o f the context models used to achieve context awareness in wireless 
environments serves the purpose o f identifying the variety and diversity o f the views 
different researchers hold on the particular subject. It also assists in establishing the 
plethora of requirements placed on a context model and the characteristics that should 
be held by it in order to cater for the wide range o f applicability prospects. Based on 
the aforementioned presentation o f existing context models, these requirements can be 
summarised as follows:
• Expressiveness (Cl)
o Applicability ( C ! l )  
o Semantics (C l.2) 
o Lightweight (C l.3)
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• Extensibility (C2)
• Scalability (C3)
• Quality o f information (C4)
o Validation (C4.1) 
o Ambiguity support (C4.2)
• Formality (C5)
• Interoperability (C6)
• Privacy (C7)
A context model should be characterised by expressiveness in terms o f being able 
to fully and meaningfully model various sources o f information into context. In this 
respect, it should not restrict itself into one domain rather to involve a generic 
applicability field, provide support for semantics to enhance modelling and perform 
these whilst remaining lightweight in terms o f both storage and processing 
requirements.
Extensibility is o f paramount importance, in particular in pervasive environments 
where the extent o f possible context domains cannot be foreseen. The model should 
allow for non-cumbersome introduction o f new contexts.
The increasing complexity o f ubiquitous systems is matched by an increase in the 
volume o f produced data in the sense o f monitored context. The context model should 
be designed with the requirement o f scalability in consideration, so that a multitude of 
different contexts and context entries can be efficiently maintained and processed.
One major aspect o f context modelling includes incorporating support for the 
quality o f the information being modelled. The sensors monitoring the context sources 
and the modelling approach itself, introduce ambiguities and the need to resolve these 
is essential (these are usually resolved by means o f metrics for accuracy and 
confidence). The context model provides a standard way o f modelling a variety of 
information, while the actual modelling is usually performed in real-time conditions. 
Modelling validation is thus a necessity.
The formality o f the modelling approach is an important parameter since it is 
boimd to the processing o f the modelled information, as well as to the simplicity and 
expressiveness o f the model. More informal ways o f modelling context may promote 
expressiveness, on the other hand though they demote interoperability and generic
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applicability, while too formal context models hinder complicated, high-level 
information modelling.
The very nature o f pervasive environments denotes the expected diversity in 
devices, configurations and platforms o f the participating artefacts. The context 
information being modelled will be distributed and shared by the collaborating 
entities constituting thus interoperability as indispensable.
One major aspect that is most often neglected is that o f security. The requirement 
for data privacy should be put forward when designing a context model for a 
ubiquitous system, in particular when context is to be exchanged amongst entities.
We have identified and named (Cl to C7) these characteristics o f context models 
as observed in the related literature and used them to classify the available context 
models. Table 3-2 provides our taxonomy and classification o f the existing context 
models based on these criteria. A mark o f 1 to 3 is given to every context model 
where mark o f 1 denotes minimal, mark o f 2 denotes adequate and mark o f 3 denotes 
full support for a taxonomy criterion. In section 3.5 we evaluate accordingly our 
proposed model, which we present in section 3.4, against the criteria o f the taxonomy.
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3. Proposed  C o n text  M odel
The cornerstone o f enabling efficient and constructive context-awareness for 
mobile ad hoc networks and pervasive domains in general is the design o f the utilised
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context model. The simplicity, ease o f deployment, performance, scalability, 
applicability and usefulness o f the system that will take care o f context-awareness in 
pervasive environments is dependent on the context model. Context modelling is thus 
significant for the system’s operation and, as such, inherently linked to its 
implementation. Based on the analysis o f existing context models we set the grounds 
for our proposed context model in order to cater for the requirements posed by the 
previously presented taxonomy and provide justification for our design choices.
The notion o f context was presented in Definition 1. Context information is 
collected from all the nodes forming the MANET and refers to their computational 
and physical environment. Context is tightly coupled with the policy-based 
management system bundled with the organisational model presented in Chapter 2 
since it is this monitored information that may trigger the execution o f a certain policy 
and the employment o f a predefined action.
The design requirements we have placed on our proposed context model map 
those identified in the aforementipned classification of related work. Relevant 
requirements include extensibility to allow for diverse data types to be represented, 
limited memory requirements to store the collected context information, lightweight 
processing so as to cater for the resource-constrained MANET environment, 
interoperability amongst different context domains and, finally the model should 
provide support to establish a degree o f accuracy o f the collected context data. The 
model should take care o f semantics and he scalable so that expressiveness can be 
gained. We chose not to explicitly deal with issues regarding privacy since we 
consider that the issue o f security is out o f scope of this research (security in 
MANETs is a vast, standalone research field that could not be adequately coped 
within a PhD thesis o f an adjacent research field as is this one).
Based on these requirements we propose exploiting Unified Modelling Language 
(UML) [140] design principles for our context model. The main reason for this lies in 
the fact that context information will be modelled into the system by system 
engineers. For this reason it is desirable to utilise an easy to understand method of 
modelling context that will be straightforwardly assimilated. UML is a common, 
widespread and facile way o f modelling systems and this observation leads us to 
extend its functionality in order to model context for mobile ad hoc networks and 
pervasive environments. UML has been used in the past to model context information
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[100], [101], [102], but these efforts have imposed a significant level o f complexity 
on the basic UML options. We differentiate our contribution by using lightweight 
mechanisms to expand the fundamentals o f UML. Another innovative aspect o f our 
work involves the extended use o f semantic metadata to enhance the expressiveness 
o f our modelling approach, while at the same time context modelling has been 
abstracted from the actual data representation allowing for a significant degree of 
freedom in the design o f context-aware operations for MANETs. The latter has been a 
drawback o f [100], [101] and [102] where context representation has not been 
adequately addressed. This is an equally important aspect as that of context 
modelling, since it is the actual context representation, or in other words the data 
model that will be used and incorporated in the overall system.
Figu re 3-1 Con t ex t structure a n d  hierarchies
We assume that every node collects its own context information from the sensors 
available to it. The term sensor here is generic and can, for example, include a battery 
monitor, a CPU monitor or a GPS receiver. Nodes participating in the MANET can 
have one or more sensors and every sensor can monitor and report on one or more 
sources o f data.
Our modelling approach is founded on the following general observation: 
elaborate information is derived from a collection and combination o f simpler pieces 
o f information. This can be mapped onto the proposed model under the notion that the 
broad context o f a node consists o f higher level contexts that have been deduced from 
simpler ones. Every context can be partitioned into a number o f atomic attributes that 
have the ability to fully describe the initial context and not be composed of any
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simpler attributes. In this respect, context is composed o f self-explanatory atomic 
attributes and perhaps other contexts, leading to more complex context structures 
(Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-2 Class d i a g r a m  of p r o p o s e d  context m o d e l  entities
Context composition does not necessarily imply an aggregation o f lower-level 
data to higher-level context information. This assumption, as undertaken by the 
majority o f existing approaches in context modelling (i.e. [85], [88], [94]), would be 
fairly simplistic and restrictive in terms of expressiveness. One cannot expect 
elaborate context information, especially in information-rich pervasive environments, 
to be comprised o f purely concatenated (i.e. [73], [78, [84], [94], [98]) or 
mathematically combined lower-level contexts (i.e. [129], [130], [131]) or simply by 
using the existing UML relationships such as inheritance and aggregation ([100],
[101]). The existence o f semantic-based relationships to infer high level context is 
undeniably needed. Accordingly, in our proposed context model we exploit 
relationships. These span from simple inference rules such as mathematical fimctions 
to semantic or user-defined operations, for example time-constrained functions.
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Our proposed model incorporates semantic information regarding context, 
attributes, sensors and their relationships. For every sensor, context and attribute we 
store metadata information that describe its functionality, operation or meaning 
accordingly. This descriptive information is available for both human understanding 
o f the model and its applicability as well as for machine processing with the potential 
use o f ontologies to identify semantic proximity and pattern matching.
Figure 3-2 presents a general UML representation o f our proposed context model. 
More specifically this UML representation depicts the general context o f a mobile 
node and the various components that comprise it together with their 
interrelationships. Specific contexts can be modelled by extrapolating and using this 
model, as it will be shown at a following stage. The model is expressive and 
extensible, since custom, user-defined types o f context with relationships and 
semantics can be introduced. Accuracy values for collected contexts are also 
supported. There are 8 entities that form the basis o f our context model as described in 
Table 3-3. (Table 3-3 does not provide a reference to the attributes and operations o f 
the classes o f the model, since the naming constructs on Figure 3-2 are deemed self- 
explanatory).
T a b l e  3-3 Description of classes of entities of p r o p o s e d  context m o d e l
j Context Model 
! Entity
Description
Context It refers to the overall context that describes a mobile node 
and its surroundings. It is an abstract, container class o f all the 
contexts that are o f use to the mobile node.
Device This class contains information regarding the device o f the 
mobile node and its configuration. Specifications and 
operation parameters o f the device are its attributes.
Contextlmpl This generic class serves as a super class for the entities of 
contexts and their context attributes. These two entities share 
common characteristics and this class serves the pmpose o f 
mapping these commonalities.
Context This class refers to a complex context that can potentially j
----- --------- -----  ---—_ _____ --...--------rt----  1
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comprise other contexts or context attributes or exist in a 
standalone fashion. A relationship class is always associated 
with this class to act as an inference rule from lower-level 
contexts or attributes. Semantics are also associated to them. 
Accuracy and validity is modelled based on relevant 
information from associated relationships and comprising 
attributes/contexts.
ContextAttrib ute This class represents the entity o f context attributes. These are 
not associated to relationships since they are derived directly 
from sensors. Their association is only to parenting contexts 
and semantic information. Time validity o f the information is 
derived from the “ freshness” o f the monitored information.
Relationship This class represents inference relationships for contexts to be 
deduced from attributes and other contexts. These can be 
mathematical formulations, UML relationships, logic rules or 
user-defined operations. A relationship can be comprised of 
other relationships and is associated with semantic 
information.
Sensor This class refers to the sensors available to the device o f the 
mobile node. The data they monitor are fed to context attribute 
classes, thus the association between the two classes. Sensor 
accuracy and update intervals for collecting new context are 
incoiporated in this class.
Semanticlnfo It refers to the semantic information associated with every 
other entity o f the model. The structure o f the semantics 
comprised an identifier, a common name and a textual 
description containing related keywords.
For every type o f context information that is o f interest to the system’s operation, 
an individual context model is provided, which can be as simple as containing a single 
attribute, e.g. time that cannot be broken into simpler attributes, or very complex 
comprising many high-level contexts, attributes and inference relationships. We argue
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that a generic mechanism to solve the context modeling problem camiot be 
formulated, in the sense that it is always going to be the administrator who will 
provide the intelligence to the system to be able to compose complex contexts and 
infer useful knowledge. The context model we propose is generic to allow the 
administrator to express any context he/she wishes incorporating any available 
semantic information. Automated modeling o f higher level contexts cannot be 
considered since this would require advanced artificial intelligence techniques (that 
are extremely consuming in resource utilization). Upon initialisation o f the proposed 
system, hard-coded models o f specific context information are loaded in order to be 
used upon request. These conform to the conditions being monitored by the policy- 
based management system presented in Chapter 2. Modelling o f context information 
is therefore tackled at the design and implementation phase o f the system in a 
proactive manner.
In the following section we present a formal analysis o f our proposed context 
model with emphasis placed on expressing relationships among contexts and 
attributes. We also provide some examples o f models o f context information that are 
o f use in our system during experimentation.
3.1. F ormal Context M odel Definition
The overall context o f a mobile node (C) can be modelled as a sequence of time 
ordered instances o f the overall context for the node over these time instances (OCt).
C={( OC„t  ),V7e(0,°o] }
Let S be the set o f sensors available to a mobile node. In this respect, we 
denote,S - { s . , ie (0,Ns] } where Ns is the number o f sensors. Sensors monitor
various sources o f information and record them for further use. Every sensor keeps 
track o f at least one information source and this in our model is matched against a 
context attribute. The formula denoting the set o f context attributes is: 
A={ an i e (0,NA] }where NA is the number o f attributes in our model and
thus N A >NS.
As defined in our proposed context model, context information is deduced from 
context attributes and possibly other contexts through a derivation relationship. These 
relationships are generic and based on the use o f one or more operators that will be
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defined in this section. We can thus define the set o f relationships in our context 
model as, R - {  r; , i e  (0, NR ] } where N r is the number o f relationships defined in the 
model. Respectively, a relationship is defined as a set o f operators that comprise it: 
r - {  < o j > , i e(0,N0] } where No refers to the number o f available operators as 
defined in the model by the system designer.
The overall context o f a node, OC, is defined as the set o f all monitored contexts 
that are o f interest to that node, O C - {  cj , i e  (0, Nc ] } where Nc is the number of
contexts that the system designer opted for the system to observe. Context 
information can be formally represented as a set o f attributes or other contexts 
bundled with one or more relationships. This can be represented as 
c= {  < a.,Cj,rk > , ie (p ,N A\ j e ( 0 , N c \ k e ( 0 , N R] }.
As already specified, the operators we propose exploiting for our context model 
are o f diverse nature, including mathematical and logic rules, UML relationships and 
user-defined semantic operators. These are applied to a number o f attributes and 
contexts in order to deduce other context information. The definition o f each operator 
yields the ordering o f attributes and contexts that it is applied on. Table 3-4 presents 
the most common operators used for our models, incorporating some user-defined 
operators that have been used in the models that will presented in section 3.3.2. The 
list o f operators does not mean to be exhaustive, rather indicative.
Ta b l e  3-4 E x a m p l e s  of operators defined in p r o p o s e d  context m o d e l
Operator Symbol Description Calculation formula
Aggregation © Grouping o f entities 1 
into an ordered set j 
based on the sequence }
of variables.
.  _  _  .... . ..... J
X{ © x2 © Xj = (XjjXjjXj)
Sum + Addition o f numerical 
values.
*l+*2 = Z ( X1’ X2)
Subtraction - Subtraction o f | 
numerical values,
j
* l“ *2 = X ( X1’ ~ X2)
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D ivide / Divides two numerical 
values
XJX2 S---
*2
C ard in a lity # Provides the cardinality 
o f a set (number o f set 
elements)
#a =\\a \
Intersection n Common values from 
two or more entities o f 
the same data type.
Xl f )X2 -
{y / y  e x x AND y  e x2 }
Inheritance V Applies only to 
contexts. First context 
inherits (in the object- 
oriented view o f the 
system) from second.
Xl V X2
Association Links two entities with 
multiplicity
participation in the 
operator.
xi («j) <r+X2 (n2)
= 0 l  * * 2)
Norm alise ! n+g Normalises the value o f 
a variable into a 
predefined range.
x*[MIN,MAX]
=M IN < x < M A X
O rd er _L Orders a multiple 
entries set o f variables 
according to the values 
of one o f them.
x } _L (xj , x 2 , x 3) =
(a, x 2 , x 3 )<  (1b, x 2 , x 3)} 
iff a < b
3.2. M odels Of  D iverse Context Information
By using the classes o f entities we proposed in our context model, we present 
three distinctive examples o f modelling context information. These include a mobile 
node’s velocity, the resources o f a MANET and the mobility prediction for a mobile 
node. To retain simplicity and facilitate understanding, we have suppressed the UML-
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based attributes and operations o f the various classes and do not provide formal 
details on the inference relationships illustrated. Emphasis is given to the context of 
mobility prediction since this is fundamental for the experiments performed and the 
understanding o f the proposed system’s applicability.
3.2.1 Node M o bility
The velocity o f a mobile node and its geographic positioning in general is 
significant for any system developed for MANETs since it has to consider this 
mobility metric that is responsible for topological changes and link quality. The 
context o f node mobility is a complex one comprising o f two simpler contexts 
(location and velocity) and a context attribute, namely system time. Using the formal 
grammar introduced previously, the Current_Mobility_Inference would be given by:
Current _  Mobility _  Inference= System _ Time !  (System _  Time © Location © Velocity) 
Alternatively using pseudo-code:
Curren t_Mobi 1 i  t y _ I n f e r e n c e :
C urrent_M obil i ty ( t )  = SET {System_Time (t )  ,
Location ( t ) ,
V e l o c i t y  ( t ) } ,
ORDER {Sys tem_Time} .
The value that is stored for current mobility is a set of the measured values for
these three entities, with system time as the ordinal. Location is a context comprised
of two context attributes, namely latitude and longitude and is derived by these using
aggregation. The same rule stands for the context o f velocity and its context attributes,
speed and direction. The sensors involved in the inference o f the current mobility o f a
node include a GPS receiver, the system clock and an accelerometer and they are all
associated with the device o f the mobile node. Semantics characterise the entities
participating in this context model.
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Figu re 3-3 C o n t e x t  m o d e l  for current n o d e  mobility context
3.2.2 MANET R esources
Every system deployed in MANETs and pervasive environments has to consider 
the special needs that arise from the fact that the majority o f interconnected devices 
are o f limited resources. For this reason the level of available device resources should 
be monitored. The context o f Node Resources serves this purpose. It is comprised o f 
three context attributes, energy, storage and time and one complex context, 
computation. The computation context is derived from two attributes, namely 
processing and memory. The sensors that a device should monitor include battery, 
CPU, secondary storage and RAM. The NodeJResources context is a set o f the 
aforementioned entities. Using our previously defined grammar and pseudo-code 
respectively we illustrate the inference rule for this context.
Node _  Re sources _  Inference =
System _  Time JL (System _ Time © Energy © Computcitio n © Storage )
Node_Resources_Inference :
Node_Resources(t)  = SET {System_Time(t) ,
Energy( t ) ,
Computation(t) ,
S to ra g e ( t ) } ,  ORDER {System_Time} .
Semantics are mapped on all entities o f the system. The values for the context of 
node resources will be used by the system to derive capability function values as 
proposed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3-4 Context model for M ANET resources context
3.2.3 M obility  Prediction
The context o f mobility prediction is the one that will be mostly exploited for 
experimentation reasons in this thesis. As stated in the introduction, mobility 
prediction through context information is extremely useful for any system being 
deployed for use in MANETs. The a priory knowledge of the future movements o f the 
mobile nodes can assist in applying pre-emptive strategies against the negative effects 
imposed by the inherent dynamicity o f MANETs. The undeniable benefits to MANET 
efficiency and performance that are to be gained having knowledge o f the prospective 
mobility o f nodes is mirrored in the plethora of attempts to address the particular issue 
[98], [143], [144], [145], [146], [147].
Most approaches that attempt to predict node mobility rely upon the concept of 
historical movement patterns that are being followed by users in recurring cycles 
[144], [145], [147]. Such solutions have proven to be efficient in particular for cellular 
wireless networks, where user profiling can be achieved with significant success rates 
due to the nature o f the networking environment. In [144] prediction accuracy is 
dependent on the movement randomness, assuming values in the range between 60% 
and 70% for a 30% randomness degree. Similar results are obtained in [145] with a 
linear decrease in accuracy matching an increase in randomness. 70% accuracy degree 
is achieved for a 30% randomness level, while when 50% of movements are random 
and out of the profiling scheme, only 45% accuracy is gained. From a different
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perspective, [147] predicts link disconnection in MANETs based on past node 
movement and basic calculations o f the next movements o f nodes based on the 
distances between them. Despite the many assumptions made on this approach, 
degree o f accuracy was estimated to be as high as 97.5% in certain cases.
Other approaches use link quality metrics, such as transmission power, bundled 
with location-based techniques with the use of GPS receivers to predict link 
availability. Through this prediction they can derive information on path availability 
and thus have an understanding o f the network’s future topology [143], [146].
The problem with the latter category o f techniques lies in the fact that they are 
hard to implement since they make a lot o f assumptions. As far as the approaches that 
utilise past history are concerned, we deem that they suffer from some limitations. In 
particular, especially in dynamic and pervasive environments where MANETs are 
being formed spontaneously and for short periods o f time, one cannot expect to have 
richness o f past movements information to satisfy the criteria o f these approaches. In 
addition, the degree of randomness in node movements highly influences the degree 
o f accuracy o f these approaches.
It is evident that the accuracy o f any mobility prediction scheme benefits 
significantly from information regarding the mobile nodes and their surroundings, 
namely context. Past movements are a form o f context, as well as transmission power 
and link quality. Context awareness has generally been viewed as promising in the 
pervasive realm; research though has been restricted to location-based seivices in 
general. We position ourselves on the side o f recent work that has identified the 
potential o f using a multitude o f diverse context information to predict mobility of 
nodes in MANETs [98] (see also list o f publications). The focus o f this thesis though 
is not that o f mobility prediction itself but rather on a general architecture that works 
with any context information to perform self-management o f MANETs. We propose a 
context model to derive mobility prediction (Figure 3-5) from various contexts and 
assume for our system evaluation that the accuracy o f our approach will be 
approximately close to that of [98], In [98], an advanced algorithmic procedure is 
responsible for deriving the desired mobility prediction, with accuracy reaching up to 
82% provided there is abundance of context.
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Figure 3-5 Context model for mobility prediction context
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In our design, the context o f mobility prediction is derived using a pruning 
process o f possible future mobility instances. Past history movements are first 
examined to identify potential pattern movements. The movement of the nodes is 
constantly being monitored and this list is accordingly updated. User-defined 
information regarding their schedule and explicit input yield the prospective 
scheduled movements o f the node, while using location services such as a GPS 
receiver, runtime information on the node’s movement are monitored. The set o f the 
aforementioned potential future movements is examined together with the resource 
availability of the node’s device and the possible conflicts among future movements. 
This procedure leads to the pruning o f the set, with the remaining movements forming 
the mobility prediction for the node. We do not present in detail all the inference rules 
that are present in the mobility prediction context model but only present as an 
example the inference rule for the Movement Accuracy. Using our previously defined 
grammar and pseudo-code respectively we illustrate the inference rule for this 
context. It is derived as the number of prospective movements that have been 
fulfilled, over the total number o f fulfilled movements.
Movement __ Accuracy _  Inference =
# (Pr ospective _ Movements fj Fulfilled _ movements )
# (Fulfilled _  Movements )
M o v e m e n t _ A c c u r a c y _ I n f e r e n c e :
M o v e m e n  t  _ A c c u r a  c y ( t )  =
[  C a r d i n a  l i t y (  I N T E R S E C T  ( P r o  s p e c t i v e _ M o v e m e n  t s , F u l f i l l  e d _ M o v e m e n  t  s ) )  J  /  
[ C a r d i n a l i t y ( F u l  f i l l e d _ M o v e m e n t s )  ]  .
4. C o n te x t R ep resen tation
The UML-inspired model is inherently associated with the data representing the 
collected context. As such, it can be easily mapped to an XML document for efficient 
and interoperable storage, while an XML Schema is used for the validation of any 
context modelled using the principles employed by our model. The use o f the XML 
Schema is binding for the uniform representation of all contexts. We understand the 
potential burden imposed by XML formatting; as it will be shown though when 
evaluating the system’s performance, our context gathering and dissemination scheme 
performs relatively well despite XML-based textual encoding. This justifies the 
requirements regarding efficient processing and limited memory requirements that we
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placed on our context model. Figure 3-6 presents the XML Schema against which all 
XML documents are validated, while Figure 3-7 represents the XML document 
referring to the context o f current mobility as this was described earlier.
The XML representation provides a bridging from the conceptual level that our 
model offers, to the practical level required by the context management framework 
we present in following chapters.
<?xm l v e r s io n = " 1 . 0 "  e n co d in g = "U T F-8 1 s t a n d a lo n e = " y e s " ?>
< x s : schema xirtlns :x s = " h t t p :  / / www.w3 . org/2001/XM LSchem a" e le m e n tF o rm D e fa u lt= "q u a lif ie d ">
< x s :e le m e n t na m e ="_co n te xt">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " d e v ic e ” m in O c c u rs = "l"  m axO ccurs=’' l " / >
< x s :e le m e n t r e f  = " r e l a t i o n s h i p s " m in O ccu rs="0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e n s o r s "  m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< x s:e le m e n t r e f = “c o n t e x t s "  m in O ccu rs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< / x s : sequence>
< / x s : com plexType>
< / x s : elem ent>
< x s :e le m e n t n a m e = "d e vice ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  ty p e = 1 x s : s t r in g "  u s e = 1 r e q u ir e d "  />  
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "d e s c r ip tio n "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s :e le m e n t>
< x s : elem ent name="c o n t e x t ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e m a n t ic _ in f o " m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " r e la t io n s h ip "  m in O ccu rs= "1" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< / x s : sequence>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  nam e="value" t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = "r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n am e ="accuracy" t y p e = " x s : d o u b le " u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "u p d a te _ in te rv a l"  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  nam e="tim e" t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " v a lid it y "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
< / x s : elem ent>
< x s : elem ent name="c o n t e x t _ a t t r ib u t e ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e n s o r "  m in O ccu rs= ”l "  m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e m a n t ic _ in f o "  m in 0 cc u rs= "0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< / x s : sequence>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  nam e="value" t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n am e ="accuracy" t y p e = " x s :d o u b le "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "u p d a te _ in te rv a l"  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  nam e="tim e" t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " v a lid it y "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = "o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s :e le m e n t>
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< x s :e le m e n t name="c o n t e x t s ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = ''c o n t e x t _ a t t r ib u t e ’' m inO ccu rs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " c o n t e x t "  m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< / x s : sequence>
< /x s:co m p le x T y p e >
< /x s :e le m e n t>
< x s : elem ent name= " p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s 1 >
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : seguence>
< x s :e le m e n t n a m e = "co n te x t_ id '' t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  m inO ccu rs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< x s :e le m e n t n a m e = " a t tr ib u te _ id "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  m inO ccu rs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>  
< /x s :s e q u e n c e >
< / x s : com plexType>
< / x s : elem ent>
< x s : elem ent name="r e l a t i o n s h i p ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s ; sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e m a n t ic _ in f o "  m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s "  m in O ccu rs="1 " m a x O c c u rs = "l" />  
< / x s : sequence>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = "r e q u ir e d " />
< x s - .a t t r ib u t e  nam e="type" t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "d e s c rip tio n "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s  elem ent>
< x s : elem ent name=" r e l a t i o n s h i p s ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " r e la t io n s h ip "  m in O ccu rs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< / x s : sequence>
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s :e le m e n t>
< x s : elem ent name=" s e m a n t ic _ in fo ">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t re f = " s e m a n t ic s "  m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< / x s : sequence>
< / x s : com plexType>
< / x s : elem ent>
< x s:e le m e n t n a m e = "sem an tics">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s 'a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "d e s c rip tio n "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s :e le m e n t>
< x s :e le m e n t n a m e = "se n so r">
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t r e f = " s e m a n t ic _ in fo "  m inO ccurs="0 " m axO ccurs="unbounded"/>
< / x s : sequence>
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = " id e n t if ie r "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " r e q u ir e d " />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "u p d a te _ in te rv a l"  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s : a t t r ib u t e  n a m e = "d e s c rip tio n "  t y p e = " x s : s t r in g "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< x s 'a t t r ib u t e  nam e="accuracy" t y p e = " x s :d o u b le "  u s e = " o p t io n a l" />
< / x s : com plexType>
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< / x s : elem ent>
< x s : elem ent name=" s e n s o r s 1 >
< x s : com plexType>
< x s : sequence>
< x s :e le m e n t  r e f = " s e n s o r "  m in O ccu rs= "0" m axO ccurs="unbounded" />
< / x s : sequence>
< / x s : com plexType>
< /x s :e le m e n t>
< /x s:sc h e m a >
Figure 3-6 X M L  Schema for the representation o f the proposed context model
<?xm l v e r s i o n = " l .0 " e n c o d in g s"U T F -8 ” ?>
< _ c o n te x t  x m ln s :x s i= ''h t t p :  / / www.w3 .o rg /2 0 0 1/X M L S ch e m a -in sta n ce "
x si:n o N a m e sp a c e S ch e m a L o ca tio n = "co n te x t.x sd ">
< d e v ic e  id e n t i f ie r = " d e v ic e _ id "  d e s c r ip t io n = " T h is  i s  a PDA"/>
< r e la t io n s h ip s >
< r e la t io n s h ip  ty p e = ”a g g r e g a tio n "
i d e n t i  f  i e r = "v e lo c  it y _ in f e r e n c e " 
d e s c r ip t io n ^ 'v e lo c it y = s p e e d { + ) d ir e c t io n " >
< p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< a t t r ib u t e _ id > s p e e d < /a t t r ib u t e _ id >
< a t t r ib u t e _ id > d ir e c t io n < / a t t r ib u t e _ id >
< / p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< / r e la t io n s h ip >
c r e la t io n s h ip  ty p e = "a g g re g a tio n "
i d e n t i  f i e r = " lo c a t io n _ in f e r e n c e " 
d e s c r ip t io n = " lo c a t i o n = la t i t u d e ( + ) lo n g it u d e " >  
< p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< a t t r ib u t e _ id > la t it u d e < / a t t r ib u t e _ id >
< a t t r ib u t e _ id > lo n g it u d e < /a t t r ib u t e _ id >
< /p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< / r e la t io n s h ip >
< r e la t io n s h ip  typ e = "co m p lex"
i d e n t i f i e r = " c u r r e n t _ m o b ilit y _ in f e r e n c e " 
d e s c r ip t io n s " c u r r e n t _ m o b il it y
= sy ste m _ tim e _ |_ ( sy ste m _ tim e ( + ) l o c a t i o n (+ )v e lo c i  t y ) " >  
< s e m a n tic _ in fo >
< se m a n tics  i d e n t i f i e r = " 5"
d e s c r ip t io n = " c u r r e n t  m o b il it y  d en o tes the lo c a t io n  
and th e  v e l o c i t y  o f  an e n t it y  a t  a a g iv e n  t im e " />  
< s e m a n tic s  i d e n t i f i e r = " 6"
d e s c r ip t io n ^ 'l o c a t io n  i s  s p e c if ie d  i n  g e o g ra p h ic  c o o r d in a t e s " />  
< s e m a n tic s  i d e n t i f i e r = " 7"
d e s c r ip t io n s " v e lo c it y  i s  the co m b in a tio n  o f speed i n  m eters , 
p e r  second and d ir e c t io n  in  r a d ia n s " />
< /s e m a n tic _ in fo >
< p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< c o n t e x t _ id > lo c a t io n < /c o n t e x t _ id >
< c on t  e x  t _ i  d> v e l  o c i  t y  < /  c on t  ex t _ i  d> 
< a t t r ib u t e _ id > s y s t e m _ t im e < /a t t r ib u t e _ id >  
< /p a r t ic ip a t in g _ c o n t e x t s >
< / r e la t io n s h ip >
< / r e la t io n s h ip s >
< s e n so rs >
< s e n so r u p d a t e _ in t e rv a l= " 5 0 0 "  a c c u r a c y = " 9 7 .5 0 "
id e n t i f i e r s " s e n s o r _ l "  d e s c r ip t io n s " G P S  r e c e iv e r " >
< s e m a n tic _ in fo >
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<semantics identifier="l"
description="yields latitude and longitude of entity"/>
</semantic_info>
</sensor>
<sensor update__interval="500" accuracy =''8 5.00"
identifier="sensor_2" description"accelerometer">
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifier="2"
description"yields entity's velocity and angle of direction"/> 
</semantic„info>
</sensor>
<sensor update_interval="100" accuracy="99.99"
identifier="sensor_3" description"system clock"/>
</sensors>
<contexts>
< c o n t e x t _ a t t r ib u t e  u p d a t e _ in t e rv a l= " 5 0 0 0 "  v a l id it y = " 5 0 0 0 "  
a c c u r a c y = " 9 7 .5 0 " i d e n t i f i e r = " l a t i t u d e 1 
tim e="yyyy-m m -d d -hh.mm. ss" v a lu e = "la t it u d e _ v a lu e ">
<sensor update_interval="500" accuracy="97.50"
identifier="sensor_l" description"GPS receiver">
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifier^ 1"
description"yields latitude and longitude of entity"/> 
</semantic_info>
</sensor>
</context_attribute>
<context_attribute update_interval="5000" validity="5000" 
accuracy="97.50" identifier="longitude" 
time= "yyyy-mm-dd-hh.irim.ss" value="longitude_value">
<sensor update_interval="500" accuracy="97.50"
identifier="sensor_l" description"GPS receiver">
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifier="l"
description="yields latitude and longitude of entity"/> 
</semantic_info>
</sensor>
</context_attribute>
<context_attribute update_interval="5000" validity="10000" 
accuracy="85.00" identifier="speed" 
time="yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss" value="speed„value">
<sensor update_interval="500" accuracy="85.00"
identifier="sensor_2" description="accelerometer">
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifier="2"
description"yields entity's velocity 
and angle of direction"/>
</semantic_info>
</sensor>
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifier="3"
description "yields the speed of the
entity in meters per seconds"/>
</semantic_info>
</context_attribute>
<context_attribute update_interval="5000" validity="10000" 
accuracy="85.00" identifier="direction" 
time="yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss" value="direetion_value">
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<sensor update_interval="500" accuracy="85.00"
identifier="sensor__2" description="accelerometer"> 
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifiers"2"
descriptions"yields entity’ s velocity 
and angle of direction"/>
</semantic_info>
</sensor>
<semantic_info>
<semantics identifiers"4"
descriptions"yields the direction of the 
entity in angle radians"/>
</semantic_info>
</context_attribute>
<context_attribute update_intervals"200" validitys"100"
accuracy="99.99" identifiers"system_time" 
time= "yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm. ss" value= "time_value">
<sensor update_interval="100" accuracy=‘'99 .99"
identifiers"sensor_3" descriptions"system clock”/> 
</context_attribute>
<context update_interval="5000" validitys"10000" 
accuracys"85" identifiers"velocity" 
times"yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm. ss" values"velocity_value"> 
crelationship types"aggregation”
identifiers1 veloci ty_inference" 
descriptions"velocitysspeed{+)direction"> 
<participating_contexts>
<attribute_id>speed</attribute_id>
<attribute_id>direction</attribute_id>
</participating_contexts>
</relationship>
</context>
<context update_interval="5000" validitys"5000" 
accuracy="97.50" identifiers1 location" 
time=1 yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm. ss" values"location_value”> 
crelationship types"aggregation"
identifiers"location_inference" 
descriptions"location=latitude(+)longitude"> 
<participating_contexts>
<attribute_id>latitude</attribute_id>
<attribute_id>longitude</attribute_id>
</participating_contexts>
</relationship>
</context>
ccontext update_interval=n5000" validitys"5000"
accuracys1185" identifiers"current_mobility" 
times"yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm. ss" value="current_mobility_value"> 
crelationship types"complex"
i den tifier="current_mobi1i ty_inferenc e" 
descript i on="current jnobi1i ty=
system_time_|_(system_time(+)location(+)velocity)"> 
csemantic_info>
csemantics identifiers"5"
descriptions"current mobility denotes the 
location and the velocity of 
an entity at a a given time"/> 
csemantics identifiers"6"
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descriptions"location is specified in 
geographic coordinates"/> 
<semantics identifiers"71
description=”velocity is the combination of 
speed in meters per second 
and direction in radians"/>
</semantic_info>
<participating_contexts>
<context_id>location</context_id>
<context_id>velocity</context_id>
<attribute_id>system_time</attribute_id>
</participating_contexts>
</relationship>
</context>
</contexts>
</_context>
Figure 3-7 X M L  d o c u m e n t  representing the context of current mobility
5. Evalu ation
A context model assists in providing a generic way to represent data and 
information from the surrounding environment, termed as context. We have proposed 
such a model and presented its design and also an appropriate XML representation 
scheme, the effectiveness o f which is evaluated in terms of context dissemination in 
detail in Chapter 5. The evaluation of the context model itself can be performed at a 
conceptual level and includes its comparison to existing approaches that were 
thoroughly reviewed. By matching the properties o f our proposed model against the 
characteristics o f the aforementioned taxonomy, we claim to have provisioned for an 
expressive and reliable context model. Example cases that prove the adherence o f the 
model to the taxonomy’s requirements are presented.
The first characteristic o f the context modelling taxonomy is that of 
expressiveness, encompassing properties such as. applicability domain, semantic 
handling and lightweight processing. We have previously presented a variety of 
exemplary context information modelled using our context model. These examples 
span from device technical characteristics (e.g. computational resources located on a 
mobile device as displayed in Figure 3-4), physical environment properties (e.g. node 
mobility and volatility as shown in Figure 3-3) to complex, history-derived and 
pattern-based context information (e.g. mobility prediction for MANET topology as 
shown in Figure 3-5). Through the examples that we have presented and their diverse 
nature, the expressiveness of our proposed context model becomes clear. 
Furthermore, it is evident that the applicability domain of our* context model is
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extremely wide, since it can be used for modelling information from many sources 
and it can combine them accordingly to produce the desired outcome. The handling 
and inclusion of semantic information is inherent in our model through the specific 
entity called “semantics_mfo” and it becomes easily applicable through the 
corresponding XML representation. Processing refers to the relevant requirements set 
by the actual representation o f the context model. In our proposed scheme infoimation 
is retained through XML documents and its processing can be consequently handled 
by a lightweight XML parser, i.e. the kXML2 Java-based XML parser is specifically 
oriented to cater for mobile devices and is the parser we used for the purposes of our 
experimentation as detailed in following chapters. Efficient and lightweight storage of 
the context information modelled using our approach is guaranteed in Chapter 5, 
when we present relevant experimentation results.
The context modelling taxonomy dictates that a model should support both the 
notions of extensibility and scalability. Our proposed context model is generic enough 
to allow for new entities to be included in existing models allowing for extensible 
design. Let us consider the case o f the computational resources o f a mobile device as 
depicted in Figure 3-4. Should the need arise to further expand the set o f monitored 
resources they are simply included in the graphical annotation and the inference rules 
that are associated with them are modified accordingly. If we were to additionally 
monitor for example the status o f the network interface in terms o f available 
bandwidth using our model, the following changes would be necessary. There is the 
need for an additional entity called “bandwidth” to represent the new context 
infoimation and also a new entity called “network_interface” needs to be introduced 
to allow for the corresponding sensor representation. In this case using our previously 
presented formal grammar and pseudo-code, the new inference rule for the context of 
node resources will be given by the following:
Node _  Re sources _  Inference =
System _  Time ±  (System _ Time 0  Energy 0  Computatio n © Storage © Bandwidth ) 
N o d e_ R e so u r c e s_ In fere n c e :
N o d e_R eso u rces(t)  =  SET {S ystem _T im e(t ) ,
E n er g y(t)  ,
C om p u ta tion (t) ,
S to r a g e (t) } ,
B a n d w id th (t), ORDER {System _Tim e} .
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Figure 3-8 presents the updated model for the context o f node resources. It is 
evident that extensibility is easily supported in our generic context model, subject to 
the administrator introducing relevant updates in the various models.
Figure 3-8 Updated context model for M ANET resources context
From Figure 3-5 it can be deduced that the complexity o f context information is 
supported by our context model. The same stands for issues o f scalability. Relevant 
results in Chapter 5 provide evidence that the XML representation we chose to exploit 
is efficient even under the resource-constrained conditions o f MANETs. We refer the 
reader to Chapter 5 for further reasoning regarding scalability.
Quality o f information is a very important aspect o f the presented taxonomy, 
especially under dynamic conditions such as those mostly identified in MANETs. 
Quality of information refers to support for any ambiguities that might arise and 
validation o f collected data. Our model has explicit support for quality o f information. 
As shown in Figure 3-2 every piece o f information that is registered to the context 
model has an associated data type with it. Conformance to the data type ensures 
validation of collected data. Support for ambiguities is provided through the inference 
rales that are used to deduce higher level contexts from simple information. When 
designing the model for the various context information of interest to the system, the 
administrator should cater for any ambiguities that might arise when combining
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simple data into more complex context information. To this end, it is within the 
responsibilities of the administrator to formulate the inference rules in such a manner 
so as to overcome any potential inconsistencies. Possible ambiguity resolving 
solutions could include data type conversions, normalisation of values in a different 
range, etc. Furthermore, in our context model every piece o f information is tagged 
with an accuracy value between 0 and 1. This refers to the degree o f belief that this 
value is accurate and it is first introduced at the data collection from the sensors stage, 
where each sensor is tagged with a similar value. This is then propagated in the 
context model by means o f the various inference rules. It therefore becomes evident 
that our model satisfies the need for quality o f information support.
Formality and interoperability are two other taxonomy parameters, support for 
which has been inherently incorporated in our context model design. We have 
elaborated on a formal grammar- used to represent the model’s graphical annotation. 
The grammar is in itself extensible allowing for new types o f relationships to be 
introduced. In addition, the XML representation allows for interoperability due to the 
inherent nature o f this modelling technique. XML Schemata are guiding the mapping 
of information to the specific XML documents, providing thus another level of 
formality and standardisation. XML representation also promotes interoperability 
with other context models, provided that there are gateways that translate other 
modelling approaches to ours. Graphical models and markup language based models, 
which form the majority o f existing context modelling approaches, can be integrated 
with our- modelling approach.
Privacy is not explicitly supported in our context model. The arguments behind 
this design choice mainly focus on desiring to retain a level of simplicity in the model. 
By introducing dedicated entities on privacy-related functions, the model would 
become more cumbersome and hence less useful. We nevertheless recognise the 
significance o f data privacy in distributed environments such as MANETs, taking into 
account that sensitive modelled information might be disseminated across a multitude 
o f nodes in a ubiquitous environment. The generic nature of our model allows for 
administrators to introduce measures for privacy in the model, jeopardising though the 
simplicity o f the presented information.
Let us assume we have a simple context information modelled using our 
approach. In the particular scenario, shown in Figure 3-9(a) one entity called
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“sensitive data” is associated to another entity called “human user” and an inference 
rale termed “preference inference” is used to deduce the higher level context o f 
named “user preferences” .- Semantic information is tagged on all entities to assist in 
understanding. In order to allow for the “sensitive data” information -  collected by 
appropriate sensors from the user’s device -  to be protected and remain private even 
under the distributed environment implied by MANETs, we undertake the following. 
We introduce one additional inference rale and an extra context information entity. 
The former refers to the employment o f an encryption algorithm on the “sensitive 
data” and the latter on the result o f this algorithm. The encryption algorithm we 
employ can be password or key-protected. In both cases the means required to obtain 
the necessary password or key is stored as a piece o f semantic information tagged to 
the “human user” entity. The new entity “private data” is subsequently used for the 
derivation of the higher level context o f “user preferences” that now refers to the 
privacy protected preferences o f a human user o f a system, as displayed in Figure 
3-9(b). Unlocking this privacy protected information can be as simple as obtaining the 
key stored in the model as an attribute, or in a more complicated manner can require 
direct communication with the owner o f this information. We realise this process is 
not extremely practical but it allows for a degree o f privacy and security to be 
incorporated in our context model.
Figure 3-9 Privacy protection using the proposed context model
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Table 3-5 presents an adherence evaluation o f our context model with respect to 
the presented taxonomy, where it is clear that our model performs very well. It has an 
overall scoring o f more than 2 for every criterion, while none o f the rest o f the models 
as displayed in Table 3-2 achieves similar* scoring.
Ta b l e 3- 5 Classification of o u r  context m o d e l  according to the properties of the t a x o n o m y
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C l
Context
Model C l.l C l.2 C1.3 C4.1 C4.2
Our
approach 3 1
3 2 3 1
3 |
2
3 l 3 i
3 2
6. D is c u s s io n
Context modelling is the foundation o f any attempt at providing context 
awareness in a system. Pervasive environments based on mobile ad hoc networks 
pose particular requirements on context modelling. In our design context acts as the 
catalyst for the self-management loop of MANETs. Monitored context invokes the 
activation o f management decisions registered as policies and the changing conditions 
are being mapped on new context information.
We have presented in this chapter a thorough literature review on the subject o f 
context modelling in MANETs and based on the identified specifications we.provided 
a classification scheme for context models. Having performed a related requirements 
analysis we proposed a context model capable o f catering for the diverse needs 
imposed by the nature o f MANETs. Representation o f context infoimation by means 
o f a specific XML Schema was also examined. A detailed analysis and evaluation of 
our proposed context model can be foimd in a latter chapter when the overall system 
performance is examined.
It is essential to clarify the notion o f context modelling and the extent of self­
management. Context infoimation is used by any system in order to perform a certain 
action, based on the monitored values of this information. What needs to be explicitly 
denoted is that the precise context infoimation that needs to be monitored by the 
system and the exact actions to be taken under certain conditions are both pre­
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specified by the system designer. One cannot expect that the system’s intelligence 
will be such so as to be able to identify and model new contexts at runtime or to be 
able to similarly define appropriate actions to be invoked. These systems would 
require at this stage o f the computing era, significant resources and advanced artificial 
intelligence techniques. Such requirements cannot be placed upon systems developed 
for MANETs. This is a general guideline that has been the cornerstone o f every 
design choice we have undertook for our system.
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C h a p t e r  4
D y n a m i c  A n d  P r o g r a m m a b l e  
C o n f i g u r a t i o n  O f  M A N E T s
1. In t r o d u c t io n
Mobile ad hoc networks are characterised by distributed operation, dynamic 
network topology, fluctuating link capacity and low-powered devices. With one or 
more o f the ad hoc network nodes acting as gateways to other networks, ad hoc 
networks may complement other infrastructure-based networks or the fixed Internet. 
In this context, there is the opportunity to reconcile the perspectives of the 
telecommunications and computing communities through dynamically programmable 
network architectures that can support cooperation, adaptability and alignment with 
respect to the required basic capabilities and additional services o f the devices that 
form an ad hoc network. For example, while routing and QoS conform to standardised 
protocols in fixed IP networks, there are many potential solutions for ad hoc networks 
that depend also on the characteristics o f the particular ad hoc network, e.g. topology 
volatility, characteristics o f radio links, capabilities o f nodes, etc.
Services that are offered in infrastructure-based networks (i.e. cellular, internet) 
may be offered in ad hoc networks through programmability. Given the multitude of 
potential solutions that may be environment-dependent, programmability is of 
paramount importance to allow nodes to be enhanced on the fly with the required 
communication capabilities in the ad hoc environment. In addition, services and 
applications may migrate to more powerful devices that have the required capabilities 
while less powerful devices may outsource computing tasks (cyber foraging). 
Programmability is possible through recent advances in distributed systems 
technologies and transportable “execute-anywhere” software.
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The main research motivation o f this thesis, as has been clearly stated in the first 
chapter, is to provide a framework that will in a holistic manner cater for the self­
management o f mobile ad hoc networks. We have elaborated on the necessity for a 
solid and well-founded organisational model, coupled with a policy-based 
management scheme that allows for flexibility and generic applicability. We have also 
established the need for context monitoring in order to be adaptive and accordingly 
responsive to the changing conditions observed in the environment. In this respect we 
have so far presented our proposed organisational and context models and set the 
requirements for our management framework. Before proceeding in presenting the 
overall management framework in the following chapter, we discuss in this section 
the configuration aspects of our design. Every management framework has to 
consider the actual details o f how management decisions are to be implemented in 
terms o f configuration changes in the mobile nodes comprising the ad hoc network.
We propose exploiting a dynamic, programmable architecture to employ 
sophisticated configuration changes in a mobile ad hoc network. Uniform 
configuration of all nodes in the ad hoc network is o f paramount importance, to 
ensure proper operation o f the MANET itself. Security is also a major requirement, 
since configuring the functionality o f a mobile node can create a plethora of potential 
threats while it also implies a high degree o f trust among participating nodes. Failsafe 
mechanisms for proper configuration o f the nodes and backtracking to the previous 
operational state are also o f high importance. These requirements are addressed by 
our proposed scheme as will be detailed later.
Programmable configuration o f mobile ad hoc networks is the focal point of 
interest in this chapter. After this brief introduction, Section 4.2 reviews related work 
in the area o f ad hoc network configuration management and programmability.
Section 4.3 presents our approach for achieving dynamic configuration and 
programmability in ad hoc networks. Aspects of our design are presented with 
justification for our design choices. One important aspect that is explained is the 
manner in which the configuration framework is integrated with the management 
framework proposed in Chapter 2.
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The efficiency and performance o f  our proposed loadable plugins-based 
configuration scheme is evaluated in section 4.4. The evaluation is through testbed 
experimentation and also through analytical modelling, using a probabilistic analysis.
The chapter concludes with a discussion on the presented work in section 4.5.
2 . L i t e r a t u r e  S u r v e y
The dynamic nature o f MANETs and the relevant variable conditions raise the 
need for dynamic reconfiguration and capability alignment. Programmability is a 
means for remote configuration and can be used to achieve this alignment and is 
essential in an ad hoc environment given the multitude o f potential solutions for 
routing, QoS support and other application services. There are various different 
approaches to achieve dynamic configuration besides programmability. The Active 
Networks approach advocates the dynamic deployment o f new services using the 
existing infrastructure o f  IP networks. Active networks introduce the concept o f  
“active packets” , which can cany logic as well as data. Code earned by active control 
packets is evaluated in routers [148] and this approach has also been used for active 
routing in ad hoc networks [149]. In the BBN research project called Smart Packets 
[150], active packets were used to improve the performance o f  large and complex 
networks by distributing management decisions closer to the managed nodes.
Remote configuration is also possible through the provision o f  suitable 
management interfaces for modelling communication hardware/software in switches 
and routers that allow code to be uploaded to network nodes and activated in a 
controllable fashion. This approach has been first adopted in the Xbind framework, 
targeting the quick and flexible introduction o f  new telecommunication services in 
programmable network infrastructures (mostly ATM-based networks) [151]. Xbind 
has given rise to the IEEE PI520 initiative for Programmable Network Interfaces 
[152]. The Mobiware approach relied on Xbind, modifying and extending it for 
programmable cellular networks [153]. Mobiware incorporates distributed object- 
based programmability for the control plane, but also allows active transport objects 
(i.e., code plugins) based on Java byte code to be loaded into the data path. Mobile 
agents may be also used in full mobility scenarios, carrying code and state to 
manipulate different network nodes, or in a constrained mobility mode [154] which 
can be seen as a flexible approach to support “management by delegation” [155]; in
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the latter, code is uploaded and executed in network nodes through “elastic 
management agents” , augmenting the node’s functionality.
Relevant work related to MANETs includes middleware-based solutions for 
network configuration and mechanisms for dynamic service provisioning. The 
SIRAMON high-level framework has been proposed as a generic service- 
provisioning framework for self-organized networks [156]. It integrates the functions 
required to deal with the full service lifecycle and offers capabilities to specify, 
lookup, deploy, instantiate and manage services in MANETs. [157] presents the 
SensorWare framework for wireless sensor networks. This is middleware based on 
active networking principles that allows for the programmable management o f  sensor 
nodes through lightweight, mobile control scripts. The European 1ST project WINE 
(Wireless Internet Networks) [158] and its follow-up 6-HOP project [159] focus on 
using a platform independent wireless adaptation layer to deploy IPv6 services on 
heterogeneous wireless networks. In [160] the service efficiency parameter is defined 
to characterise dynamic service deployment in ad hoc networks, and addresses 
another important problem o f  how services can be dynamically deployed or 
terminated in ad hoc network nodes so that better service coverage can be obtained at 
a minimum control cost.
3. P r o g r a m m a b l e  M A N E T C o n f i g u r a t i o n
The dynamic deployment o f  services and protocols in heterogeneous MANETs 
has not been adequately addressed in the literature. This is partly due to the fact that 
MANET applications have so far been envisioned mostly for emergency and military 
situations with pre-existing functionality. However, future MANETs may support a 
variety o f  applications in different environments and should allow for the dynamic 
tailoring o f capabilities according to arising needs, possibly in a dynamic fashion 
according to contextual information. For example, there are many potential solutions 
for ad hoc networks regarding routing protocols, quality o f  service (QoS) 
enhancements, etc., that typically depend on the characteristics o f the particular ad 
hoc network, e.g. topology volatility, characteristics o f radio links, node capabilities, 
etc. Given the multitude o f  potential solutions for remote configuration, 
programmability is o f  paramount importance to allow nodes to be enhanced on the fly 
with the required capabilities in the ad hoc environment. In addition, application
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servers may migrate to more powerful devices that have the required capabilities 
while less powerful devices may outsource computing tasks. Programmability is 
possible through recent advances in distributed systems technologies and 
transportable “execute-anywhere” software. In this section we present a novel 
programmable platform approach that can support cooperation, adaptability and 
alignment with respect to the required basic capabilities and additional services o f  the 
participating nodes in a secure manner. This cooperation and switching to a different 
mode o f operation may be triggered dynamically, allowing a degree o f self- 
management to be achieved.
The programmable platform we propose uses a lightweight approach through 
plugins that can be installed in nodes to extend or alter their capabilities. Examples o f 
such plugins include new routing protocols, extensions to existing ones or any other 
service/protocol that might be required. Plugins essentially form the system’s 
functionality. A plugin is a piece o f  Java or C++ code with well-defined interfaces as 
required by the platform infrastructure; in its simplest form it may even be a script 
with configuration commands to be used in delegated configuration scenarios. In 
order to decide on a particular plugin instance for a given scenario, a plugin election 
takes place utilising current context information. This involves advertisements 
beforehand by every node regarding the plugins it owns. The elected plugin is then 
distributed throughout the MANET in a peer-to-peer fashion, using flooding initiated 
from the nodes that have it. Following its installation, it is activated in all the nodes. 
The rest o f  this section discusses design issues o f the proposed framework and 
presents initial reasoning behind some o f  the design choices. Security is o f  major 
importance to MANETs, especially given the nature o f  our programmable platform 
approach. We briefly study mitigation techniques in this section; a detailed analysis 
remains out o f  the scope o f  this thesis and is considered a research topic on its own. 
The proposed platform can support any type o f  seivice or protocol deployment, 
assuming services or protocols are realised as plugins executed in user space.
3.1. S y st e m  A r c h it e c t u r e
The two fundamental entities that we identify in our programmable platform 
architecture are the Admin_node and the Terminode units as depicted in Figure 4-1. 
There is an apparent mapping o f  these units to the organisational model and the
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management framework presented in chapter 2. Every node in the MANET has the 
programmable platform installed so as to allow for dynamic (re-)configuration, but 
the functionality is different subject to the role each node holds in the organisational 
model, namely Cluster Node, Cluster Head or Manager Node. For the purposes o f  the 
programmable platform we propose, Cluster Nodes are equipped with the Terminode 
unit and Cluster Heads and Manager Nodes have the Adminnode unit installed on 
them. When a node switches its role, then its functionality in the programmable 
platform realm also switches accordingly. It is evident that the programmable 
platform design follows that o f the module categorisation o f  the nodes (Terminal 
Node and Cluster Manager).
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Figure 4 - 1  Interactions between programmable middleware components in a cluster
The Admin node unit is responsible for the management o f the programmable 
Terminodes regarding plugin election and distribution, as well as (re-)configuration. 
The key components o f the Admin node unit are:
• Plugin Election: it is responsible for the initiation and coordination o f  the election
process. It receives the plugin advertisements from the nodes containing the
characteristics o f the plugins they hold, elects one and informs the nodes about the
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elected plugin. A  necessary requirement for a plugin to be elected is that versions 
for every available node platform exist.
•. Plugin Distribution: this component manages the distribution o f the elected plugin
to the nodes. The distribution is performed using a controlled flooding scheme, in 
which a node is first queried to examine if it already has the plugin and if  it can 
support its execution, given the heterogeneity o f  mobile nodes in terms o f 
hardware/software. This component takes also care o f  plugin activation.
• Plugin Configuration: this component handles the (re-) configuration o f plugins
that have already been deployed on the MANET.
The Terminode unit handles the management o f the loadable plugins locally 
through advertisement, storage, distribution, installation and configuration. The 
specific components o f  the Terminode unit include:
■ Plugin Repository (PR): this stores actual plugins and their properties. The plugin 
properties are advertised to the Admin_node unit and include the execution 
platform o f the plugin and functional requirements for its proper operation.
■ Plugin Management: it provides all the necessary operations to access the 
repository and retrieve/update plugins and their properties. It is responsible for 
advertising the available plugins to the Admin_node Plugin Election component 
when asked and waits for requests from the Admin_node unit to distribute a 
plugin to its neighbours. Plugin installation, execution, (re-)configuration and 
termination are also amongst its responsibilities.
The platform components communicate using the lightweight XML-RPC 
protocol [161]. XML-RPC is a subset o f  the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
with only basic functionality enabled. It allows software running on different 
operating systems and hardware architectures to communicate through remote 
procedure calls (RPCs). XML-RPC uses the HTTP protocol as transport and XML 
encodings for the RPC protocol itself. We chose an XML-based approach because we 
also use XML to represent contextual data collected by nodes, as reviewed in chapter 
3. We could have possibly chosen Web Services, but this approach would have 
certainly been more heavyweight. The same stands with distributed object
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technologies such as CORBA, which necessitate object advertisement and discovery 
functionality.
Trivial FTP (TFTP) [162] was used for the distribution o f  the plugins. It is less 
complex than FTP and consumes less network resources. TFTP has no password- 
based user authentication, which saves both time and traffic in a trusted environment; 
as already mentioned, security in an ad hoc environment is an important issue but is 
outside the scope o f  the current work. In addition, TFTP uses only one connection, 
contrary to FTP that requires two connections, one for control and one for data traffic.
The platform is implemented using the Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) [163]. This 
version requires a much smaller memory footprint than the standard or enterprise 
edition, while at the same time it is optimized for the processing power and I/O 
capabilities o f  small mobile devices. We also used the Connected Device 
Configuration (CDC) framework instead o f  the limited one (CLDC), as the latter 
lacks support for required advanced operations. We chose to use Java because o f its 
ubiquity, platform independence and the fact that it integrates naturally with Java- 
based plugins. Our platform caters also for C/C++-based plugins. The use o f Java 
requires mobile nodes to have the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed. 
Although this is relatively memory-hungry, our hands-on experience confirms that 
even the resoiu*ce-poor devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) can 
comfortably support the execution o f the JRE. More details on the implementations o f 
our overall self-management platform for MANETs will be given in chapter 6 relating 
to its evaluation.
3.2. S y st e m  Op e r a t io n
We describe here the complete system operation, from election triggering to 
plugin activation, assuming a network o f  one cluster for simplicity. The Admin_node 
is responsible for the plugin election process. Based on the aggregated context from 
the nodes that participate in the cluster and policies defined in our proposed 
management framework, the Manager Nodes (MNs) or the Cluster Heads (CHs) 
decide when to trigger the election process. They do this through the Plugin Election 
component o f the Admin_node and decide on the type o f  the plugin currently required 
by the MANET, e.g. the requirement to switch to a reactive routing protocol. The 
MNs/CHs decide upon the need for a configuration change and identify in a high level
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view (i.e. policy) what type o f  configuration is necessary. This request is transferred 
to the Admin node unit which is responsible for locating and managing accordingly 
an appropriate plugin.
The Plugin Election component contacts the cluster Terminodes for 
advertisements o f  candidate plugins. Each node performs a lookup in its repository for 
suitable plugins that satisfy the Admin_node requirements (as instructed by the 
CHs/MNs), e.g. reactive routing protocols, and replies to the Adm innode with the 
characteristics o f  the retrieved plugins. The Admin_node Plugin Election component 
executes the election process and decides on the most suitable plugin, based on the 
current context. It should be noted here that the set o f  candidate plugins is primed so 
as to include only those that are either executable in all available node platforms (e.g., 
Java-based plugins), or those that are platform specific (e.g. C/C++-based plugins) -  
but an implementation for each configuration exists in the MANET. The main reason 
for this is to avert a situation where the selected plugin cannot run on every available 
platform and thus node alignment is compromised.
Following the actual plugin election, the Admin_node contacts Terminodes that 
already own the elected plugin and instructs them to distribute it to their neighbours. 
Plugin distribution is carried out in a peer-to-peer flooding fashion, with the “owning” 
nodes passing the plugin to their adjacent nodes, and so on. Prior to any plugin 
exchange, each node probes its peers to find out if they have already acquired the 
plugin and subsequently avoid unnecessary transmissions. This probing also 
guarantees that the correct plugin version is distributed -  this aspect is important for 
platform-specific plugins. For the actual transmission, a Teiminode contacts its 
adjacent Terminode (through their Plugin Management components) and passes all 
the characteristics o f the elected plugin, followed by the plugin itself.
When a new plugin has been successfully installed, the Teiminode Plugin 
Management component sends a relevant notification to the Admin node. At this 
point, the plugin is installed and available to be activated. The Admin_node Plugin 
Election component, after receiving installation notifications from all Terminodes 
disseminates an activation message across the cluster to instinct the member nodes to 
start executing the elected plugin. Each Teiminode then picks up the plugin from its 
repository and executes it in user space. This ensures synchronization o f plugin 
activation amongst all Terminodes and also node alignment since activation occurs
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only when confirmation o f  successful installation o f  the plugin by all Terminodes has 
been received. In case o f  error, the process is re-started, e.g. to take into accoimt 
significant topological changes that took place during this process. Finally, the 
CHs/MNs that initiated the configuration change are informed by their Admin_node 
units o f  the successful implementation o f  their initial management decision.
3.3. L o a d a b l e  P lu g in s
Plugins can be loaded, activated, re-configured and removed dynamically. The 
plugins are essentially loadable objects or modules with well-defined open interfaces 
that allow their controlled execution in the surrounding platform environment. A 
plugin can be any type o f platform-independent executable object, e.g. Java-based, or 
platform-dependent, e.g. C/C++-based. Our platform supports both but platform- 
dependent C/C++ plugins can only be executed on the hardware/software platform 
combination for which they were compiled. It is obvious that the Java plugins are 
more generic, extensible and platform independent; on the other hand, platform- 
dependent C/C++ plugins are important for services and protocols for which 
performance is crucial. Programmable plugins are loaded and activated in user space 
as general purpose processes. Plugins as operating system kernel extensions are both 
difficult to engineer and also exhibit inherent security/instability problems. Plugins 
expose two programmable interfaces for the purpose o f configuration and monitoring. 
The first interface is used to configure and alter aspects o f the plugin functionality at 
run-time. On the other hand, through the monitoring interface plugins can provide 
information regarding their status and various useful statistics on their operation. Due 
to the dynamic nature o f plugin installation and activation, security is o f  paramount 
importance to ensure uncompromised operation and MANET stability. We briefly 
examine security implications and mitigations techniques in a subsequent section.
3.4. P l u g in  E l e c t io n
The CHs/MNs are responsible for the election process and the identification o f  
the need for configuration changes. From the collected context information and 
predefined policy rules, they realise what type o f  configuration change is needed 
(details on context-driven policy management are given in the next chapter). It should 
be also noted that relevant input triggering a configuration change is also possible by
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a human manager interacting with the CHs/MNs node, e.g. for emergency and 
military scenarios. Having decided on the necessary configuration change, the 
Admin_node units o f  the CHs/MNs take over, querying the nodes regarding available 
plugins o f  the specified type. The nodes respond accordingly and the Admin_node 
builds a list o f  the available plugins o f  that type that exist in the MANET. It then 
elects one plugin among the candidate ones and asks for it to be deployed throughout 
the network for the required changes to take effect.
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Figure 4 -2  Sequence diagram for the election of a new plugin
The election process utilises Equation 4-1 and considers plugin properties. Based 
on the latter, the candidate plugin set is pruned so as to only include plugins that can 
operate in all nodes as explained. The election process uses selection criteria 
associated with plugin technical details. These criteria are assigned a unique identifier 
and have comparable values. Examples o f  such criteria we consider in our design 
include the CPU cycles required, the run-time memory and the plugin storage size. 
Each criterion is assigned a weight based on its importance in the election and its
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values are “normalised” in a common-ground range for comparability between 
different plugin/platform combinations. The weights are adaptive and can be varied 
based on context information, e.g. the scarcity o f  resources. The values o f  the weights 
are uniformly initialized for all nodes o f  the MANET upon initialisation o f  the 
software modules installed on the mobile node and only the MNs are responsible for 
their alteration. Figure 4-2 shows the sequence diagram for the process o f  the election 
o f  a new plugin.
/(*)= Z  w , * <*)’ (Elation 4-1)
f = t
where:, i e [i, „ j refers to the election criterion, A* is the criterion’s value i for 
plugin x (range normalized to [1, 10]), w,- e [0,l], £  w _ x and A* e [0,10],Vz e[l,n].
Let’ s consider an example. Based on context information, the decision to deploy 
a reactive routing protocol is reached. Assume there exist three implementations o f 
such protocols in the MANET: a cross-platform implementation o f  AODV and DSR 
and a platform-specific implementation o f  TORA; these three form the set o f possible 
plugins. The TORA plugin is “pruned” because it is platform-specific. The choice 
between AODV and DSR depends on the value o f f(x) in equation 4-1. The criteria 
used are the storage size (Ai) and required run-time memoiy (A2), with weights 0.3 
and 0.7 respectively. The plugin for w hich /yields the smallest value will be used, 
given that it will be conceptually the most lightweight. The existence o f relevant 
criteria in/ and the relevant weights can also be adaptive as already mentioned.
3.5. Se c u r it y  A n d  R e l ia b il it y
The necessity to cater for security and reliability in our platform is evident. We 
can identify a number o f potential problems that may arise. While a full scale 
mitigation strategy o f these issues would form the core o f a standalone research 
project, we briefly present the considerations we have taken into accoimt to tackle 
security issues. We do not claim that the proposed measures constitute a complete 
solution for the various problems. They provide our platform with sufficient 
robustness and ensure proper functionality under unstable conditions.
The distribution o f  plugins, i.e. executable code, among the nodes o f  the ad hoc 
network is a major security concern. An attacker could exploit this functionality and
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inject malicious plugins, compromising the correct operation o f nodes. This threat can 
be generalised to the role assignment o f  Cluster Heads and Manager Nodes. If an 
attacker were to compromise a Cluster Head or a Manager Node or masquerade itself 
as one o f  those then the operation o f  the network could be thwarted. We manage these 
security implications with a strategy based on establishing trust among network 
nodes, as proposed in [164] where an information theoretic approach o f establishing 
trust relationships has been proposed. When such relationships have been identified 
then issues sueh as malicious nodes or fake CHs/MNs can be avoided. Trust 
relationships can be established during the clustering process as suggested in [165]. In 
parallel, we employ a distributed security model on the ad hoc network, as proposed 
in [166]. This is based on principles o f  threshold cryptography and in short refers to a 
distributed, resilient public key scheme. Plugin distribution is then performed, only 
when proper authentication o f  the plugin owner has been established. The plugin itself 
is digitally signed by its owner, hindering thus compromise o f  integrity and 
preventing malicious code to be activated on nodes. The only code that is installed has 
originated from trusted nodes. We have not yet implemented these security measures 
in our platform but this is a priority for our future research and development work.
The main concern regarding reliability in our design refers to the instability o f  the 
ad hoc network itself. Node movement can lead to cases where capability alignment 
cannot occur, because some nodes have moved in or out o f communication range and 
thus the conditions that triggered the need for configuration changes have changed. 
Our platform is dynamic and adaptive, monitoring node context and cluster 
topological information constantly. This implies that changes in the ad hoc network 
formation are identified and thus the membership and context information is always 
up-to-date. In the case o f  node movements affecting the functionality o f  the platform 
while capability alignment is being employed, the reliability o f the system is 
guaranteed with the use o f failsafe mechanisms. By this we mean that an operation is 
not completed until acknowledgement by the majority o f  the participating nodes (the 
majority threshold is predefined) is received by the CHs/MNs. In the case o f  nodes 
departing, the CHs/MNs keep track o f  the nodes that did not align themselves to the 
capabilities o f  the majority (through the clustering process) and if  they rejoin the ad 
hoc network, in the next monitoring cycle they are explicitly instructed to configure
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themselves accordingly. If new nodes appeal* in between configuration changes, then 
their capabilities will be aligned accordingly in the next monitoring cycle.
We have to clarify that independently o f  any reliability measurements having 
been taken on our behalf, high mobility conditions will force the platform to not 
operate correctly. This is a limitation o f this work.
4 . E v a l u a t i o n
For purposes o f  validation and experimentation we have implemented the 
proposed programmable platform and deployed it in our experimental testbed. After 
discussing the relevant implementation details, we present the results obtained when 
testing and validating our implementation in the testbed. This section concludes with 
analytical modelling o f  the plugin distribution process, examining the efficiency and 
scalability o f  our approach. Testbed experimentation proves the viability o f  our 
platform in a real-world operational environment. On the other hand, scalability 
cannot be addressed through experimentation due to the fact that one cannot expect a 
testbed o f  hundreds o f  nodes. The need for simulation analysis is thus evident. 
Analytical modeling is used to mathematically model the performance o f our platform 
and to validate the results obtained from testbed experimentation and also simulation. 
We therefore consider our approach comprehensive and holistic since it provides an 
overall evaluation o f  our platform through a variety o f assessment techniques.
4.1. Te st b e d  E x p e r im e n t a t io n
For the purpose o f evaluating the programmable platform in a real ad hoc 
network, we chose to deploy the former in our ad hoc testbed in a non-mobile setting. 
Our testbed for these experiments consisted o f  three laptops and one personal digital 
assistant (PDA), running the Linux Debian operating system. The ad hoc testbed we 
used supports the 802.11b wireless standard for all the required communication 
between nodes. Packet routing is achieved using the AODV-UU, user space routing 
daemon by Uppsala University, which implements the Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 
Vector (AODV) routing protocol [167]. In order to create custom network topologies 
without having to place the nodes far from each other, we used a MAC address based 
filtering tool to simulate an “out o f  reach” situation. In this case, nodes discard 
incoming packets from predefined source MAC addresses, as for example AODV
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“hello” messages from specific nodes. Several network topologies were used and test 
cases were carried out in order to validate and evaluate the ad hoc programmable 
platform. The scenarios implemented were different static network topologies and a 
case where a link between two nodes breaks and AODV has to construct an 
alternative route on-the-fly -  this verified that the ad hoc routing protocol worked as 
expected.
The initial measurement taken was the response time and traffic generated by a 
single XML-RPC method call. The selected method was the “advertisePlugin” , which 
is invoked by the Admin_node to the Terminodes for requesting advertisements for 
candidate plugins. The selected method call carries as argument the “advertisePlugin” 
string and has no return type. The traffic generated for that method was measured to 
be 1211 bytes and the response time was 6.5 milliseconds when the call was made 
between two laptops and 23 ms when it was made between a laptop and the PDA. As 
expected, the PDA exhibits a much slower processing time and therefore the parsing 
o f  XML messages needs considerable more time than on the laptops. The latter 
appears to be around 3.5 times faster.
The next set o f  measurements that were recorded, involved the complete system 
mn for different topologies o f  the ad hoc network. For the first test case, the topology 
shown in Figure 4-3 was realized. The CH (and accordingly the Admin_node) in this 
case is manually selected to be node “ ares” , as it is powerful and is a single hop away 
from every other node. During the plugin advertisement procedure, all four nodes will 
have a number o f plugins to advertise but the plugin with the highest identifier is 
deliberately selected to be the one that belongs to node “zeus” . The elected plugin is a 
simple echo server and its size is 1450 bytes. For a complete system execution as 
described in section 4.3.2, the measurements taken were the overall time and the 
traffic generated by AODV, the interaction between Terminodes and the Admin_node 
units and the transfer o f  the elected plugin from the owner to all other member nodes 
within the cluster. The time taken for a complete system operation within the 
considered cluster, from the request for plugin election to the activation o f  the elected 
plugin, was measured to be 2.56 seconds over a number o f  samples. If “ares” had the 
plugin, which is a more central node, the convergence time is 2.40 seconds. During 
this period, the overall AODV traffic observed across the whole network was 528 
bytes, which mainly includes “hello” messages. The traffic when the Admin_node
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module is involved includes the request for plugin election (1084 bytes), which 
initiates the system, the advertisements o f  candidate plugins by the Terminodes 
module (3475 bytes), the request to the elected plugin owner to distribute the plugin 
(1095 bytes) and the plugin installation confirmation by the Terminode modules 
(2096 bytes). Overall, the Admin node related traffic was recorded to be 7750 bytes. 
On the other hand, there is the Terminode related traffic, which includes the 
communication between member nodes only. This was recorded to be 15114 bytes 
and includes the flooding messages for requesting the plugin advertisement (3633 
bytes), the method for querying an adjacent Terminode module if  it has the plugin 
under distribution (4392 bytes), the distribution o f the elected plugin and its 
characteristics (3429 bytes) and the flooding messages for requesting the plugin 
activation (3660 bytes). Finally, there is the plugin distribution traffic, caused by the 
TFTP file transfers. In the specific test case, three plugin transfers are required and the 
overall traffic generated was measured to be 5253 bytes.
apollo
Figure 4 -3  Testbed configuration for example test cases
For the second test case, the requirement was to examine the ability o f the 
programmable platform to follow the sudden changes in the topology o f  the ad hoc 
network. The original topology o f  this scenario was the same as the previous case, but 
with the difference this time that during the plugin election process, the link between 
nodes “ares” and “poseidon” was deliberately broken to form a “chain-like” topology. 
That would mean that all packets from “ares” to “poseidon” and vice versa would 
have to be routed via “apollo” . It was found that this function is well supported by the 
AODV-UU daemon and was indeed effortless. The same holds for the programmable 
platform, which successfully completed its operation regardless o f the sudden 
topology change. The time taken for a complete system run in this case is 2.71 
seconds, which is 150 ms longer than the first case. This was expected as AODV had
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to discover a new route and any packets going from “poseidon” to the Adminjiode 
and vice versa would have to do an extra hop. Due to the fact that the AODV daemon 
had to construct a new route, the AODV traffic was also increased to 576 bytes. On 
the other hand, the Admin_node related traffic remained the same (7750 bytes), as it 
is mainly dependent on the number o f  nodes in the network and the ones owning 
plugins. The Terminode related traffic however, which is heavily dependant on the 
network topology and the number o f  neighbours o f  every node, was reduced to 14016 
bytes. This is because the traffic caused by the message flooding in this chain-like 
topology, had one strict route. Finally, the plugin distribution traffic remained the 
same (5253 bytes), as again there is one plugin owner (zeus).
Key results to note from the experiments are the following. First, the overall 
amount o f  control traffic required is in the order o f few Kbytes per node and it is 
actually more for the Terminodes than for the cluster head. In the next section we 
validate through simulation that the control traffic per node does not increase with the 
number o f  nodes, which guarantees scalability. In addition, the transmission traffic 
required for a 1.45 Kb plugin is 3.43 Kb because its characteristics are also flooded to 
the adjacent node through an RPC. The plugin size has obviously no impact on the 
control traffic, but for a 64 Kb plugin, which is a typical size o f applications in Java 2 
Micro Edition, the transmission traffic becomes 66 Kb.
Another important result is that for a network o f  4 nodes, the overall convergence 
time is 2.56 seconds with two hops and 2.71 seconds with three hops o f  uploading a 
1.45 Kb plugin. Increasing the plugin size to 64 Kb brings those times close to 3.1 and 
3.7 seconds respectively, mainly because o f  the additional transmission time. We 
provide further experimental results in Chapter 6.
4.2. A n a l y t ic a l  M o d e l l in g
Testbed experimentations presented the performance o f our platform in a real 
environment and more importantly provided concrete proof that it can provide the 
desired functionality, imposing a relatively small control overhead and achieving 
acceptable convergence times in the order o f  a few seconds per node. In this section 
we attempt to model analytically the efficiency o f  plugin distribution in our platform 
and, based on this, validate in Chapter 6 our testbed experimentation and simulation
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results, allowing for credibility in our evaluation. In order to perform this probabilistic 
efficiency analysis, we define a set o f  evaluation metrics to calculate:
• Average and Overall Control Overhead (ACO and OCO): control traffic o f
exchanged messages for alignment to be achieved
• Average number o f  hops to acquire plugin ( K )
• Probability o f  a node acquiring the plugin in K  hops (P access)
• Probability o f  all nodes eventually acquiring the plugin in K  hops (P alignment)
The purpose o f  this analytical modelling o f  our plugin distribution approach is to 
validate the efficiency o f  our approach, by examining the influence o f  various 
parameters and especially the ratio o f plugin owners to the full MANET population in 
terms o f participating nodes.
The general case allowing for full connectivity amongst all nodes is extremely 
complicated to address given the multitude and the diversity o f  the parameters that 
need to be examined. For simplicity, yet without loss o f  generality, we make certain 
assumptions regarding our platform in order to relax the problem complexity. In the 
absence o f any power-control mechanism, the number o f  neighbours needed to 
maintain connectivity in the considered MANET has been proven to be ©(logAf) 
[168]. We assume this number o f neighbours, so comiectivity is not an issue in our 
analysis. We also assume that all nodes are o f the same platform, so different plugin 
versions are not considered.
Let N be the number o f  nodes in the MANET. Multiple hop communication can 
occur in Kmax hops at maximum. The maximum hop count is N-l in the extreme case 
that all nodes form a fully linear topology. We acknowledge that the maximum hop 
count is also restricted by TTL values o f  TCP/IP and that o f  the routing protocol, for 
the purpose o f  our analysis though we consider that these TTL values can be set to the 
conceptual maximum o f N -l. At a particular time t, the MANET nodes that possess 
the elected plugin are Np(t), N  p ( t )  < N  . By Nbj(x) or, by simply Nbj, we 
denote the set o f  neighbour nodes to node x that are i hops away. It is obvious that 
when i=0, Nh0= l .
We denote as pj(x) or simply pj the probability o f  a node to acquire the requested 
plugin in i hops and no less than that. We make the plausible assumption that plugin
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owners are uniformly distributed across the network topology. This means that the 
number o f  plugin owners found in the i neighbourhood o f  a node, is given
by: {N b ,* * ry . Under this assumption every node has an equal probability o f being
a plugin owner. In this respect the probability o f  a node having the plugin itself,
N
defined as p0, is: p  0 = — - — (Equation 4-2)
The probability o f  a node not having the plugin is given byl -  p 0 . The probability
Pi o f  a node acquiring the plugin in its 1-hop neighbourhood, assuming the node itself 
is not a plugin owner is given by the following equation that combines these two 
events, namely the node not having the plugin and at least one o f  its 1-hop neighbours 
having it.
P i  =  0  -  Po)*  l1 -  ( l  -  P o  ) m ' )  (Equation4-3)
Based on the previous equations, the general probability o f  a node acquiring the 
desired plugin from a node in its K neighbourhood is pK and this is actually the 
Paccess metric we defined earlier when the number o f hops is averaged. This is the 
combined probability o f finding the plugin in at least one o f  the K hops neighbours 
and not having foimd it up to the K-1 hop neighbourhood.
P k  P o J +Nbx+"+Nl>K~l * ( l - ( l  - p 0)NbK )  (Equation 4-4)
The first part o f  the formula denotes the probability o f no other node in less than 
K hops having the plugin. The second part o f  the formula refers to the probability o f 
at least one node in the K hop neighbourhood o f  the node being a plugin owner.
A useful metric is the average number o f  hops required by a node to successfully 
acquire the plugin from an owner. We denote as K  this average hop count o f finding
N N - 1
_  z  i r i * p * o ‘)
a plugin owner and it can be easily seen that: K = M —   (Equation 4-5).
N
This formula denotes that the average hop count is given from the sum o f all 
possible hop counts (up to the maximum o f N -l) multiplied by the probability to have 
a plugin owner at that hop count. This is averaged over the number o f nodes in the 
MANET.
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Based on the average hop count ( K )  a node requires to get the plugin, we can 
calculate the average number o f  messages that need to be sent over the MANET for a 
node to acquire the plugin in Khops. Assuming the overhead M o f  messages 
exchanged per hop as constant, the average control overhead is A CO = K  * M  , 
hence the overall control overhead for all nodes o f the MANET is given 
by: OCO = A CO * (N -  N p ) = K  * M  * (N -  N p) (Equation 4-6).
The probability that a node will find a plugin owner in K  hops and thus obtain 
the-required plugin is P access- Based on the previous formulae this probability is 
given by the following equation:
A c c e s s  =  ( l  -  P o  ) l+ m ' +-  + Nb*-' *  (l -  ( l  -  p 0 ) N+  )  (Equation 4-7)
The combined probability for every node to acquire the plugin in an average 
distance o f  K  hops, which we call Palignment as it reflects full network alignment, is
given by P  alignment ~  P  access P (Equation 4-8).
All previous calculations assumed a uniform distribution o f  plugin owners 
throughout the MANET. It could be possible to cater for random distributions, but 
this would complicate the presented analysis. In short, in this case the probability o f 
plugin distribution in a 1-hop neighbourhood would be defined differently and the rest 
o f the analysis would have to adhere to this new definition, starting from the formula 
for po- Having defined the evaluation metrics for the MANET and provided formulas 
for their calculation, we can experiment with the ratio o f  plugin holders against 
MANET population and the hop count through which nodes can get the plugin and 
extract useful conclusions. The scalability and effectiveness o f our approach is 
dependent mainly on this ratio.
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Figure 4 -4  Plugin Distribution Efficiency vs MANET population for average hop count
Figure 4-4 presents the effect o f  the N p y f  ratio regarding the plugin
distribution efficiency. The Plugin Distribution Efficiency metric is expressed as the 
number o f  nodes that actually got the plugin in Khops. It is evident that the 
efficiency o f the plugin distribution process is independent o f the node population, 
which validates the scalability o f  our approach. This result is explained by the fact 
that we have assumed a uniform distribution o f  the plugin owners among the entire 
node population o f  the MANET.
In a similar fashion, Figure 4-5 depicts the effect o f the N P /  rati0 t0 the
/  N
average number o f  hops required to access a plugin for various node populations.
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The probabilistic analysis results yield good performance when large node 
populations are considered leading us to consider the framework as scalable. The 
analytical model will be used in Chapter 6 to validate the results obtained through 
further testbed experimentation and simulation analysis. Due to the dynamic nature o f  
the MANET topologies and the constant link quality variations and fluctuations we 
purposefully avoid modelling the convergence time for node alignment. Testbed 
experimentation serves as an indicator for this performance metric.
5 . D i s c u s s i o n
In order to provide for dynamic configuration o f  MANET nodes, we presented a 
programmable middleware framework that can align the capabilities o f  the nodes o f  a 
MANET through the use o f  loadable plugins. Relevant alignment can be initiated by 
either explicit human user decisions, or in an adaptive dynamic manner based on 
context information, using our context management framework that is presented in the 
next chapter. This achieves the alignment o f  capabilities in a heterogeneous 
environment such as a MANET and can be used to dynamically deploy protocols that 
may result in a more optimal MANET operation. It can also be used to deploy 
application servers at selected nodes so that most other nodes have relatively close 
access to them.
The platform has been implemented and evaluated in our experimental testbed, 
allowing us to get a better understanding o f its operation in actual deployment 
scenarios. The proposed platform can support service and protocol deployment at any 
level and allow for dynamic (re-) configuration o f  mobile nodes through 
programmability. Our testbed experiments validated the correct platform operation 
and exhibited relatively good convergence times for simple scenarios. The 
probabilistic analysis results for our plugin-based configuration strategy are also 
encouraging, resulting in a scalable system. The cross-layer operation o f our 
approach, in which application level context information and programmable 
infrastructure - as will be stressed in the next chapter in more detail - result in 
different network layer configuration and operation, demonstrates its usefulness, 
extensibility and strength.
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C h a p t e r  5
C o n t e x t  M a n a g e m e n t  F o r  
M o b i l e  A d  H o c  N e t w o r k s
1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
It has been established and is widely accepted that Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
(MANETs) are characterised by a degree o f  dynamicity that can result in significant 
drawbacks regarding their useful deployment. The fact that they are formed 
spontaneously, comprising possibly heterogeneous devices, hinders further their wide 
adoption. The research motivation o f  this thesis was to study, design and implement a 
system that exploits context-awareness and couples it with policy-based management 
in order to enable the self-management o f  MANETs. The key idea is to support self­
configuration by being adaptive to varying conditions modelled as context, with high- 
level management policies driving self-configuration towards particular goals. We 
have so far presented our MANET-oriented policy-based management framework, 
which was built on an appropriately structured organisational model. We have also 
studied the modelling o f context information and the dynamic and programmable 
configuration o f mobile nodes residing in MANETs. The last component o f our 
overall management strategy for MANETs is the context management one. In this 
chapter we present our proposed framework for context management in MANETs and 
having presented all the components o f  our general architecture we consequently 
draw the general picture o f how we have succeeded in providing a working and viable 
solution for autonomic management o f  MANETs, as this was introduced in chapter 1 
o f  this thesis.
Based on the aforementioned observations, we assert that such a highly dynamic 
environment can potentially benefit from context information that will drive its self-
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management, resulting in a degree o f  autonomy. High-level management rules 
expressed as policies can guide the MANET configuration, triggered by context 
information gathered by every node and disseminated across the MANET for 
network-wide understanding to be established. This closed-loop adaptive management 
can thus lead to self-configuration, self-optimisation, and hence autonomy. This 
chapter addresses the design o f  a context-aware framework to achieve this, focusing 
on the collection, processing and management o f context information from the 
diversity and plethora o f sources available in the ad hoc network.
It should be noted that context-driven management o f  MANETs as described in 
this chapter is highly correlated to the field o f  autonomic management o f  MANETs, 
as will be detailed at a later stage. Building a context management framework that 
will provide the context awareness required for the self-management o f  MANETs is 
the focal point o f  this chapter. The rest o f  this chapter is structured as follows.
After this brief introduction, Section 2 reviews related background work. 
Emphasis is placed on context-aware systems and context management systems that 
are targeted for mobile ad hoc networks and pervasive environments. We also insist 
on systems with generic applicability and omit from our presentation application- 
specific systems.
Section 3 gives an overview o f the proposed MANET-oriented context 
management framework. We identify the requirements o f such a system given the 
inherent nature o f  MANETs and pervasive environments and present the design o f  our 
system, providing justification for our choices. Use case scenarios for the operation o f 
the system are also provided.
Section 4 evaluates the performance and viability o f the proposed context 
management framework in terms o f  context collection and dissemination in the 
MANET environment. We build upon the organisational model proposed in a 
previous Chapter and provide simulation measurements using the Glomosim network 
simulator [64] regarding the overhead imposed on the MANET by our context 
management framework.
The chapter concludes with a summarising discussion in Section 5.
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2 . R e l a t e d  W o r k
There has been a plethora o f academic work on context awareness in mobile 
environments as well as mobile ad hoc networks. The majority o f  this work is not 
generic or broad enough and applies only to specific application domains with limited 
usage, such as user interface adaptation or media content customisation. We focus our 
review o f  related work on systems that share the same principles as the one we 
propose, design and implement, namely systems that solidly and explicitly support 
context management upon which they build context-aware services. We purposefully 
chose not to review research work that is context-based in an application-specific 
manner e.g. user interface adaptation, since its shortcomings are apparent and 
established [75], [169], [170], [171], [172]. A  general classification o f  research 
approaches to tackle context awareness in MANETs cannot be conceived, since most 
solutions are custom and application driven. These approaches refer to middleware 
abstractions for context management, web service frameworks and other architectures 
that incorporate context management functionality.
The research work that is closest related to ours is the reconfigurable context- 
sensitive middleware (RCSM) [173] that deals with context-awareness in mobile 
devices in ad hoc mode. It assumes reliable underlying ad hoc network transport 
protocols and proposes a CORBA-based middleware that uses context awareness to 
support application adaptation. That is the main deficit o f this approach, the fact that it 
has a narrow application field and is not supported by a high level management 
scheme to allow for flexibility. Furthermore, RCSM relies on resource consuming 
objects and components and its only available distribution is hardware-based. This 
limits its widespread adoption. Nonetheless, the component-based architecture and the 
layer abstraction, inspired by software middleware design principles, put forward is 
extremely constructive.
Expanding the network realm to encompass that o f  wireless networks in general, 
there have been other middleware proposals to handle context-awareness issues [95], 
[120], [174], [175]. Metadata information, declarative policy rules and static, 
predefined profiles for user and device preferences guide the automatic configuration 
o f  wireless network services through the middleware proposed in [174]. The 
middleware proposed in [120] and further on in [176] addresses context-awareness in
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ubiquitous computing environments through the use o f  mobile agents that handle all 
context-related tasks. Context producers and consumers can communicate directly or 
through context synthesizers. While this architecture seems well-suited to relatively 
static ubiquitous environments, its use in MANETs is questionable due to their 
potentially volatile topology that does not lend itself well to the centralized approach 
proposed. In [95] the middleware proposed builds upon an executing platform that 
allows for deployment, activation and configuration o f  active services according to 
context information. The main problem with this middleware system is that it is 
highly complex with a vast number o f  components and is also using agents to handle 
dynamic services, which are considered resource consuming. Following a different 
viewpoint, [175] proposes the environment to be allowed to enforce context-driven 
configuration changes on the applications. For this reason they propose an extended 
Java Virtual Machine that can handle such needs. Context management in these 
middleware approaches is handled at the lower level o f  the architecture, by 
communicating with the appropriate sensors. Adaptation occurs individually for every 
device and thus network wide context management is not addressed. This is not the 
case that we are considering, where context management is equally important to 
context-aware adaptation. Other middleware approaches that implicitly manage 
context information include the scalable, peer-to-peer Solar platform [177], 
CoolTown [178] and Oxygen [179]. For a detailed review on middleware approaches 
for context management we refer the reader to [180].
Dey’ s work on context is considered as fundamental in the context awareness 
domain. Initiating his research as part o f  his PhD thesis [71] he performed a thorough 
investigation on context issues and proposed a complete system architecture, the 
Context Toolkit, to support the building o f  context -  aware applications. In his work 
the notion o f abstraction is evident, since the context gathering and the context 
processing are two different processes occurring at different layers o f  the architecture. 
The application developer is given -  through this architecture -  the opportunity to 
build his/her application in a widget-like way, by using already deployed components 
o f  context capturing and processing [14], [72]. One can observe high communication 
overload imposed by this architecture. The PACE middleware [181] addresses context 
handling for distributed systems. A combination o f context management and 
preference management systems takes care o f  the provision o f customisable decision
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support for applications. Scalability and mobility support have not though been 
considered to date.
Based on the observation that semantic Web technologies can assist in achieving 
a common context infoimation understanding, Web-based frameworks have been 
proposed for context management. One such example is myCampus [182] where the 
goal is enabling pervasiveness upon the campus environment and thus simplifying the 
daily activities o f  students. Context sources are modelled as Web services that can be 
accessed through proper discovery protocols from agents that assist the users. 
CoolTown [178] follows a similar perspective on acquiring context, undertaken 
through a high-level view o f context information.
The Aura project [117], [183] studied the provision o f contextual information to 
pervasive computing applications through a virtual database o f  context which the 
applications can access via a Contextual Information Service (CIS). Context providers 
provide their information to the CIS and clients requesting context information do not 
have to communicate with every provider individually, rather only with the CIS. The 
Aura architecture’s major drawback is that relevant evaluation measurements 
indicated relatively high traffic overhead. Distribution and reliability required for this 
solution to be viable in a MANET environment have not to date been addressed. In 
[134] a set o f abstractions based on graphs is proposed to take care o f  collection, 
aggregation and dissemination o f  context information. Context data produced by 
sensors are treated like events and consumers o f  context register to these events. 
Operators are introduced that collect various events and produce higher level contexts 
and the outcomes o f  these actions serve as input to applications making them context 
aware. An implementation o f  this graph abstraction is the -Solar system, which serves 
as a fully functional context management system. A middleware framework for 
pervasive computing called PICO (pervasive information community organization) is 
studied in [184]. PICO’s architecture comprises two elements, namely delegents 
(intelligent delegates) and camileuns (connected adaptive, mobile, intelligent, learned, 
efficient, ubiquitous nodes). The notion behind this approach is the creation o f 
delegent communities that collaborate proactively to handle dynamic information, 
provide content delivery and facilitate application interfaces. Every intelligent device 
can be part o f  the PICO architecture. PICO is a promising proposal as far as pervasive 
and dense sensor networks are concerned, but it does not seem appealing to pure
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MANET environments, where the mobile nodes may be scattered and no other 
sensors are likely to be available.
The Hydrogen Context-Framework [103] is a context-based architecture designed 
specifically for mobile devices. Parameters such as being lightweight, extensibility, 
robustness and context sharing are encompassed in the architectural design. The 
concept utilised is that o f  a layered architecture, where various layers (application, 
management and adaptor layers) are used to abstract context capturing, processing 
and dissemination. An open and modular approach for a context distribution system is 
presented in [85]. Context information is distributed throughout the network 
following a producer-consimier approach while the distribution system is responsible 
for binding these two entities accordingly with the assistance o f appropriate brokers. 
The producer-consumer model is also exploited in [94], where the focus is on a 
systematic context modelling effort. In the work performed in [73] a collaborative 
context determination mechanism was introduced in order to support mobile terminal 
applications. They proposed a group context determination approach well suited for 
the MANET environment, where a mobile node gains its context from its 
neighbouring peers. While this effort is contextually close to the one been 
investigated in this thesis, there are some issues under consideration, mostly related to 
the fact that the context they are referring to mainly refers to grouping and clustering.
Technology for Enabled Awareness [104], [105] proposes a layered architecture 
for context-aware systems by considering aspects starting from capturing o f  raw data 
from sensors, recognising context, processing and abstracting the context information 
and finally implementing context-aware applications and constructing context-aware 
devices. The notions o f abstraction and re-use o f  context are prominent and o f generic 
usefulness. Another context-aware prototype device is the ContextPhone [185]. The 
proposed context-based architecture builds upon modelling context as a resource. 
Certain custom context-aware applications are provided (media applications, 
messaging applications, and contacts management) and building on these, other 
applications can become context-aware without the need to reconfigure them. 
Abstraction and layered design is again the main point o f this architecture. A 
middleware for context-awareness in mobile ad hoc networks is presented in [80]. 
The EgoSpaces middleware is solely built upon the computational model and 
programming abstraction o f  context views (context information spanning the borders
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o f  a single node) that the authors propose. This makes this approach non interoperable 
and thus restricts its wider adoption. Furthermore, no special consideration on the 
requirements posed by the MANET environment is considered in the design o f 
EgoSpaces, such as reliability or node mobility and there is also a lack o f  a supporting 
organisational model. The work in [119] presents a software framework that allows 
for rapid context-aware application development. It supports collection o f data from 
multiple sensors, logic based context inference and higher-level context processing. A 
modular design is proposed to handle context issues where each component manages 
one o f  the previous components.
Recently, the Context Management Framework (CMF) was proposed [186] to 
support context-aware distributed applications. The authors propose enabling context- 
aware services through a generic framework that allows for hierarchical ordering o f 
context sources and is extensible by means o f  multiple context reasoning mechanisms. 
Multi-domain context aggregation is considered, while a brokering architecture caters 
for the well established need o f  abstracting context handling from the application 
components. Our approach allows for management flexibility, an aspect which is 
absent from this work, through a well defined organisational model bundled with a 
policy-based management system.
A semantically adjacent research field is that o f  autonomic computing and 
communications that has attracted significant research attention over the last few 
years. Autonomic computing emerged as an initiative by IBM and has generated an 
active research momentum bridging interdisciplinary domains. Autonomic computing 
refers to the self-managed operation o f  computing systems and networks, obviating as 
much as possible the need for human administrators. In such systems, high-level 
objectives drive the system’s functionality to an optimal state in an adaptive self­
managed manner by exploiting context information through monitoring the 
environment. The IBM autonomic computing blueprint defines four distinct concepts 
behind autonomy, self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-healing and self­
protection [18], [187]. Most autonomic computing platforms are targeted to systems 
with sufficient resources that are relatively stable [188], [189]. The application o f 
autonomic principles on MANETs has not been adequately researched and in this 
point our work is a contribution towards this goal. Context -  as has been established 
through the review o f related work so far - can lead to adaptive systems that interact
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with the surrounding environment and function according to emerging conditions. A 
key drawback o f  all these approaches, including our initial work, is the static 
evaluation o f  context against predefined rules. The use o f  a context-aware system 
driven by policies, as the one we propose in this thesis, can achieve adaptability o f  a 
more dynamic nature and can be easily tailored towards new high-level goals through 
policy modification.
3. C o n t e x t  M a n a g e m e n t  F o r  M ANETs
In order to achieve our objective o f  creating an efficient framework for the 
autonomic management o f  MANETs, we adopt a modular design and realize an 
adaptive closed loop approach. The twofold architecture we propose combines 
context gathering, processing and dissemination with policy-based management 
(PBM). High-level objectives expressed through policies can guide the self­
management o f the MANET by providing guidelines as to what course o f action 
should be followed when certain conditions are met. Through context monitoring, a 
real-time understanding o f  the network conditions and o f  the surrounding 
environment is gained and is used for policy conditions evaluation. Configuration 
changes may be subsequently deployed in order to achieve self-management by 
driving the network to a desired state, according to higher-level objectives specified 
as policies. The described process is repetitive, leading to an adaptive closed loop o f 
control that will result in autonomic management. The adaptation loop is initiated 
with the deployment o f uniform high-level policies, which are dynamically translated 
into management logic and distributed to the MANET’s nodes. Policies can drive 
context gathering, i.e. the monitored context depends o f  the types o f  policies 
deployed, and in turn the gathered context drives policy activation and execution, 
leading thus to autonomic decision making. In order to control potentially large 
MANETs, a scalable organizational model is necessary to support the distribution o f 
the relevant management functionality. Such a model should support cooperative 
distributed management given the relevant characteristics o f MANETs. In Chapter 2 
we have presented such a model, in this section emphasis is placed on the context- 
aware aspects o f our approach.
The platform we propose cooperates and works in parallel with the policy-based 
framework for MANETs that was introduced in Section 2. Context information is
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gathered locally from every node in the MANET and after basic processing it is 
passed to the corresponding CH that is responsible for its aggregation and processing 
to higher level contexts. Cluster-wide decisions based on this context can be imposed 
by the CHs, provided that certain conditions as specified by policies are met. At 
regular intervals, aggregated context from CHs is send to the MNs in order to 
establish if  MANET-wide configuration changes are necessary based on that context 
and defined policies.
The platform’s design is modular (Figure 5-1) so as to cater for the diverse 
capabilities o f  mobile nodes. This is essential since the role and thus the functionality 
o f  any node can change over time as it has been explained. Our modular design is 
context-aware in itself, since it allows for dynamic loading and offloading o f  modules 
according to their actual and prospective use. Based on our organizational model, we 
identify 4 main entities that form the basis for our context aware platform, namely the 
Context Collection Point (CCP), Context Decision Point (CDP), Context Repository 
(CR) and Context Management Tool (CMT).
3.1. C o n t e x t  C o l l e c t io n  P o in t
The Context Collection Point (CCP) is the foundation o f  the Terminal Node (TN) 
module and is thus deployed on every node o f  the MANET. The CCP is responsible 
for communicating with the sensors available to the device i.e. GPS, storage media, 
processing unit, battery, and extracting periodically and in real-time values from these 
sensors. The diversity o f  the sensors necessitates a generic way in their handling by 
our system. This is the reason why we chose to separate the communication with the 
sensors from the actual system implementation with the use o f  interfaces to interact 
with the various sensors. The Sensor Manager entity interacts with the Sensor 
Communication Interfaces and presents the data and events collected from the sensor 
in a uniform way to the CCP.
The main entity o f the CCP is the Local Context Manager. It is responsible for 
managing all context information locally and for the communication with other nodes 
o f  the MANET. Context collected by the CCP is sent to the CDP via this entity. It 
also keeps track o f  all the entities participating in the CCP and their operation. If an 
entity has performed its goal and is not used, it is the Local Context Manager that 
decides to offload it and perhaps later to dynamically load it again.
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Figure 5 - 1  Components of the context management framework
The Cluster Manager is the entity that performs all the activities related to the 
hyper-cluster formation and maintenance as described previously. Should a node role 
transition be identified, the Local Context Manager is informed and acts accordingly 
to change the functionality o f the node by deploying new software modules and
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ceasing operation o f others. The Cluster Manager keeps track o f organization 
information such as the CDP to which is a CCP is associated to at any time).
The Data Collector gathers the diversely formatted data as received from the 
Sensor Manager and passes them to the Data Optimiser. Optimisation Rules guide the 
operation o f  the Data Optimiser whose responsibilities include pruning the collected 
set o f  data from non valid values and transforming the data to appropriate formats and 
with the expected precision for further processing (i.e. timestamp values from system 
clock are transformed to time and date). The data is then passed to the Context 
Modeler that converts the data to context modelled using our proposed model. The 
Semantic Handler feeds the Context Modeler with infoimation regarding the type o f 
data to be converted and the way this should be performed according to predefined 
context inference descriptions (i.e. the mobility prediction context as described in 
Figure 3-5). After the data from the sensors has been transformed to useful context, 
this is passed to the Context Optimiser that based on Optimisation Rules prunes the 
collected context and limits its size. Finally context information is passed to the Local 
Context Manager that stores it in the Context Repository.
3.2. C o n t e x t  D e c is io n  P o in t
The Cluster Context Manager is the main entity o f  the Context Decision Point 
(CDP) installed on every CH. It is responsible for monitoring and interacting with the 
CCP modules o f the nodes that are associated with this CH and also with the 
corresponding MN. The Cluster Manager, as with the CCP, is responsible for 
monitoring and informing the Cluster Context Manager regarding changes in the 
clustering process. Through this monitoring the CDP is aware which CNs it is 
responsible for collecting their context and thus employs the respective Cluster Node 
Monitors. A Cluster Node Monitor retains a communication link with a CCP via 
which context information is transferred to the CDP. The Cluster Node Monitors 
periodically pass the collected context to the Context Aggregator. The Context 
Aggregator after having gathered the context from all managed CCPs produces 
statistically average values and thus reduces the amount o f  data available to the CDP. 
Predefined, hard-coded Inference Rules combined with the aggregated context are 
used by the Context Processor to deduce higher-level contexts that have cluster-wide 
applicability (these are based on the formal context model representation that has been 
presented in Chapter 3). For example, mobility patterns from CNs collected by the
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CH can yield a cluster-wide view o f  the volatility o f  the whole cluster. The Context 
Optimiser together with Optimisation Rules is used to reduce the size o f  the generated 
context for efficiency, while the cluster context is passed for storage to the Context 
Repository.
The context collected at the cluster level can be used for cluster-wide adaptation 
when certain conditions are met. To accommodate this, the CDP communicates with 
the Policy Decision Point (PDP) also located at the CH and evaluates context against 
the monitored objects specified at the Distributed Policy Repository (DPR) to 
establish the need for cluster-wide configuration changes.
3.3 . C o n t e x t  M a n a g e m e n t  To o l
The functionality o f  the third level o f  the role hierarchy, the Manager Node 
(MN), is realized by the Context Management Tool (CMT). The latter runs in MNs 
and allows the human manager to see the collected aggregate context through a 
graphical user interface; this may result in the human manager triggering a 
management decision either directly, or indirectly by modifying policies through the 
PMT, hence the CMT/PMT analogy and relationship. The main entity o f  the CMT is 
the CMT Manager whose responsibilities include communicating with the CMTs o f 
other MNs and exchanging information regarding the context o f  die CHs each 
manages. This ensures that all MNs have a uniform understanding o f  the context o f  
the whole MANET in a distributed and efficient manner. The CMT Manager also 
interacts with the Policy Management Tool (PMT) and the PDP available at the MN 
in order to establish the need for MANET-wide configuration changes, by matching 
monitored context against monitored objects as specified in the policies stored in the 
distributed policy repository.
The Cluster Manager keeps track o f  the clustering process and notifies the CMT 
Manager for any changes, while retaining CDP Monitors for every CH it manages. At 
the same time it retains CMT Monitors for other MNs, if any. The CDP Monitors 
receive context from CDPs and the CMT Monitors exchange MN-wide context. The 
CMT functionality apart from that is essentially equivalent to the CDP one, with the 
distinctive difference o f referring to MN-wide context and thus aggregation and 
processing occurs at a higher level with different inference rules.
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3.4. C o n t e x t  R e p o s it o r y
The Context Repository exists at every node o f  the MANET and stores diverse 
types o f context, according to the role o f  each node (CN, CH or MN). The Storage 
Manager is contacted to either store new context 01* to retrieve stored context. An 
Indexing Service in the Context Repository optimizes resource access by exploiting 
standard data store indexing techniques. The Context Store is the actual collection o f 
XML documents holding the context information, while Archive Rules guide the 
process o f  archiving out-of-date context information by storing it in compact, 
compressed files or discarding them completely. The Context Repository Manager is 
the main entity that provides the interface exposed by the Context Repository to other 
software modules that interact with it.
4 . C o n t e x t  M a n a g e m e n t  E v a l u a t i o n
The evaluation o f  the context management framework refers mostly to the 
dissemination o f context among mobile nodes in the organizational model, in the 
manner elaborated before. More specifically, context dissemination refers to the 
overhead imposed on network traffic by context information being collected by 
Cluster Nodes, transported to Cluster Heads and later on to Manager Nodes. It is 
extremely important to retain this overhead at an acceptable level, since the benefits 
one can gain by using context information to achieve proactivity and autonomy in 
MANETs can be diminished by poor deployment that requires a lot o f  data to be 
shipped around. We analyse next the effect o f our proposed management framework 
and context model (described in Chapter 3) on the traffic at all 3 levels o f the 
management hierarchy through simulation.
The experiments were performed using the XML Schema o f our proposed 
context model, by modeling an example higher-level context comprising two simpler 
contexts, each with two context attributes and equal number o f sensors and 
relationships. This type o f  context is indicative o f  many types o f  specific context 
information modeled using our proposed representation. The relative velocity context 
information, which we use for our practical deployment experiments (shown in 
Chapter 6), results in identical parameters. As such, the example context we used is 
indicative and the purpose o f the performed experiments is to provide suggestions and 
indications on the expected efficiency o f our approach. Using these results, general
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conclusions can be extrapolated. The time variant values for context updates are 
generated using random data at intervals specified by the frequency o f context 
collection. fcN refers to the frequency o f  collecting context from a sensor, fcH to that 
o f  passing contexts from the CNs to the CH and fMN to that o f  aggregated context 
being passed to the MN.
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Figure 5 - 2  Collected context at Cluster Nodes vs. frequency of collection
Based on our context management framework and the Glomosim simulator, we 
were able to simulate scenarios for the dissemination o f context throughout the 
MANET. We experimented with various node populations and terrain sizes, keeping 
their respective ratio constant. We also varied the context monitoring frequency and 
the frequency o f transmitting context from CNs to their corresponding CH and then to 
the MNs. As illustrated in Figure 5-2 the amount o f  context collected from the CNs is 
inversely proportional to the collection frequency. For approximately the first 3 hours 
(10000 seconds), the amount o f  context is at an acceptable level o f  a few MBytes 
even for very high frequencies. After a point, we observe a sharp increase in the size 
o f  collected data. Not all collected context is stored locally but is used and after 
serving its purpose it is discarded. The results shown in Figure 5-2 bundled with the 
device memory specifications can be used as a set o f guidelines for system designers 
as to when “ stale” context should be archived or discarded.
Figure 5-3 presents the context information passed from the CNs to the CHs for 
various network sizes and topologies. Another parameter is the frequency through
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which CHs collect context from the CNs they manage, in relation to the context 
collection frequency itself. It is evident that the amount o f  context passed around in 
the MANET as a whole is significant, but this amount is actually much less per CH 
justifying that the clustering approach we have adopted allows for scalable context 
management. In both cases, the frequency by which CHs collect context from CNs 
greatly influences the overall transferred context. One should note that Figure 5-3 
involves monitoring o f  5 contexts and the fact that the amount o f  context presented 
has been averaged for the whole duration o f  the measurement.
Average CH Cluster context
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Figure 5 - 3  Average context dissemination cost per CH per second as a function of context 
collection frequency
Figure 5-4 presents the context transferred at the second level o f  the hierarchy, 
where context has been collected by CHs at the cluster level and is then shifted 
towards the corresponding MNs. These entities have been identified using the 
dominating set algorithm proposed in Section 3 for various topologies in Glomosim. 
It is obvious that the overall amount o f  context data at this level o f  the hierarchy is 
high, but as with the CHs one should consider that this is distributed among MNs and 
is also distributed over time. Bearing in mind the worse-case conditions for wireless 
link capacity in MANETs based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, which is in the region 
o f  2 Mbps, we argue that the overhead cost from context dissemination does not 
impose unbearable conditions on the MANET. As in the previous case, the results 
presented in Figure 5-4 have been averaged for the whole duration o f the 
measurement.
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Even under these conditions there exist options to minimise the amount o f 
context information transferred throughout the MANET. The major requirement for 
every potential solution is to be lightweight and consume minimal device resources as 
the majority o f  devices participating in MANETs have typically limited resource 
capabilities. We experimented with compression techniques that are specifically 
targeted for XML documents, since the tagging and individual characteristics o f XML 
can be exploited to reduce the size o f  generated documents. The results o f  our custom 
benchmarking tool are encouraging; we opted though against using such techniques 
since they require considerable processing time and subsequently have a detrimental 
effect on node batter power.
MANET-wide context
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Figure 5 - 4  Average context dissemination cost per MN per second as a function of context 
collection frequency
We propose instead to exploit common characteristics o f context in order to 
achieve a degree o f  optimisation, such as:
• Context aggregation: Context information is periodically aggregated and
average values sampled over time are actually transmitted, not every single
change in monitored context.
• Normalisation o f context values: When it is possible and without loss o f
precision, context values are normalised in certain ranges, allowing for smaller 
data to be transmitted.
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• Threshold criteria: Criteria associated with specific contexts may result in 
context transmission only when certain thresholds regarding context changes 
have been exceeded.
It is not feasible to generically evaluate the performance o f these techniques since 
their efficiency is dependent on specific context characteristics; the achieved data size 
reduction is though evident, as can be conceptually conceived.
5 . D i s c u s s i o n
Autonomic management o f  MANETs is the goal o f  our proposed framework. We 
have proposed an organizational framework for the efficient, robust and scalable 
management o f  MANETs based on a hybrid, both hierarchical and distributed, 
approach. The autonomic operation o f  the MANET is achieved through a closed 
control and information loop that is performed through use o f  high-level objectives 
expressed as policies that are triggered through context-awareness. The policy related 
part o f our system has been the focus o f previous sections this section though focuses 
on the context aspects o f our overall system. In this respect we described the context 
model (Chapter 3) that formulates the foundation o f  our context-aware platform. In 
order for context to be collected, processed, and disseminated, we have designed and 
implemented a context-aware platform to provide the desired functionality. Our 
design was guided by the requirements placed by the organizational framework, the 
context modelling analysis and the objective o f  providing autonomic management o f 
MANETs. We have put forward the design o f  our proposed platform and evaluate its 
performance for gathering and dissemination o f  context information, validating thus 
its scalability and suitability for the MANET domain.
We also plan to test the system performance, scalability and its effect on MANET 
optimisation using further simulation experiments and complementing these MANET 
simulations with real-world practical experiments, as suggested in [190]. This will be 
the case in Chapter 6.
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C h a p t e r  6
C o n t e x t - B a s e d  M A N E T  M a n a g e m e n t  
P r o t o t y p e  S y s t e m  &  E v a l u a t i o n
1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
Mobile ad hoc networks are characterised by a degree o f  dynamicity that can 
result in significant drawbacks regarding their useful deployment. The fact they are 
formed spontaneously, comprising possibly heterogeneous devices, hinders further 
their wide adoption. In this Chapter we collect all the components o f our generic 
framework as presented in previous Chapters, and based on the research objectives set 
out in the introduction, we present the design and implementation o f a system that 
exploits context-awareness and couples it with policy-based management in order to 
enable the self-management o f  MANETs. The key idea is to support self­
configuration by being adaptive to varying conditions modelled as context, with high- 
level management policies driving self-configuration towards particular goals. We 
propose the management o f  the MANET in a hierarchical but also distributed manner 
through a dynamically constructed set o f  manager nodes. We present and evaluate our 
work by deploying the prototype system in our experimental MANET testbed for a 
proof-of-concept application scenario i.e. an adaptive routing protocol strategy, which 
we also analyse by means o f  simulation.
The driving force and the general idea behind our design is that high-level 
management rules expressed as policies can guide the MANET configuration, 
triggered by context information gathered by every node and disseminated across the 
MANET for network-wide understanding to be established. This closed-loop adaptive 
management can thus lead to self-configuration, self-optimization, and hence 
autonomy.
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As far as the particular application case study is concerned, we should mention 
that there exists work on hybrid and adaptive routing strategies similar to the one we 
propose in our experimental case study [191], [192]. The proposed hybrid routing 
approaches have not been implemented and deployed in real-world MANET 
environments, so there are still open questions regarding their applicability. We 
distinguish ourselves from this work by providing a generic framework that can cater 
for any protocol/service deployment in a MANET and not just routing protocol 
switching. The traffic optimisation gained from our approach in the presented case 
study is comparable to results in similar studies, yet our work makes use o f deployed 
ad hoc routing protocols and has thus practical value. Our framework is not restricted 
to dynamic routing strategies as is the case in related work limited to a specific 
application domain, but allows for dynamic strategies o f  diverse nature to be deployed 
on MANETs in a generic fashion.
Self-management o f  MANETs through context awareness and policy-based 
networking principles as these are mapped onto our proposed, generic framework is 
the main topic o f  this Chapter.
After this brief introduction, Section 6.2 groups all the pieces o f  the proposed 
self-management framework as these were described in detail in previous Chapters. 
Context modelling lays the foundations to build context awareness in MANETs. 
Policy-based networking provides the necessary organisational model and the frame 
for the employed management scheme. Dynamic decision making and monitoring is 
supplied by means o f the presented context management framework, while 
programmability in MANETs and self-configuration involves the practical aspects o f 
the conceptual self-management autonomic resolution enforcement.
Section 6.3 presents our prototype system implementation. Details on the design 
choices we undertook and the implementation itself are presented, while we also 
present the operation o f our custom MANET mobility emulator that we created in 
order to make our experiments more realistic.
In Section 6.4 we elaborate on possible applicability scenarios for our framework 
that justify its generic design. We evaluate one particular application scenario o f 
significant interest, that o f an adaptive routing strategy. This proves both the viability 
o f  our framework in difficult conditions, as well as the self-optimisation that can be
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achieved through it. Simulation analysis and extended testbed experimentation 
constitute the main tools for the performance evaluation we cany.
The chapter concludes in Section 6.5 with a discussion on the work and findings 
presented.
2. C o n t e x t -D r iv e n  Se l f -M a n a g e m e n t  Of  M A N E T s
The research objective o f  this PhD thesis was to provide a viable and working 
solution that can cater for the self-management o f MANETs under dynamic 
conditions. In this respect we worked in an incremental manner, presenting the pieces 
that when put together formulate the overall framework we propose for the self­
management o f  MANETs. Specifically, these components o f our framework refer to 
the following:
• Organisational Model
To achieve any form o f  network management, let alone self-management, it is 
essential to establish a concrete organisational model that will cater for and 
correspond to the requirements set by the nature o f the particular networking 
paradigm, i.e. mobile ad hoc networks. The design o f a generic network 
management framework will be based on this model, since it dictates the relevant 
specifications. In Chapter 2 we laid the foundations and presented, with 
justification for our choices, our proposed organisational context model for 
MANETs. Scalability and lightweight operation were the driving requirements, 
which were validated by the experimental evaluation.
• Context Modelling
Self-management necessitates the awareness regarding the environment, implying 
the need for the widely accepted and used term o f context awareness. A  plethora 
o f  approaches and applications exploiting context awareness has been proposed, 
the majority o f  which underestimates the importance o f the underlying context 
model. We proposed in Chapter 3 a generic context model to address the 
restricting requirements o f MANETs and presented models o f context information- 
that we have identified as significant in the realm o f network management. The 
context model’ s value on the self-management* framework is measured through 
the processing requirements imposed on the mobile devices and the capacity
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requirements applied due to the modelling o f  certain context information, 
especially in our case when this information has to be distributed in the MANET.
• Management Scheme
It is evident that the self-management framework must build on a particular 
management scheme and not be driven by ad hoc and on-the-fly needs. For this 
reason as proposed in Chapter 2, we modified the policy-based networking 
management paradigm to suit the needs o f  mobile ad hoc networks and deployed 
it as our management scheme. Redundancy to achieve reliability, synchronisation 
to gain consistency and uniformity, policies to benefit from flexibility and generic 
applicability, were amongst the main entities that were considered and 
incorporated in the proposed management scheme. It was designed to match and 
operate smoothly with the proposed organisational model.
• Dynamic Configuration
Network management implies the constant configuration and re-configuration o f  
network nodes according to higher-level management decisions. When it comes to 
self-management, dynamic configuration is o f  paramount importance, since 
dynamic conditions drive the need for configuration enforcement and in turn feed 
the monitoring o f  the environment to identify similar needs. In Chapter 4 we 
presented our software plugin-based approach for MANET configuration, 
building on network programmability principles. Its performance and efficiency 
were studied and evaluated, while consideration for security and trust was given at 
a primal, albeit comprehensive, level.
• Context Management
Context management refers to monitoring o f  the environment and network-wide 
distribution o f  collected information so as for all the nodes -  especially in a 
MANET where centralisation is non-existent — to have a uniform understanding o f  
the current context conditions. A  scalable and efficient context management 
framework was presented in Chapter 5. It is founded on the proposed 
organisational model and operates in conjunction with the management scheme 
and the dynamic configuration platform to provide self-management o f MANETs. 
Context information is modelled exploiting the aforementioned MANET-oriented 
context model.
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In short, we present a generic framework to achieve MANET self-management 
that operates in the following fashion:
Context awareness achieved through efficient context modelling and 
monitoring is the foundation o f  our framework. It feeds the management scheme 
that is built on the requirements o f  a MANET-targeted organisational model. The 
management scheme based on this dynamic context information enforces through 
an appropriate platform configuration changes in the MANET nodes so as to 
conform to the high-level management decisions. These decisions may in turn 
result in new context information being generated and thus new management 
decisions need to be taken. Consequently a closed loop self-management cycle is 
generated, which can lead to self-optimisation, self-protection and self-healing o f  
MANETs, subject to the appropriate network policies having been introduced into 
the system by an administrator.
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2.1. S ystem  A rchitecture
We present in this section in more detail the operation o f the self-management 
framework for MANETs along with the interactions among the different components 
as it has previously been explained. We undertake a description that is based on 
separate phases o f  operation o f  our self-management framework, each one describing 
the participating components.
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Figure 6 -2  Context awareness with the use of our proposed context model 
Phase 1 -  Context M odelling &  Awareness
Network self-management relies on accurate information being collected from 
the environment, in order to identify conditions that could trigger the need for 
management decisions and subsequent actions to be taken. Raw data collected from a 
variety o f  sensors are modelled with the use o f  our proposed context model, in order 
for high-level context information to be deduced and handled by our system (Figure 
6-1). The abundance o f sensors available to a device could lead to an abundance o f 
collected information, storage o f  which may be non economical given the memory 
capabilities o f  a mobile device. Whilst claiming to pursue and have achieved self­
management, the need for an administrator is apparent in order to initialise certain 
management parameters and requirements. Examples o f those involve the policies to
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be enforced as well as the corresponding monitoring o f appropriate context 
information. The administrator introduces into the system the context models o f  the 
information that will be used to examine the need for management decisions to be 
taken and through these models the sensors to be utilised are identified. This 
information is stored in the Context Repository component that was described in 
Section 5 and is conceptually a member o f  the context management entity o f  our self­
management framework. Figure 6-2 describes Phase 1.
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Figure 6 -3  Organising the MANET in clusters and hyper-clusters using context 
Phase 2 -  Organising the MANET
One important aspect that assists in providing a practical and applicable approach 
for self-management o f  MANETs is its organisation. The model we have proposed in 
Chapter 2 organises the MANET in clusters and hyper-clusters achieving a three tier 
hierarchy o f  nodes, with corresponding management functionality. The classification
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o f nodes into different levels o f  the hierarchy is based on monitored context 
information and is a dynamic process in its own right, attributed to node mobility and 
the dynamic context monitoring. Once again certain initialisation parameters o f  the 
organisational model should be introduced by the administrator o f  the management 
framework, i.e. the particular context information that will drive the classification o f 
mobile nodes. This information is supplied to the appropriate components o f  the 
context management framework (Cluster Managers as illustrated in Chapter 5) and 
the policy-based management scheme o f  Chapter 2. Figure 6-3 displays the operation 
o f  Phase 2.
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Phase 3 -  Management scheme
Policy-based network management (PBNM) principles applied to the special 
requirements o f the MANET realm constitute the foundation o f  our proposed 
management scheme, which was described in detail in Chapter 2. It directly interacts 
with the organisational model to specify node assignment to PBNM roles and the
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context management framework in order to monitor conditions that trigger the various 
policies. Administrators introduce the network policies that guide the self­
management o f  MANETs through the initialisation o f the Manager Nodes modules 
and their role is thus indispensable in the proper operation o f  the system. We assert 
that user intelligence is necessary to any self-management scheme, despite the two 
terms being contradictory to each other. Autonomic communications imply 
intelligence in the network, which though has to be fed by a human user at some point 
in time, typically during initialisation. When the preconditions o f  the policies are 
reached then action need to be taken. The management scheme at that time interacts 
with the dynamic configuration component o f  our framework and employs these 
changes on the appropriate nodes. Figure 6-4 illustrates the operation o f the 
management scheme.
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Phase 4 -  Dynamic configuration
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Once management decisions have been inferred, there exists the need to employ 
the necessary configuration changes in the mobile nodes so as to enforce these 
decisions. This occurs through the dynamic, programmable configuration platform we 
proposed in Chapter 4. It receives input from the management scheme by means o f 
high-level management decisions and based on rules set out by the administrator upon 
initialisation, translates them into low-level configuration changes. Dynamic 
configuration is performed with the use o f  software plugins that bear the necessary 
configuration functionality and are distributed among the mobile nodes. Uniformity 
and synchronisation are essential prerequisites for the success o f  the dynamic 
configuration o f nodes. The employment o f  new configuration in the MANET may 
result in new context being generated and thus the Context Repository is updated. 
Figure 6-5 presents the operation o f  Phase 4.
Figure 6 -6  Context management interacting with the other components of the self­
management framework
Phase 5 -  Context M anagem ent
The context management framework we proposed has been detailed in Chapter 5. 
It builds on the organisational model and interacts with the management scheme, the 
context modelling framework and the dynamic configuration platform. It is essentially 
the scaffolding on which all other components rely for their inter-operation since it
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provides them with accurate and timely access to context information. In parallel it is 
responsible for distributing and disseminating the context in the MANET to ensure 
network wide understanding o f  the various conditions. It also updates the Context 
Repository with new information and manages its proper operation by limiting stored 
context using optimisation policies. Figure 6-6 presents a general picture o f  the 
interoperations o f  the context management framework with the other components o f 
the MANET self-management framework.
Self-Management Loop
The aforementioned phases are not distinct as it has been clearly drawn out; 
rather they are overlapping and interact with one another. Together they formulate a 
self-management loop that leads to continuous, adaptive management fed and driven 
by dynamically generated context information. Figure 6-7 presents this self­
management loop. It is this Figure that shows the interactions among the different 
components o f  our self-management framework.
Figure 6 -7  Context-driven self-management loop
3 . P r o t o t y p e  S y s t e m  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n
For purposes o f validation and experimentation we have implemented the 
proposed programmable middleware platform and deployed it in our experimental 
testbed. We provide justification for our implementation choices, such as the 
technologies we used to develop and test our proposed framework. After reviewing
1 2 8
the specific implementation details and the configuration o f  our experimental ad hoc 
network testbed, we present the custom emulator we have built in order to cope with 
the issue o f  mobility, constituting thus our testbed as a mobile one, albeit in emulated 
terms. This section concludes with details on the implementation, with emphasis 
placed on the context management framework that is the core o f  this work as 
presented in Chapter 5.
3 .1 .  Te st b e d  Co n f ig u r a t io n  & I m p l e m e n t a t io n  D e t a il s
To test the platform’s performance and efficiency and to also examine its 
operation in a real environment, we deployed it in our experimental MANET testbed 
that comprises 3 laptops and 4 Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). Table 6-1 
summarises the configuration o f  the testbed. The testbed is a 6-hop MANET and is 
considered a relatively reliable environment. Relevant results on fundamental 
parameters can also be used as input to the simulation experiments so that results can 
be extrapolated and general conclusions can be drawn. Figure 6-8 depicts our 
experimental MANET testbed in our laboratory. The performance metrics we 
measured were the overall control cost incurred by our design and the convergence 
time for a full system cycle.
Table 6 - 1  Testbed hardware configuration
Platform Configuration A ttribu te Description
Processor 400 MHz Intel XScale
P D A
Memory 48 MB ROM, 128 MB RAM
Operating System Familiar Linux 2.4.19
Wireless interfaces Integrated wireless LAN 802.11b
Processor 1,7 GHz Intel Centrino
Laptop
Memory 512 MB RAM
Operating System Debian Linux 2.6.3
Wireless interfaces Integrated wireless LAN 802.1 la/b/g
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The most time consuming activity in setting up the testbed consisted o f installing 
Linux-based operating systems in all the equipment. This was necessary to 
accommodate certain operating requirements that were expected from our framework, 
such as the ability to interact with lower-level protocols i.e. routing, that are 
inaccessible through MS Windows-based systems. While this process is simplified as 
far as laptops were concerned, the same did not stand for the PDAs. To date these 
equipments do not have a standardised version o f Linux for their configuration. The 
only available solution is an extremely useful, open-source effort, namely Familiar 
Linux [193], [194]. While bearing the general benefits and disadvantages that open- 
source solutions have, this was a very successful as well as inevitable choice that 
served our needs to an almost perfect extent. We were forced to implement certain 
changes to support proper operation o f  our framework, mostly in terms o f allowing 
Java applications to be smoothly executed on the PDAs. These were in the form o f 
certain kernel re-compilations. Extensive testing was performed before the actual 
deployment o f  our platform on the testbed in order to assess its proper operation under 
real ad hoc network conditions. We then implemented our platform in a manner that 
caters for the limited resources o f  such wireless devices, but in parallel does not make 
performance or operational compromises.
F i g u r e  6 - 8  C C S R  N e t w o r k  G r o u p  e x p e r i m e n t a l  M A N E T  t e s t b e d
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The commimication between the mobile nodes uses the lightweight XML-RPC 
protocol [161] and Trivial FTP (TFTP) [162] was used for the distribution o f  the 
plugins. Argumentation for these deign choices was given in Chapter 4. The platform 
is implemented using the Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) [163]. This version requires a 
much smaller memory footprint than the standard or enterprise edition, while at the 
same time it is optimised for the processing power and I/O capabilities o f small 
mobile devices. We also used the Connected Device Configuration (CDC) framework 
instead o f  the limited one (CLDC), as the latter lacks support for required advanced 
operations e.g. I/O. We chose to use Java because o f  its ubiquity, platform 
independence and the fact that it integrates naturally with Java-based plugins for node 
configuration. Our platform though caters also for C/C++-based plugins. The use o f  
Java requires MNs to have the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed. Although 
this is relatively memory-hungry, om* hands-on experience confirms that even the 
resource-poor PDAs can comfortably support its execution. XML handling 
necessitates a lightweight XML API and in that respect we used the kXML2 parser 
(http://kxml.sourceforge.net/). especially targeted for J2ME.
3.2. A  M A N E T  E m u l a t o r
There is an apparent need for om* experiments to be realistic. For this to happen, 
the mobile ad hoc network testbed has to actually be mobile and this is extremely 
difficult to achieve in practice. One would require the assistance o f  an equivalent 
number o f  people, as that o f available mobile nodes, which is not a plausible 
assumption. Apart from that, if  one wanted to experiment with particular mobility 
models then the movements o f  the users o f  the mobile devices will need to be 
accurately and timely planned. For this reason we implemented a custom emulator o f  
node mobility for an experimental testbed. Under this concept the nodes are actually 
not moving, but with the use o f  the emulator physical movements are emulated, links 
can break and be re-established with time etc. This has not been the first attempt at 
identifying the growing need for realistic testbed configurations with the use o f  
mobility emulators [168], [196].
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Figure 6 -9  Operation of how node mobility through emulation is achieved in a MANET
Our emulator is based on the relevant principles defined in [168], is realized in 
Java so as to be easily integrated in our platform and makes nodes appear as moving 
around with links breaking and being re-established, using the aforementioned MAC 
address filter tool. Mobility traces o f mobile nodes are formatted in appropriate files 
using the ns-2 s e t d e s t  tool. This implies that for a certain time period the 
movements and prospective locations o f the mobile nodes in a specified terrain are 
identified in particular timestamps and thus actions can be taken accordingly. 
Movement emulation is achieved by employing MAC block filters ( i p t a b l e s ) to 
all the nodes that have been identified to be outside the range o f  a certain node. This 
occurs for every node in the MANET and thus the time-varying, dynamic topology is 
created. When communication between two nodes has been re-established the block 
filter is dropped and a direct link between the two nodes can be set up again.
One issue to be considered is that o f synchronising the realisation o f the emulated 
node movements. For this to be resolved, we consider one node as the one holding the 
main role in the emulation. It is this node that continuously processes and parses the 
node movement trace file and provides suggestions to the other nodes as to what 
change they should apply in their i p t a b l e s .  The main node communicates at any 
given time through a dedicated port with all the other nodes and all the traffic that 
goes through this port is omitted from the results presented at a later stage. This 
operation is illustrated in Figure 6-9, while the high-level system architecture o f our 
emulator is displayed in Figure 6-10. The instructions passed around by the main node
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guide the dynamic building or dismantling o f  communication paths among the rest o f  
the mobile nodes.
Figure 6 - 1 0  Custom MANET emulator high-level architecture
3 . 3 .  S Y S T E M I M P L E M E N T A  T I O N
We have designed, developed and implemented the proposed context-aware self­
management framework for mobile ad hoc networks taking under consideration the 
requirements placed by this networking type, namely:
• Lightweight implementation to cater for resource-poor devices that usually exist 
in MANETs
• Interoperable implementation so as to allow for the diversity o f  platforms o f 
mobile nodes
• Modular design to match the modularity introduced by our organisational model 
and the different components o f  the overall framework
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In this respect we exploited the programming techniques that were elaborated 
before, i.e. the Java programming language, mostly to gain the benefits o f 
interoperability and object-oriented design. Having utilised the J2ME edition that is 
targeted for small mobile devices, we assert that the system implementation 
requirements are satisfied. In the remaining o f  this section we detail the 
implementation, explaining the various classes, their use and operation, as well as 
some software metrics to assess our implementation.
For the purposes o f  the proposed context-aware self-management framework we 
developed 11 packages that fully support the desired functionality in terms o f the self­
management loop and the 5 phases to achieve this that were previously described. 
Table 6-2 describes these packages with their main classes.
• Support for all the functionality o f the aforementioned components
Table 6 -2  Packages of the implemented context-aware, self-management framework
! Package Description Classes
utils
Contains generic classes to 
handle network 
connectivity and 
neighbour discovery, file 
parsing and information 
handlers.
- NeighboursDiscovery
- PropertiesParses
- SemanticsHandler
tftp
The classes that implement 
the TFTP protocol for file 
transfers. Connections to 
read and write data to 
relevant streams as well as 
clients and servers in 
TFTP terms are included 
in this package.
- Tftp
- Tftpd
- TftpConnection
- TftpServerConnection
- TftpReadConnection
- TftpWriteConnection
sensors
The classes that interact 
with the sensors and
— .... ...... rt- ...... . -...- ....... .....J
- GenericSensor
- Accelerometer
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collect raw data from them 
form this package. A  
genetic sensor interface 
guides the extensibility to 
currently unsupported 
sensor types.
- Battery
- CPU
- GPS
- Memory
- Storage
- Time
- Virtual Sensors
emulation
The classes necessary to 
deploy the MANET 
emulator, as previously 
described, are included in 
this package.
- TimerThread
- EmulationClient
- EmulationManager
- EmulationClientThread
- EmulationManagerThread
- EmulationHandlerThread
models
Each o f the classes o f  this 
package represents a 
specific context 
information model and 
these are introduced into 
the system by an 
administrator. A generic 
interface guides 
extensibility in terms o f  
models.
- Model
- Modellnterface
- NetworkMobilityModel
- VelocityModel
- RelativeVelocityModel
context
The classes o f  this package 
refer to the functionality 
needed to parse and 
process context models as 
these were defined using
Context
- ContextAttribute
- ContextAttributeListener
- ContextFactory
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our generic context models 
in the corresponding 
package.
- ContextListener
- Device
- Relationship
- RelationshipListener
- Semantics
- SemanticsListener
- Sensor
- SensorListener
plugin
This package contains the 
classes that provide the 
functionality for the 
dynamic, programmable 
framework for the 
dynamic (re-) 
configuration o f  mobile 
nodes.
- Plugin
- CHManager
- PluginConfiguration
- PluginDescriptor
- PluginElection
- PluginManagement
- PluginManager
- PluginRepository
- DelayedPluginActivation
ccp
These classes refer to the 
CCP entity o f  the context 
management framework 
and the respective PEP 
entity o f  the policy-based 
management scheme. 
Cluster manager classes 
are also present to support 
the organisational model’s 
operation..
- CCP
- CCPClusterManager
- CCPtoCDPCommunicationProtocol
- ContextModeler
- DataCollector
- LocalContextManager
- SensorManager
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cdp
These classes implement 
the CDP and the respective 
PDP entities. Cluster 
manager classes are also 
present to support the 
organisational model’ s 
operation.
- CDP
- CCPMonitor
- CDPClusterManager
- ClusterContextManager
- CDPtoCMTCommunicationProtocol
- CDPtoCCPCommunicationProtocol
- ContextCollector
- ContextModeler
cmt
CMT functionality and 
Manager Node, i.e. PMT, 
functionality is provided 
through the classes o f  this 
package. The 
organisational model is 
supported by means o f 
cluster manager classes. 
The Distributed Policy 
Repository is another 
entity, the implementation 
classes o f  which are 
present in this package.
- CMT
- CMTClusterManager
- CDPMonitor
. - CMTtoCDPCommimicationProtocol
- ContextCollector
- ContextModeler
- NetworkContextManager
- Policy
- Policylnterface
- PolicyManager
- PolicyMonitor
- RoutingPolicy
cr
The Context Repository 
(CR) related classes are 
incoiporated in this 
package. Indexing and 
storage optimisers are also 
supported by relevant
- CR
- ContextStore
- IndexingS ervice
- StorageManager
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- ContextRepositoryManager
- StorageManagerServer
We present a series o f standard software metrics to assess our development effort. 
The proper operation o f our implementation is proved by the experiments performed 
in the real ad hoc network, i.e. our experimental testbed. These are presented in the 
following section. Table 6-3 summarises the aforementioned software metrics. It is 
evident that the platform is lightweight since the implementation is considered to be 
limited in terms o f lines o f  code, a metric which is approximately 7000. A  lot o f  effort 
was placed on code optimisation and refinement and thus led to a small size o f the 
produced code, in the range o f  a few Kbytes. It should be mentioned that the 
extensibility and modularity o f  our design allows for many other context models to be 
incoiporated, as well as support for more sensors. This would apparently increase the 
size o f  the generated code. The particular metrics refer to the classes for context 
models and sensors necessary for our particular application case-study.
Table 6 -3  Framework implementation software metrics
Metric Value
N um ber o f packages 11
Tota l lines o f code 7009
Num ber of Classes 99
N um ber o f attributes 373
Nested block depth
Mean: 1.485 
Standard deviation: 0.852
N um ber o f static attributes 58
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N um ber o f methods 499
M cC abe Cyclom atic Com plexity
Mean: 1.858 
Standard deviation: 0.913
Depth o f inheritance tree
Mean: 1.394 
Standard deviation: 0.489
N um ber o f overridden methods 24
N um ber o f static methods 31
4 . E v a l u a t i o n
For purposes o f  validation and experimentation we have implemented the 
proposed context-aware, policy-based, programmable platform and deployed it in our 
experimental testbed. In this- section we present the results obtained when testing our 
implementation in the testbed. This section concludes with simulation results and 
analytical modelling using the probabilistic model presented in Chapter 4, examining 
the efficiency and scalability o f  our approach. It should be noted that the three 
different techniques we used to evaluate the platform consider the same set o f  metrics
i.e. control traffic overhead and convergence time, each one thus validating the other. 
Testbed experimentation proves the viability o f our framework in a real-world 
operational environment. Measurements taken from actual protocol implementations 
are presented and are necessary especially taking into account work like [190], [197] 
where the importance o f  actual experiments versus pure simulation studies is 
profoundly indicated. On the other hand, scalability cannot be addressed through 
experimentation due to the fact that one cannot expect a testbed o f hundreds o f  nodes. 
The need for simulation analysis is thus evident. Analytical modeling is used to 
mathematically model the performance o f  our platform and to validate the results 
obtained from testbed experimentation and also simulation. We therefore consider our 
approach comprehensive and holistic since it provides an overall evaluation o f our 
platform through a variety o f  assessment techniques.
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Although the. proposed framework can support service and protocol deployment 
at any level, we present here an example application scenario that addresses network- 
level protocol deployment. The use o f  a complicated scenario like this is by itself a 
novelty o f our work, since to our knowledge there has been no similar 
experimentation effort in a real testbed. In this case, based on the current context, a 
routing decision is made to dynamically deploy and switch to a new MANET routing 
protocol on the fly. The Manager Node decides based on context infoimation whether 
the current routing protocol should be changed for more efficient operation o f  the 
whole network. Although the term context is broad in concept, here we use as context 
infoimation related to the mobility o f  nodes in terms o f  their relative velocity. Based 
on this information the Manager Node checks whether the current routing protocol 
needs to be switched from reactive to proactive and vice-versa. Once the decision is 
made, the specific protocol - among the available routing protocol implementations - 
is selected through the plugin election process described in Chapter 4.
The primary goal o f  any ad hoc network routing protocol is correct and efficient 
route establishment between a pair o f  nodes so that packets are delivered in a timely 
manner. Route construction should be performed with a minimum o f overhead in 
terms o f bandwidth consumption. Many different protocols have been proposed to 
solve the MANET multiple hop routing problem, each based on different 
assumptions. There exist mainly two categories o f  relevant protocols: proactive and 
reactive (or on on-demand). The proactive ad hoc routing approach is similar to some 
extent to routing schemes for fixed networks and does not take into account the 
frequently with which routes are required. It relies on an underlying routing table 
update mechanism that involves the constant propagation o f  routing infoimation 
throughout the network so that routes are always available. This is not the case, 
however, in reactive protocols, in which a route to a new destination is established 
when the need arises to communicate with it; this obviously introduces latency [3], 
[198].
Hence, different routing protocols provide optimal performance under different 
operating conditions. In the case o f  a MANET in which the nodes are relatively 
stationary and the topology changes rather infrequently, the proactive routing 
approach is more cost-effective in terms o f  routing overhead, and leads to improved
4.1. A pplic a tio n  Ca se -S tudy
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performance in terms o f  the latency involved to transmit packets and the packet 
delivery ratio. On the other hand, when the mobility patterns o f  nodes are 
unpredictable and the network topology is very fluid, the reactive approach may lead 
to better performance. Hence, it would be advantageous to change the routing strategy 
depending on the mobility o f  the nodes. In our system mobile nodes can switch 
between the OLSR (Optimised Link State Routing) [199] and the AODV (Ad Hoc On 
Demand Distance Vector) routing protocol [167]. OLSR is a proactive routing scheme 
while AODV is an on-demand routing one. When the Manager Node(s) determines 
that the relative velocity o f  the nodes o f  the network exceeds a certain threshold, it 
triggers protocol switching from a proactive to a reactive approach and vice versa. 
Every node monitors its own mobility with respect to its adjacent nodes and relevant 
summarized information is passed to the Cluster Heads and subsequently to the 
Manager Node(s) that makes the decision. The exact aspects o f  context management, 
dissemination and the policy rules governing this switching have been elaborated in 
previous chapters.
This scenario in its own right distinguishes our work from the majority o f related 
work that focuses on application-level service deployment and provides evidence 
regarding the platform efficiency in supporting various configurations and 
applicability scenarios. In our application scenario, based on node mobility for the 
whole network that characterises it as either highly volatile or relatively static, a 
decision is made to dynamically deploy and switch to a new, more suitable, MANET 
routing protocol on the fly. The interaction with low-level network protocols through 
this cross-layer design is o f  paramount importance.
Before proceeding in presenting a comprehensive evaluation analysis o f our 
proposed generic framework for the deployment o f services in MANETs, we deem 
necessary to assess the performance gain regarding the specific case study. We 
evaluated the performance o f  the programmable framework itself in Chapter 4. Here 
we present the efficiency and the optimization gained by using our proposed 
framework in terms o f  control cost incurred, packet delivery ratio for each data packet 
delivered and average end-to-end delay incurred for every application-level packet. 
The packet delivery ratio is defined as the total number o f data packets delivered to 
respective destinations divided by total number packets generated in the network.
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Our intention is not only to evaluate the performance and scalability o f  our platform, 
but also to examine its effect on optimising network performance.
We performed our simulations using GloMoSim in which we implemented the 
associativity-based Cluster Head election heuristic proposed by members o f  our 
research group in [202] - note that in the testbed experiments we hard-assigned the 
CH/MN role - and the dynamic switching o f  routing protocols, including the plugin 
election and dissemination process. The transmission range o f  each node is set to 
100m, and the link capacity is considered to be 2 Mbps (worst-case scenario). As 
described earlier, each mobile node switches between reactive (i.e. AODV) and 
proactive (i.e. OLSR) routing strategies based on context information. In our 
simulations the need for routing protocol switching is derived based on the mobility 
patterns o f  nodes. Group mobility is derived based on the individual node mobility 
patterns. Plugin switching latency is set to be 4 seconds as measured on average in the 
testbed experiments.
For the purposes o f  our simulation analysis, we attempt to evaluate the efficiency 
achieved in network performance when using our framework for an adaptive routing 
strategy, in contrast to using a single routing protocol. We considered 100 nodes 
contained in 9 clusters, each with a dimension o f  200X200 m2 within the terrain area 
o f  600X600 m2. Traffic was generated using random constant bit rate (CBR) 
connections with a payload size o f  512 bytes. At any point in time the total number o f 
source-destination pairs is kept constant (actually 40), and each session lasts for a 
time-period that is uniformly distributed between 20 and 40 seconds. Each scenario 
was executed for 300 simulated seconds.
Since in MANETs communications often take place within smaller teams that 
tend to coordinate their movements, the group mobility model is a reasonable 
assumption in many application scenarios. If we assume that node mobility is 
completely unpredictable, it is impossible to address the issue o f  group division and 
the decision regarding protocol switching. For this purpose we developed a new group 
mobility model based on the classical random-waypoint model due to its increased 
popularity. In this model, we have two mobility patterns for the mobile nodes (i.e. 
uniform and random) and respectively two mobility periods. During the uniform 
mobility period (UMP), the relative velocity o f  any node with respect to any other 
node in the considered network takes a constant value. On the other hand, during the
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random mobility period (RMP), the relative velocity o f each node with respect to each 
other is random. During this period (RMP), the random-waypoint mobility model 
governs the mobility pattern o f each node, and hence this results in varying cluster 
membership o f nodes. The RMP and UMP occur interchangeably at the same time for 
all the network nodes. The time period for both UMP and RMP is based on an 
exponential distribution with a mean value varied during each run of simulations as 
described later. The heed for this new group mobility model is based on our desire to 
simulate context conditions that trigger protocol switching.
The Cluster Head (or Manager Node) will decide whether to trigger routing 
protocol switching based on the relative mobility patterns of nodes. When the relative 
velocity o f the nodes with respect to their CHs tends to be almost constant (i.e., during 
UMP), the CH will make the decision to switch to a proactive routing approach, i.e. 
OLSR. On the other hand, when the relative velocity o f the mobile nodes takes 
random values, the CH will attempt to switch to a reactive routing approach, i.e. 
AODV. We compared the performance improvement o f our approach, where the 
routing protocol switches between AODV and OLSR in an adaptive, context-driven 
dynamic fashion depending on the context, with an approach where the routing 
protocol is static.
Increasing Uniform Mobility Period (seconds)
Figure 6 - 11  Delivery ration per control cost incurred versus increasing UM P
With Figure 6-11 we attempt to assess the effect o f the mean value o f the uniform 
mobility period (UMP) on the normalized throughput (packet delivery ratio) per
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control cost under different traffic scenarios. In this process, the UMP mean is 
increased from 50 to 250 seconds, while the RMP mean takes a constant value o f 100 
seconds. As expected from routing protocol design, the proactive routing approach 
involves constant propagation o f routing table information, whereas this is not the 
case with the reactive routing approach. As a result, the proactive approach incurs 
substantial amount o f routing-related control cost in comparison to the reactive 
approach. As it can be seen from Figure 6-11, the packet delivery ratio per control 
cost incurred is lower for OLSR when compared to that o f AODV, which performs 
better than the two other schemes. As it is expected, the performance metric of our 
scheme lies in-between o f the performance o f AODV and OLSR.
Figure 6-12 depicts the average end-to-end delay each application-level packet 
experiences as a function o f increasing UMP under different traffic scenarios. This is, 
however, measured for successfully received packets only, and hence it does not 
reflect the actual delay; for instance when all the packets between a given source- 
destination pair are dropped due to the inability o f the routing protocol to find routes, 
the end-to-end delay appears to be zero. From Figure 6-12 it becomes clear that the 
delay improves with OLSR when the UMP increases. The delay o f AODV appears to 
be poor when compared to OLSR when the UMP increases. Since in our scheme, the 
routing protocol switches between AODV and OLSR depending on the mobility 
patterns, the delay lies in-between those of AODV and OLSR, as expected. The 
efficiency o f OLSR in comparison to AODV was expected, since being a table-driven 
routing protocol means that active routes are maintained for every destination. In the 
reactive approach, the route has to be established on-demand, resulting in increased 
delay. Our scheme utilises both reactive and proactive principles and thus its 
performance lies in-between that of AODV and OLSR.
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Figure 6 - 1 2  Average end-to-end delay of a successfully received packet versus increasing
UMP
Figure 6-13 depicts the overall control cost incurred as a result o f the employed 
routing strategy. Table-driven OLSR yields significant control traffic, which is even 
higher when mobility increases, i.e. when UMP is small. On the other hand, the 
reactive AODV builds routes on-demand and thus the control overhead is relatively 
small. Our hybrid strategy outperforms OLSR and incurs control traffic almost 
comparable to that o f AODV.
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Figure 6 -1 3  Control cost incurred versus increasing UMP
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It is evident from the simulation analysis that no routing strategy is a panacea for 
all routing cases in MANETs, since different approaches have their own benefits and 
drawbacks. Our hybrid scheme brings the best of both worlds, i.e. reactive and 
proactive, by achieving satisfactory results under varying conditions. While OLSR 
exhibits much less delay than AODV and the exact opposite is the case as far as 
control cost is concerned, our scheme is almost as good as these two approaches in all 
cases. This is demonstrated in the graphs presented above.
We have mentioned that there have been hybrid routing protocol proposals in the 
literature, with ZRP [192] and SHARP [191] being the most prominent ones. These 
consider a zone around nodes and use a proactive approach to nodes within the zone 
radius or a reactive routing approach further away. Monitored network conditions 
drive the size o f the zone. In ZRP every node has its own zone, while in SHARP a 
more narrow view is taken, with only popular nodes forming a routing zone around 
them. The problem with these approaches is the fact that while simulations show good 
results, they have never been applied in reality and hence overlook practical aspects. 
A mobile node cannot have more than one routing protocols concurrently activated, 
defying the main assumption of both ZRP and SHARP. A potential solution would be 
to have two different network interfaces on every mobile node but constrained mobile 
devices might not be able to support such functionality. Employing these protocols in 
practice might require very frequent switching between proactive and reactive mode 
of operation, depending on the location o f the destination node, consuming substantial 
power.
The obvious advantage and merit o f our approach is that it is generic and can lead 
to optimised hybrid strategies for various application scenarios and not only for a 
particular application as in [191]. Finally, the routing protocol case study presented 
only serves as a proof-of-concept o f the platform’s operation and usefulness.
4 .2 .  P r a c t i c a l  E x p e r i m e n t s
Our experimental testbed was used to test and evaluate the programmable 
platform in a real ad hoc environment. The scenario implemented was that of the 
dynamic routing protocol change according to node mobility context information. As 
described earlier, nodes monitor their own mobility and report this to the Cluster 
Heads and subsequently to the Manager Nodes, which are responsible for identifying
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the need to potentially switch to a different routing strategy. The two routing 
protocols we used (reactive AODV-UU and proactive OLSR) are realized as C-based 
user space daemons and we used the implementations from [200] and [201] 
respectively. Practical problems encountered during the experiments included 
wireless link interference given that the wireless interfaces were deployed in a 
confined space. These interferences did not influence the experiment results, but 
necessitated numerous executions of the experiments. In addition, since testing 
various network topologies was necessary, we used a MAC address filter tool to 
emulate broken links or unreachable destinations due to node mobility.
We experimented with many different topologies, routing protocols and other 
plugins to evaluate the platform’s operation. In the following subsections, we present 
experimental results regarding the routing protocol switch scenario for different but 
representative network topologies, such as star, line/bus and random but also for fu ll 
random mobility scenarios. The star topology models a centralized approach, with the 
Cluster Head (we do not have a Manager Node present in the testbed experiments 
since the number o f nodes is relatively small to support clustering) conveniently 
located in the centre, having a 1-hop distance from all other nodes. The line topology 
is the one that performs worse since it models a sparse MANET with 5-hop diameter. 
The random topology is the most typical where multiple communication paths exist 
among nodes. For the full mobility scenarios, bearing in mind the practical problems 
arising from physically moving around our experimental testbed, we decided to use a 
custom-made emulator to imitate actual movements (this was described in a previous 
section). The nodes are moving based on the mobility model described in the previous 
section, which is an extension to the random waypoint mobility model.
Every MANET node is equipped with sensors to monitor its surroundings. In this 
particular case-study, the context all nodes monitor is their mobility in terms of 
current velocity and location. Mobility estimation assumes that every node is 
equipped with an accelerometer and a GPS receiver that can provide the node’ s exact 
velocity and location. Given that we emulated mobility, we also used emulated values 
for the mobility context that conform to the output o f the relevant sensors. We model 
this context as shown in Figure 6-14 and map it onto an XML document. Note that 
mobility as a context is mapped onto the same number and types o f entities as the 
example context model for the context dissemination evaluation presented in Chapter
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5. A node’s mobility can be broken down into two simpler contexts, its location and 
velocity derived respectively from the GPS receiver and accelerometer. The location 
context is further broken down into two context attributes, longitude and latitude, and 
the velocity into speed and angle. Inference relationships guide the way contexts are 
deduced from their respective attributes; in this case both rules are simple boolean 
conjunctions, implying an aggregation relationship, in terms of UML modelling.
«Context>>
GPS Receiver Location
1
Z TLongitude Latitude
Velocity Accelerometer
1 1
Speed Angle
«Context Attributes» «Context Attributes»
Figure 6 - 1 4  Mobile node current mobility context using the proposed context model
The mobility context (Figure 6-14) is passed from the Cluster Nodes’ CCPs to the 
Cluster Heads’ CDPs as described in Chapter 5, where it is aggregated into a higher- 
level context, i.e. the Relative Mobility context. This is the relative velocity of the 
Cluster Nodes comprising the cluster, which is obtained as the absolute value of the 
vector-based subtraction o f the velocities o f the Cluster Nodes in pairs, as this is 
stored in the respective Current_Mobility context. The inference rule to deduce this 
higher-level context using pseudo-code, is the following:
R M  — 0
f o r  each I  in the set o f  CNs 
fo r  each J  in the set o f  CNs
R M  = R M  + | Current ^ M obility. Velocity (I) -  Current_Mobility. Velocity (J) |;
Return R M ;
The overall Relative Mobility (RM) context is exploited by two policy rules to 
achieve network-wide adaptation o f the routing strategy:
{M N } i f  (R M  < rmthresh) then (RoutProt := OLSR)
{M N } i f  (rmthres <== R M ) then (RoutProt : = A O D V )
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In our organizational model, Cluster Heads (CH) have local access to a global 
synchronized Policy Repository (DPR), therefore can easily identify which higher 
context the Manager Nodes (MN) need for network-wide decisions. In this example, 
relative mobility context needs to be foiwarded to the CMT of the Manager Nodes, as 
indicated by these policies’ assigned role, namely {M N }. This tactic significantly 
reduces the dissemination o f excessive context data between CH and MN. When MNs 
have collected the cluster-wide RM context from their controlled CHs nodes and 
exchanged these among themselves, they can effectively calculate a network-wide 
Relative Mobility value. It is this RM value which will be used from the Policy 
Decision Points to evaluate the conditions o f these policies and ultimately decide on 
which routing protocol to use in the MANET. As soon as the policy rale is triggered, 
a reverse information flow will propagate the changes and provision all MANET 
nodes with enforcement decisions. While the necessary classes for implementing this 
functionality have been implemented, the results we present in the following do not 
include the management traffic for this communication link (CH to MN) since we do 
not have a Manager Node in a small scale ad hoc network like the one in our testbed.
Context dissemination results were found to be in accordance to the simulation 
results presented in Chapter 5 since we used the same node mobility context in both 
the simulations and the practical experiments, so we do not present them again here.
In this work we are mostly interested to assess the performance o f our approach 
and implemented platform in terms of the plugin dissemination and activation. This is 
equivalent to the need for management decision being identified and subsequently 
dealt with. Time convergence for our experiments incorporates the time for the 
existing plugin to stop operating, the plugin election and distribution process, and the 
new plugin activation and initialisation. Context-related performance issues were 
examined in previous Chapter while organisational issues were evaluated in Chapter 
2. We should also mention that results were produced through a number o f identical 
experiments and mean values are presented.
For comparison with the results presented next, we also measured the 
convergence time and management traffic for the ideal situation in which all nodes 
have both plugins, i.e. AODV and OLSR. In this situation plugin distribution is not 
required and this leads to minimized latency and control overhead that represents an 
ideal lower bound. These experiments were performed for the random topology that is
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presented later and the convergence time was 10.82 seconds and the management 
traffic 48523 bytes on average.
Figure 6 - 1 5  Star Topology
4.2.1 S t a r  T o p o l o g y
The star topology deployed in our testbed is depicted on Figure 6-15. A laptop 
(A) was chosen as the centre of the star and was assigned the role o f the Cluster Head 
(CH). Note that given the fact that the actual network is relatively small in terms of 
number of nodes and geographical area covered, it comprises a single cluster and thus 
there is no need for a Manager Node to be present. The plugin to be elected and 
distributed (the C-based OLSR routing daemon) exists initially in two nodes, namely 
A and C. These two versions are different, reflecting platform-specific 
implementations.
Table 6 -4  Star topology experimental results
Metric Value
Time convergence 25.43 sec
Routing traffic (AODV) 7736 bytes
Management traffic 41742 bytes
TFTP traffic 1064880 bytes
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The size of the plugin is 98.1 Kbytes for the PDA version and 454 Kbytes for the 
laptop one and is distributed to node B from node A and to nodes D, E, F from node 
C. All the traffic is routed through node A, which is the CH. The results taken from 
measurements for the complete system execution are shown in Table 6-4. The overall 
convergence time for the complete routing protocol deployment process (including an 
average time of ~4 seconds to initialize the new routing protocol) in the considered 
network topology is 25.43 seconds. This relatively long latency is attributed to the 
following two reasons: i) in the topology considered, only two nodes have initially the 
plugin, and two different versions need to be disseminated, ii) the size of the routing 
protocol plugin, which is relatively big. These facts together with the underlying 
DCF-based IEEE 802.11 MAC lead to increased contention with an increase in binary 
exponential backoff, which in turn increases the convergence time. The PDA version 
of the plugin is transferred over 6 hops in total and the laptop plugin over 1 hop.
The routing related traffic (AODV) includes mainly hello messages that are used 
to ascertain route validity and was measured to be 7736 bytes. The management 
traffic can be divided into CH-related traffic and non CH-related traffic. The CH 
traffic (8661 bytes) refers to the election-related traffic (request for advertisements 
and advertisement o f plugins), the triggering of the distribution to the plugin owners, 
the requests and replies to locate plugin owners o f a particular platform and the plugin 
installation confirmation by the nodes. The non-CH traffic (33081 bytes) includes 
transmissions incurred for requesting the plugin advertisement, the querying of 
neighbouring nodes to check for the presence and the distribution and activation of 
the plugin. This also includes context management traffic imposed by the operations 
described previously. The plugin distribution traffic, caused by the TFTP file transfers 
was measured to be 1064880 bytes overall. This significant traffic size is justified if 
one considers the size o f the distributed plugin and the number of hops it is required 
to traverse (6 hops in total for the 98.1 Kb plugin and 1 hop for the 452 Kb plugin).
ElMflin. (Laptop) Pluain (PDA)
Figure 6 - 1 6  Line/Bus topology
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4.2.2 L i n e  (b u s ) T o p o l o g y
The line (bus) topology deployed in our testbed is depicted on Figure 6-16, with a 
laptop (A) chosen to be the CH. The purpose of this experiment is to assess the 
operation o f our platform and approach in relatively large-scale real MANETs, where 
distances between any node pairs tend to be high. The longest path in this experiment 
consists o f five hops, which in MANETs is a relatively long distance. The plugin to 
be elected and distributed exists initially in two nodes, namely A and C. Note that the 
CH is located at the “edge” o f the line topology, and the PDA with plugin one hop 
from the end, so that the plugin dissemination distances are as high as possible. The 
experimentation parameters remain the same as in the previous test cases. The results 
as measured during multiple executions o f the scenario are presented in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5  Line/Bus topology experimental results
Metric Value
Time convergence 31.74 sec
, .. .............. .. _____  ______ ......... j
Routing traffic (AODV) 14332 bytes j
Management traffic 83145 bytes j
TFTP traffic 1530924 bytes j
The time required for a complete system convergence was measured to be 31.74 
seconds. The increase in time compared to the previous scenario is reasonable 
considering the significant increase in network diameter. This is also the reason for 
the increased routing related (AODV) traffic (14332 bytes), since longer routes must 
be maintained. The management traffic has also increased since the CH is located at 
the network edge and the non-CH traffic also increased, considering the increased 
distance among nodes. Tlie TFTP traffic is again significant but is mostly attributed to 
the large laptop plugin being transmitted over two links, while the PDA plugin is 
transmitted over 4 links.
4.2.3 R a n d o m  T o p o l o g y
The random topology deployed in our testbed is depicted in Figure 6-17, where 
again laptop (A) was chosen as the CH. The experimentation parameters remain the
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same as in the previous test cases. The results as measured during multiple executions 
o f the scenario are presented in Table 6-6. This experiment works as a proof of 
concept for our framework’s ability to adapt to mesh topologies with multiple 
platforms. The time for a complete system execution was found to be 44.43 seconds. 
This, as expected, is in-between the previous two cases as the distance between any 
two furthest nodes is smaller than that o f the bus topology and the CH is relatively 
centrally located. In a similar fashion, the routing related traffic was reduced 
compared to the line topology due to, i) smaller routes are being managed, ii) the CH- 
related traffic is smaller, and iii) the CH is located in a more central location. The 
non-CH traffic is slightly more than that o f the star topology, and is attributed to the 
fact that in this case the longest route contains 3 hops as opposed to 2 o f the earlier 
experiment. Reduction o f the TFTP traffic is also observed in comparison to the line 
topology because the big laptop plugin is sent over 1 hop only, but the PDA plugin is 
sent 9 times (C to B and then D, C to A to B to E, C to A to B and then F).
Figure 6 - 1 7  Random topology
There are some key observations regarding the results of this most representative 
topology. The convergence time required for the alignment o f nodes capabilities 
depends on the distributed plugin. In our test case the plugin size is significant, and 
thus requires considerable time for its deployment throughout the cluster/network. 
The measured time takes into accoimt the fact the wireless links are not stable 
throughout the experiment due to interference reasons. In a number o f experiments, 
link breakages occurred without any external intervention, and we attribute these to 
the inter-MN interference. Given these link breakages, the time measured in our
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experiments includes the additional latency introduced for route reconstruction. 
Another important regarding the increased convergence time in our test cases is the 
necessity to disseminate multiple versions o f the same plugin due to platform 
dependence. If we had disseminated a Java-based platform-independent plugin, we 
would not have incurred as much traffic, and the convergence time would have been 
improved, depending also on the particular topology.
Table 6 -6  Random topology experimental results
Metric Value
Time convergence 44.43 sec
Routing traffic (AODV) J 12068 bytes
Management traffic
-- ----— -rt. -----  — ------ ---  --- - -1
51491 bytes
TFTP traffic 1366896 bytes
4.2.4 F u l l  r a n d o m  m o b i l i t y  s c e n a r i o s
Full random mobility scenarios were also considered by exploiting our custom 
built MANET emulator. We created a multitude o f mobility trace files, which were 
derived based on the mobility model described in the next section. We emulated these 
mobility traces using our MAC address filter tool and subsequently experimented 
with our platform. Nodes A and C were always selected as the routing plugin owners, 
their positioning though was obviously not always the same. The measurements 
displayed in Table 6-7 represent average values gathered under various topological 
and mobility scenarios. The benefit of the emulation is that we exploit real MANET 
characteristics and evaluate our platform under various mobility scenarios. In our 
experiments, we emulated mobility based on scenarios that we varied the terrain size 
from 100x100m to 200x200m since we only had 6 nodes and larger terrains would 
lead to continuous breaks of communication links. The relative node velocity was 
varied from 5 m/s to 20 m/s.
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Table 6 <- 7 Full random mobility experimental results
Metric Value
Node relative velocity 5 m/s 10 m/s 20 m/s
(Terrain size: 100x100)
Time convergence (sec) 22.57 23.14 23.81
Routing traffic (bytes) 7523 7645 7701
Management traffic (bytes) 42092 42816 43902
TFTP traffic (bytes) 901145 902123
.......... i
902556
(Terrain size:200x200)
Time convergence (sec) 27 27.43 28.07
Routing traffic (bytes) 10209 12788 13342
Management traffic (bytes) 50512 52813 55259
TFTP traffic (bytes) 1101232 1104776 1105098
The first observation is that in these cases the convergence time is smaller than 
the static cases described earlier. The reason for this is that due to the limited terrain 
size and the fact that the range of wireless transmissions is 100m, there is increased 
connectivity between the nodes. Link and connectivity changes and disruptions 
caused by increasing node velocity yield a relative increase in traffic measurements 
and convergence time. The routing traffic is considerably bigger in the case of the 
larger terrain size since more link breaks cause increased number of requests for route 
reconstruction. The TFTP traffic in the 100x100 terrain size scenario is much less 
than in any other case, since under these conditions all nodes are connected via direct 
links to each other and so the plugin acquisition is immediate. Our platform is robust
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enough to cater for link breaks by assuming a threshold value for the number o f nodes 
that need to be present in order to complete the operation, as previously described.
The extensive testbed experimentation presented and discussed above first 
validates that our proposed framework operates properly in a real MANET 
environment. It also illustrates that our framework does not cause significant overhead 
in terms both of control/management traffic and convergence time. The maximum 
control traffic observed was 83145 bytes, which is distributed among 6 nodes that 
communicate in the worst case through 2Mbps wireless links; this control overhead is 
deemed acceptable. Convergence time was measured to be 24 seconds on average. 
This time might seem significant but one needs to take into accoimt that the particular 
experiments distribute a 454 Kbytes plugin across many hops. In addition, an average 
o f 4 seconds is necessary to initiate the new routing protocol and this is part o f the 
convergence time which is overall considered as satisfactory.
From our experience in designing and implementing the above case study for an 
adaptive routing strategy, we argue that tangible improvement in MANET 
performance can be achieved. There is great potential for autonomic management, if 
we consider more complex policy conditions and actions combined with sophisticated 
context information. It should be obvious that the described adaptation process does 
not require any human intervention beyond the initial definition o f the policies and 
modelling o f the monitored context, achieving a degree o f autonomy.
4 .3 .  S i m u l a t i o n  A n a l y s i s
The testbed experimentation validated the operation of our platform in a real- 
world scenario of a small-scale MANET. On the other hand, the objective of the 
simulation is to validate testbed experimentation but also to investigate the actual 
performance o f our programmable framework in a large-scale MANET. Performance 
is analysed in similar manner as before i.e. in terms o f control traffic overhead and 
overall convergence time
We performed our simulations using the GloMoSim network simulator [64]. The 
transmission range o f each node is set to 100m, and the link capacity is considered to 
be 2 Mbps (worst-case scenario). As described earlier, each CH/NH switches between 
reactive (i.e. AODV) and proactive (i.e. OLSR) routing strategies based on context 
information. In our simulations the context-driven need for routing protocol switching
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is derived based on the node mobility patterns. Group mobility is derived from 
individual node mobility patterns, using the same settings, i.e. mobility traces, as 
those used for testbed experimentation. Plugin switching latency is set to be 4 seconds 
as measured on average in the testbed experiments.
For the first stage o f our simulation analysis we attempt to investigate the 
performance o f our framework in terms of the average control traffic incurred per 
node and the convergence time required for the complete plugin deployment and 
activation. In order to assess the effect o f increasing network size on the clustering 
and plugin election and distribution schemes, the terrain-area is also increased with an 
increase in the number o f nodes, so that the average node density is kept constant. The 
number o f nodes in this case is varied from 5, 20, 45, 80 and 125. The terrain-area 
size is varied so that the average node degree remains the same and accordingly 
200x200 m2, 400x400 m2, 600x600 m2, 800x800 m2 and 1000x1000 m2 are selected 
for each scenario (each cluster has a dimension o f 200x200 m2).
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Figure 6-18 Average control traffic per node (clustering and plugin deployment) vs. 
increasing node count
Figure 6-18 shows the average control traffic per node because o f both clustering 
and programmable platform interactions; this is shown as a function o f increasing 
number of nodes. The clustering-related control traffic of CH/NH election process is 
actually the traffic involved due to HELLO packet transmissions, and the control 
traffic associated with our programmable framework is the total traffic involved for
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the entire plugin deployment process as described in Chapter 4 (excluding plugin 
distribution traffic). It can be inferred from Figure 6-18 that the average control traffic 
does not depend on the increasing node count, and hence both the clustering and 
plugin distribution schemes are scalable. The initial peak in the plugin-related control 
traffic is attributed to the small number o f nodes which leads to frequent connectivity 
losses in the designated terrain area.
It is evident that the control overhead measured through simulation is in the same 
range (approximately 6* 8500 = 51000 bytes) as the overhead measured during 
testbed experimentation, validating thus our approach.
Figure 6-19 Average per node convergence time for the plugin deployment process vs.
increasing node count
Figure 6-19 depicts the average convergence time per node for complete plugin 
deployment as a function o f increasing number o f nodes. The convergence time is 
actually the time the plugin process takes from the point when a Terminode receives 
the plugin election trigger message from the CH until it finally receives the plugin 
activation message. It is evident from Figure 6-19 that the convergence time increases 
almost linearly with the node count. This was expected as we assume that the number 
of plugin owner nodes also increases proportionally with network size. Although 
these nodes are randomly distributed, in our simulation scenarios they appear to be 
reasonably well distributed as the network grows in size, avoiding “empty” areas, 
hence the almost linear convergence time with the number o f nodes. Scalability is 
proven by having time bounded convergence.
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If we consider a population o f 6 nodes as it was the case in testbed experiments, 
the overall convergence time measured through simulations is similar to that observed 
in the testbed. The average convergence time per node is around 4.5s (first point in 
the graph of Figure 6-19) and the overall convergence time 6*4.5=27s almost as 
measured in the testbed experiments, (see terrain size 200x200 on Table 6-7), which 
further validates our approach.
4 .4 .  A n a l y t i c a l  M o d e l l i n g
We presented in Chapter 4 a probabilistic analysis o f our plugin distribution 
framework, where we provided a formula (Equation 4-6) to calculate the overall 
control cost incurred by our design. This is termed as OCO and given by the 
following equation: OCO  = A C O  * ( N  -  N p) =  K  * M  * (N  -  N P) .We are going to 
use this formula to validate the results previously obtained from simulation analysis 
and testbed experiments.
Based on the description o f the system operation given in Chapter 4, we attempt 
to calculate the average control overhead per hop imposed by our platform (defined in 
Chapter 4 as M) during a full cycle o f system operation. If we disregard the 
Admin_Node-related traffic that involves plugin election, then the traffic generated 
per hop is derived from the following series o f XML-RPC calls. A Terminode floods 
the advertisement of its plugins (advertisePlugin call, measured in the testbed to be 
1211 bytes on average), then queries the neighbors on whether they own the plugin 
and waits for their reply (hasPlugin call and reply with approximate traffic o f 2*1098 
bytes). The Terminode then invokes the receivePlugin call to handle receiving and 
installation o f the plugin (1211 bytes) and finally handles the activatePlugin call that 
deals with local plugin activation and informs the AdminNode o f the successful 
alignment (1152 bytes). The Admin Node -related traffic involves the request for 
plugin election (approximately 1084 bytes), the request to the elected plugin owner to 
distribute the plugin (on average 1095 bytes) and the confirmation o f plugin activation 
(524 bytes). Thus the overall number o f bytes on average is M = 8473 bytes.
Having defined the average per hop overhead imposed by our framework, we 
can calculate the Overall Control Overhead for various node populations given the 
formula we presented previously. For example, given that the average hop count for 
our testbed experiments is -1.5, the analytically derived formula gives overall control
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overhead OCO=1.5*8473*(6-2) = 50838 bytes. This value is very similar to the 
values measured both through testbed experimentation (see terrain size 200x200 on 
Table 6-7) and simulation (9100*6=~55000 bytes - first point in the graph of Figure 
6-18), validating thus further the correct operation o f our platform.
5 . D i s c u s s i o n
The scenario presented above o f routing protocol switching based on overall 
degree o f mobility is a scenario we dealt with extensively as the first approach 
towards self-optimisation in MANETs. We plan to study and experiment with other 
scenarios in the future as there are various possibilities to exploit context for MANET 
self-management.
A particularly scarce resource in MANETs is the battery power. In fact, if the 
battery is below a certain threshold, relevant nodes should still he able to send and 
receive packets but not to be used to relay packets if possible. In this case the high- 
level policy rule is “a node should not forw a rd  packets i f  the energy level is below  
X % ” and the context information communicated is the remaining energy level of 
MANET nodes. In this case, this information could be exploited by power-aware 
routing protocols .that will be configured to avoid using particular nodes as relays. 
Another aspect we are particularly interested is the identification o f main streams of 
infoimation in the MANET from and to particular nodes. Again this information 
could be used for alternative routing by QoS-aware routing protocols so as to keep the 
network load-balanced (self-optimization). Another use of this information would be 
to try and identify and subsequently isolate malicious intruders that send bogus data 
streams in denial-of-service attacks (self-protection). Context may also be gathered 
regarding access to important servers and these might be relocated or replicated if 
possible in order to provide a good level o f service. Finally, many other uses o f 
context information may be eventually possible.
We presented a framework and key design principles of a context-aware platform 
that enables the adaptive self-configuration o f MANETs by using policies triggered 
from context information. We have designed, implemented and successfully deployed 
the proposed platform in our experimental testbed, getting encouraging results. The 
effectiveness and optimal operation o f our platform is also evident through the 
simulation analysis we have provided.
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C h a p t e r  7
C o n c l u s i o n s
l .  S u m m a r y
The quest to achieve self-management o f mobile ad hoc networks was the key 
driver behind the research undertaken in this thesis. To this extent we studied all 
diverse aspects of providing management for MANETs in a supervised, autonomic 
manner. More specifically:
■ Monitoring surrounding context and modelling this information using a 
specifically designed generic context model. The proposed model supports 
context aggregation with formal grammar rules used to deduce higher level 
contexts from simpler ones.
■ Organising the MANET in a scalable and reliable manner, taking into account 
the limited resources o f the devices and node mobility. Scalability is 
achieved, as well as minimal overhead on network resources.
■ Employing a policy-based management scheme in the MANET realm. This 
ensures the flexibility and extensibility guaranteed by the policy-based 
management paradigm, while at the same time provides for generic 
management rules to be deployed on the MANET.
* Managing context information effectively and with satisfactory performance.
This involves context dissemination and incorporating context into the 
organisational model so as to ensure network-wide understanding of 
conditions in a dynamic fashion. Thus uniform decision-making and 
management are both feasible.
■ Dynamically configuring the MANET according to high-level management 
decisions. This addresses both the mapping to lower-level configuration 
changes in the mobile nodes, as well as the uniform, timely and synchronised 
alteration of the mobile nodes operating environment.
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■ Providing actual deployment o f the proposed self-management framework on 
a real MANET. We used our experimental testbed for this reason, having 
researched all possible implementation choices and adjusted the selected ones 
for the purposes o f our experiments. A MANET mobility emulator was built, 
to emulate node mobility imder various mobility scenarios.
■ Bringing together all the aforementioned components of our modular self­
management framework for MANETs. The framework has been designed, 
implemented, tested and assessed with reasonably satisfactory results.
These aspects o f self-management for MANETs have been thoroughly and 
intensively researched. We have provided detailed background work, motivation and 
related literature on each one, comparing our approach with existing solutions, if any. 
The contributions o f this work have been introduced in the first Chapter of this thesis.
In Chapter 1 the research problem that motivated this thesis was the following.
“ Can we exploit context awareness to provide a viable, generic, efficient, 
practical, scalable and applicable fra m ew ork  to achieve self-m anagem ent o f  
M A N E T s  taking into account their inherent characteristics? ”
We assert that the question has been sufficiently answered by our research 
subject to certain unavoidable limitations. There were cases that we had to draw a line 
and separate our work from that o f others, so as to avoid expanding immensely the 
research domain. One such field was i.e. security in MANETs, which is a standalone 
research topic in its own right in our view.
The answer to the fundamental question we ourselves set is positive, bearing 
always in mind the human parameter that, so far, cannot be omitted from the set of 
requirements to achieve self-management. Our deployed framework serves as a proof- 
of-concept o f our research, distinguishing thus our work from pure conceptual studies 
that have insofar monopolised related literature.
2 . F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h  D i r e c t i o n s
Undoubtedly we do not claim to have completely addressed the entirety of 
research issues related to the self-management of MANETs. As we have explicitly 
stated, there were issues that we consciously chose to set aside from our research
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since they were considered orthogonal to it. We propose below future research 
directions we consider interesting to extend the work presented in this thesis.
■ Context awareness is the foundation o f our framework and in this sense it 
is essential to have concrete context models of various types o f context 
information related to management decisions. We provided certain 
models in this thesis, but nevertheless the diversity and number o f models 
is restricted and influenced by the high level management decisions 
defined as policies. Context modelling tools should be also designed so as 
to facilitate administrators to introduce new context models.
* We have implemented our custom policy-based management framework. 
It would be o f merit to exploit the multitude o f related work and available 
PBNM frameworks and incoiporate them in our platform. In the same 
sense and in accordance to the previous point, a wider range o f policies 
could be introduced.
■ Security and reliability in MANETs should be studied in a more 
comprehensive manner. The scope and timeplan o f this thesis did not 
allow us to delve into this field, but future work should integrate these 
aspects into the overall framework. We have presented our initial views in 
this thesis, namely establishing trust relationships in the distributed 
MANET environment, and we firmly believe that this should be the 
starting point for further work.
■ Self-management o f the MANET occurs through network policies and 
their associated conditions, events and actions. This is to date static, 
meaning context is evaluated against policy conditions that are statically 
configured. We find approaches like [203], [204] interesting, where 
policies are themselves dynamic and are influenced by continuous 
monitoring o f context conditions. Meta-policies guide the creation of new 
policies or the update and adjustment o f existing policies according to 
higher level principles. Our proposed framework fits extremely well into 
this emerging policy adaptation realm. A major concern in this case 
though is policy conflict detection and resolution as policy conflicts will 
be unavoidable in such a dynamic environment.
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3 . E p i l o g u e
Context awareness can be used to achieve self-management o f MANETs and thus 
support benefits in terms o f optimisation, protection and performance. It is essential to 
stress out that self-management cannot be achieved in the absence o f the human user. 
Pure autonomy requires artificial intelligence, long-term research of which has 
pinpointed the difficulties in reaching it. The framework we propose exploits user 
intelligence and intertwines it with system efficiency to realise the task of enabling 
context-aware management o f MANETs. Context awareness builds upon a multitude 
o f research streams and involves issues like privacy, artificial intelligence, human- 
computer interaction, social sciences, economics, systems engineering, psychology, 
data management etc [205]. These viewpoints need to be holistically addressed when 
delving into context-aware system design.
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